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Abstract 
The present study entitled "Contrastive Study of 
English and Bhojpuri (as spoken in Distt. Maunath Bhanjan;: 
grammatical systems" — reveals the facts that the two Igs. 
belong to two different Ig. families. Inspite of sharing 
some grammatical features they also exhibit a lot of 
"dissimilarities" in their structures. It is realized at the 
end of this research work that CA theory, with its claim 
that one of the major problems in learning a SL is caused 
due to the structural differences between L^ and L2» is, 
incontrovertibIy true and its final results may be applied 
practically for teaching purposes. Its significance is not 
less than any other theories of Ig. teaching. Indeed, there 
is need in modern times to evolve a practical approach 
towards SL Ig. teaching/1 earning problems. The statement: No 
theory is of any value unless it works practically" is the 
need of the hour in this particular area. 
Having been analyzed and described linguistically, 
the noun morphology and nominal phrases of Eng. and BhoJ., 
it is observed that both the Igs. possess their own systems 
of grammar. 
The second chapter thoroughly examines a 
systematic CA of noun morphology of Eng. and BhoJ. and 
ditrerent from that of Bhoj. 
(.b) Phoneraical ly, the morphs in the two Igs. are 
are not alike Ce.g. differences in the shapes of the 
morphs). 
(cJ Both the Igs. differ from each other in the 
uses of affixes. 
(d) The number of morphemes are also not identical 
in the two Igs. 
ie) The ordering of morphemes In the two Igs. also 
do not set similar pattern. 
(f) The phonemic shape of certain suffixes, as 
well as morphemes are also different. (Illustrative examples 
of these findings have been given in the chapter concerned). 
The nouns in Eng. inflect for number only with few 
exceptions whereas the nouns in Bhoj. inflect for number, 
gender and case. 
In Eng. a noun may funtion as preposed attributes 
to another noun — head e.g. day temperature whereas 
nouns in Bhoj. are not used as preposed attribute to 
another noun head without a postposition e.g. muradabad ka 
bArtAn 'the pots of Moradabad', f irozabad ki cur i 'the 
bangles of Firozabad* etc. 
The adjectives in Eng. are represented by degree 
morphemes as comparative and superlative such as big, bigger 
and biggest. 
In Bhoj. too, the adjectives are marked by degree, 
but these are demonstrated more by syntatctic constructions 
than morphologically such as chota 'small', dher chbta 
'smaller', sAbse chdta 'amall'. 
Gender is an important grammatical category in 
Bhoj. and its distribution is wide in the Ig. and extends to 
adjective and verb phrases. It not only affects noun but 
also other parts of speech in a sentence. The system of 
gender in Bhoj. is very much complicated; whereas gender in 
Eng. is solely confined to personal pronouns: 'he, she, and 
it'. Here Bhoj. pronoun /u/ can substitute for two types of 
nouns: 
he 
she 
/U/ C substitution of 'he' and 'she' 
by Bhoj. pronoun /U/ 
Eng. possesses its own systems for framing plural. 
In Eng. IS/, /—z/, /-iz/, /-0/, /-«n/ etc. (which are 
phonologicaIly conditioned) are used in making plurals 
whereas in Bhoj. /—vAn/, /-An/ (Mas.) and /yAn/, (Fern.) /—0/ 
are used in making plurals, and are not phono IogicaI Iy 
conditioned. 
In Eng. the number category is associated with 
nouns but extends to demonstrative pronouns and verbs also 
whereas in Bhoj. the number category is associated with 
nouns, adjectives and verbs. 
The third chaper discusses in detail about the CA 
of Eng. and Bhoj. "nominal phrases". At surface level, the 
structures of nominal phrases of both the Igs. have 
similarities, they are very much alike in the categorical 
structures, but at the deep structure level, both these Igs. 
are mutually exclusive. It is observed that both the Igs. 
possess category, 'predeterminer'. But it is to be pointed 
out here that there is not always one-to-one equivalence 
between the items in the two Igs. Eng. predeterminers 
^predeterminer + of) such as alI of. both of. half of. some 
of. each of, many of. do not find their equivalence in Bhoj. 
as predeterminers. 
Eng. is very rich in the system of articles 
whereas Bhoj. does not possess any such system of articles. 
The former possesses definite and indefinite articles while 
later does not. Even then we find some instances of Eng. 
articles a/an translated in Bhoj. as /^k/ or /ektho/. 
A CA of the 'possessive-genetive' reveals that in 
Eng. it follows the articles whereas in Bhoj. it precedes 
determiners, but the article is deleted when the noun is a 
proper name. For example: 
£ * g the Seema's ankles m 
B JjM sima ka har • 
The following different possessive-genetive 
construction of Eng. and Bhoj. is given below: 
Bhoj. Eng. 
1. Possessive constructions f noun + —' s CHead) "1 
Noun + ka + Head 1 Pre-head noun l + Head) J 
2. Genetive constructions 
Noun + ka + Head 
(Head +) + of group 
(Head +) prepositional group 
Adjectival ( + Head pre-head 
noun ( + Head) 
noun +'s ( + Head) 
In Bhoj. the various possessive-genetive 
constructions and their translation equivalences in Eng. 
present a varied and rather complex picture of different 
ways in which the possessive-genetive constructions are 
produced in Eng. and Bhoj. This may create difficulties to 
the learners in learning Eng. 
It has been found hierarchy of difficulties that a 
learner may come up during learning the Ig. 
(a) Eng. has a fixed position for the occurrence 
of possessives in 'nominal group* structure whereas Bhoj. 
doss not. 
<.b) It has been noticed that there i3 correlation 
of possessive pronominals between subject and complement in 
Eng. For example: 
E § his father went to Bombay for passing the holiday § 
B $ dke Abba chutti bitavA bAmbAi gAe hAn $ 
In Eng. the correlation is "obligatory' whereas in 
Bhoj. it is 'optional'. 
Co) Interrogative and non-interrogative 
possessives are also very much problematic to the learners. 
The Ig. teachers, in order to overcome these complexities, 
should teach these grammatical items separately. 
^ (d) Eng. allows only animate nouns and so far as 
inanimate are concerned they always follow the possessed 
nouns. 
A CA of 'demonstrative determiner' points out that 
the Bhoj. speakers have a tendency to identify 
demonstratives with definite articles, and hence the errors 
of insertion of demonstratives in place of definite articles 
(Illustrative examples have been enlisted in the main text). 
A CA of 'ordinative' reveals the following facts: 
li) Sub-classification, like multiplicative, 
fractional etc. are found in Eng. but they operate as 
predeterminers whereas in 8ho]. they are the part of the 
system at ordinatives. 
(ii) The category "approximiao1e' whicn 
immediately precede cardinals in Bhoj. are part or the 
determiners and they precede determiner in Eng. 
(iii) Representation of 'ordinatives' is also 
different in both the Igs., as it can be seen below: 
Eng. { approximately} + (cardinal) 
Bha j . r a p p r o x i m a t e l y *! { c a r d i n a l ) 
I l + l m u l t i p l i c a t 1 V 
I c a r d i n a l J t t r a c t i o n a l ) 
e) 
A CA of the 'nomina1ized verba Is' which nas been 
discussed under the head of 'noun head' in the third cnspter 
reveals the following findings: 
In Eng.the norainalized verbals have two rorms: 
Ca) Gerundive V — ing 
(b) Infinitival to — V 
So far as Bhoj. is concerned, it shows only one 
form V — At as equivalent to Eng. V — ing and to — V only 
with few excepions. However, in oblique constructions we 
find the following forms: 
V — A + postposition (with few exceptions; 
After comparing and coontrasting the 'proper 
nouns' we notice that both the lg3. possess this category 
which take 'the'. (thl3 "the' is aaded betcce proper noun) 
Bho;. lacks in the usage of "lexical determiner'. 
For example 
EnQ. 
The Taj Mahal 
'The Principal 
Bhoj. 
tajmAhAl 
pirinsipAl etc. 
A CA ot "personal pronoinina I ' results in the 
following findings in this area: 
(a; In Eng. the feature of gender is relevant to 
the 3rd person non-plural personal pronominals (.it not 
others) whereas Bhoj. does not possess this feature at all. 
Cb) In Bhoj. 2nd person makes a distinction 
between 'honorific' vs. 'non-honorofic' and 'general' 
whereas Eng. does not make any such distinction. 
CO In Bhoj. 3rd person non possessive personal 
pronominals /i/ and /U/ are homophonous with the 
demonstrative pronominals whereas Bhoj. does not make any 
distinction between "if and "this' or "they' and "that'. It 
can be represented by the following table: 
Personal pronominals 
/O/ 
it 
this 
he/she 
that 
R 
(g,j U P find that En?, has two '^uh-cs tp |nr i P'^  nt 
po=;<:;fts s i vp prnnnminal^ (dPi.'^ Tlr; anrt non-dP 1 ct 1 r,) wnllp Rnni. 
po'^sesses only one Cnot considering the obliqup and non-
oblique forms). For example: 
Eng, Bhaj. 
ray/mine mora (Mas.) 
her/hers oki (Fem. ) 
their/theirs unhAn ka tMas.) 
Having been systematically compared and contrasted 
the 'pronomina1s' operating as 'qualitier' in both the Igs. 
Ue observed the following differences in this area: 
(a) While Eng. Ind. pronominals like someone 
thuman) and something tnon-huraan) may take qualifier and 
modif ier too, e.g-
•• nicp e;nmething •• • nice something H whereas 
Rhni. rinps nnt takp mnriltipr nr qualifier prenedlng and 
following respectively — the hpad word (Ind. prnnnminaIs). 
F.ng. Ind. prnnmlnals, F.ng. Ind. pronominals + qualifipr 
cnnstrnctinn is marked hy Ind. prnnnminal + (epithet) + nnun 
head construction in Rhni. For pxampip: 
Fng, Bhnj. 
H something nice H • kjno Acchi (cir.) H 
•I someone nice H H k^ 'no Accha admi •§ 
it i. 3 quite clear that the ditterences \n the 
operation ot various item as qualifiers in both tne Igs, ana 
only few items ot En?, finding thpir Rqm'valencps in Rhni. 
may r.rea te . 1 fia rn i ng prnhlpms. 
(h) In Fng. thf=> "rprlpxivp prnnnminalq' alv;ayq 
fnlinw the heart wnrrt, i.e. they always take thp position nt 
qnaiiftpr whprpas in Rhoj. thpy may follow or prpoprtp thp 
noun heart. For pxampip: 
$ thp girl herself rto It $ 
d q 
Ffhni. 
$ ii lArkiya QkA khurt kAr 1 i r.A 
m h q 
Finally, it Is hopert that the tinrtings ot the 
prpsent resparoh work wi I 1 rtetlmtely help the language 
tpaohprs in preaparing suitable teaching materials as WPI I 
as in writing text-hooks so that the nativp speakers OT 
Rhoj. In Distt. Maunath Rhanian in partioular and in other 
Rhoj. speaking areas in general may learn Fng. as a SI. with 
1 east rt i 11 i ou11 i PS. 
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List of abbreviations 
Aux. = Auxiliary 
A = speaker 
A = Adjunct 
li) ACC = Accusative 
BE = British English 
BBC = British Broadcasting Corporation 
B = addressee iperson spoken to) 
Bhoj. = Bhojpuri 
B = Bhojpuri 
CA = Contrastive Analysis 
Cont. = Contingent 
C = other participant 
CL = Contrastive Linguistics 
CAM = Contrastive Analysis Model 
CS = Contrastive Studies 
C = Complement 
d = deictic 
dem. = demonstrative 
det. = definite 
E = English 
e = epithet 
ed. = edition 
e.g. = tor example 
etc. = 'et cetera' 
esp. = especially 
Emphasizer 
Fu. 
FL 
Fem. 
fern. 
GN 
h 
H 
»*? 
Imp. 
Inf. 
Intr. 
Int. 
Ind. 
i.e. 
IC 
Li 
L2 
Ig. 
Igs. 
Ltd. 
Mas. 
m 
MT 
Mas. 
mas. 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
= 
s 
= 
= 
= 
Future 
Foreign Language 
Feminine 
feminine 
Gender and Number 
head 
Honor if ic 
ki1ogram 
Imperfect 
Infinitive 
Intrans itive 
1nterrogative 
Indef inite 
'that is to say' 
Immediate Constituent 
mother tongue 
second language 
language 
languages 
Limi ted 
Masculine 
modi f ier 
mother tongue 
masculine 
masculine 
NCAM 
n3 5. 
Norn. 
n 
NL 
Neut. 
NH 
NCM 
No. 
NP 
0 
0 
PGN 
pr. 
pa. 
PP 
poss. 
Ps 
p 
p 
PP 
pa. 
q 
Rp 
S. A.W. 
SL 
= Non-Contrastive Analysis Model 
= native speakers 
= Nominative 
= pre head noun cnoun classitier) 
= native language 
= Neuter gender 
= Non honorific 
= Non-Contrastive Model 
= Number 
= Nominal phrase 
= Object 
= Ordinative 
= Person, gender and number 
= present 
= past 
= present participle 
= possessive 
= primary structure 
= predicate 
= preposi t ion 
= p n s t p o s i t . l nn 
= pa r 11 r; I p 
= qua M f 1 p r 
= RpriPivftri p r o n u n c i a t i o n 
= Sa I I a I a h - n - A I a 1 hp Wa«;al lam 
= spcnnrt languagp 
No, 
sg. 
TL , 
Tr. 
Viz; 
Vol . 
EA 
= Serial fJ umber 
= secondary structure 
= Subject 
= singular 
= Target Language 
= Transitive 
= namely 
= Volume 
= Error Analysis 
Note:- In the present analysis the researcher has 
aboreviated some two grammatical elements by a single letter 
for just easiness but they may be understood contextually 
without any difficulty. For example, the capital letter (P) 
stands for both 'Predicate' and 'Preposition' and so on. 
SYMBOLS AND CONVENTIONS 
Symbols and Conventions 
two horizontal dots used for long vowels: 
as in /a/, Vu/, /i/, /e/, /o/, /A/. 
one dot used for retoflexion as in /jhAnda/ 
^flag'. 
/ / slash used for phonemic transcription. 
[ ] boundary of rank shifted group 
> transformation e.g. /rat/ 'rat' Csg.) > /rats/ 'rats' 
(pi. ) 
i ) enclose a relation expression, or a set of 
simultaneous features within a selection expression. 
J» star symbolises ungrammat ica 1 i ty. 
H square symbolises for group boundary. 
J- $ this symbol represents sentence boundary. 
( ) optional. 
> < used for clause boundary. 
'*' this symbol linguistically known as tilda. and is used 
for nasalization of the vowels as in /bArhiya/ 'good'. 
« 
— hyphen 
+ more than one participant 
< replacive as in /man/ 'man' (sg.) /men/ 'men'./evs/ 
/N/ Velar nasal e.g. /siNA/ 'singer'. 
/A/ used as equivalent to schwa /9/, cential vowel as jn 
/Andaza/ 'expectation', /dhAnda/ 'profession' etc. 
/A/ central long vowel of English. 
/6/ 
/P/ 
J^ 
/ t r/ 
/e/ 
/ j / 
/I/ 
/e/ 
/£/ 
/a/ 
/ / 
/d/ 
/u/ 
especially used for high and low, front, unrounaed 
as in /mEdivAl/ 'mediaeval', ZmGdAl/ 'meaal' etc. 
sh. as in /fip/ 'fish', /miPAn/ 'mission' etc. 
palato-a1veolar fricative as in /letA/ 'leisure', 
/m6jA/ 'measure' etc. 
p a l a t o - a I v e o l a r a f f r i c a t e a s in / t P i t / ' c h e a t ' , 
/ t f a t / ' c h a r t ' e t c . 
labio-dental fricative as in /©«Nk/ 'thank', 
/eri/ 'three'etc. 
l a b i o - d e n t a l f r i c a t i v e a s in / " f i s / ' t h i s ' , / ^ £ n / 
' t h e n ' e t c . 
English palatal as in /jan/ 'yarn' /jaNk/ 'yank', 
/jild/ 'yield' etc. 
high, front, unrounded vowel as in /bhir/ 'crowd'. 
mid, front, unrounded vowel as in /bepAnah/ 
'infinite', /ek/ 'one' etc. 
this vowel lies between the high low and low, front, 
unrounded as in /£na/ 'mirror', /kG/ 'vomiting' etc. 
this vowel is low, back, unrounded and long as in 
/bokhar/ 'fever', /bhar/ 'weight' etc. 
this vowel lies between the high low and low, oack, 
rounded as in /bjna/ 'dwarf', / /k no/ 'any' etc. 
this vowel is low-high, back, rounded as in /jhola/ 
'bag', /bdli/ 'language' etc. 
this vowel is high, back, rounded as in /dhur 
/a/ 
/o-
'dust' /dun/ 'distance' 
/i/ this vowel is high but in comparison to the vowel 
/i/, it is low, front (a little backward)'unrounded 
as in /imli/ 'tamarind', /bijli/ 'electric' etc. 
/A/ this vowel is central, mid, neutral as in /Asli/ 
'pure', /sAkra/ 'narrow' etc. 
/u/ this vowel is high but in comparison to /Q/ it is 
low, bak (a little-forward) as in /ujri/ 'white', 
/khudra/ 'change' etc. 
this vowel is low, back, unrounded as in /Anda/ 
'egg', /cAnd^/ 'donation', etc. 
this vowel is low-high, back, rounded as in /okhri/ 
'it is made up of wood used for thrashing grains' 
/jhnpvA/ 'bunch' 
/e/ this vowel is mid, front, unrounded as in /jebiya/ 
'pocket', /khetva/ 'field' etc. 
/O/ this is known as thita usd for labio-dental fricative 
as in /esNk/ 'thank', /Gri/ 'three' etc. 
/0/ zero element in //ip/ +d 'sheep', (pi.) /dxA/ + 0 
'deer' etc. 
/a;/ diagraph used as in /bst/ 'bat', /k3st/ 'cat', /bat// 
'batch' etc. 
/"•/ this vowel used in the words like /b't/ 'but', /k'p/ 
'cup', /wum"n/ 'woman' etc. 
CHAPTER 1. 
INTRODUCTION 
1. Introduction:— 
The main objective behind the present research 
work entitled "Contrastive Study of English and Bhojpuri 
las spoken in District liaunath Bhanjan) grammatical systems" 
is to present a systematic comparison of the structures of 
Eng. and Bhoj. at grammatical level. Many contrastivists and 
experts of Ig. pedagogy claim in their works that one of the 
problems in learning a SL is caused by the structural 
differences between L, and L.. They hold the belief that 
constrastive model provides an excellent basis for the 
preparation of teaching materials, curriculum planning Jit 
development of actual classroom techniques. Moreover, the 
findings may be very helpful in preparing some remedial 
teaching materials, supplementary Ig. exercises, and 
designing evaluation techniques meant to test the linguistic 
ability of learners. 
It is obvious that learning a SL is not exactly 
the same process as learning one's own MT. Those who are 
learning a SL are fully eqipped with a set of culturally 
oriented linguistic habits; they are in possession of a set 
of signs iphonic, syntactic, lexical etc.). Learning a SL is 
definitely learning a new set of signs and sign processes. 
Indeed, the learners in the process of L^ learn a set of 
alternatives tor some sub-set of rules of the Ig. they 
already know. Then, the assumption is that some ot the rules 
with which the learners are familiar are also used m the 
production and understanding ot the L„. Here, the learner 
transfers what he knows about performing one task or skill 
to performing another. He is, however, not aware of the full 
scope of the new task, till he knows that the two tasks are 
very much different. He is in continuous use of his old 
habits and in the process, he commits "errors" in learning 
the Ig. The transfer of the items in the SL can be of two 
types: 
(1) Positive transfer (Facilitation) 
C2) Negative transfer (Interference) 
Many psychologists have proved that "transfer or 
training occurs whenever the existence of a previously 
established habit has an influence upon the acquisition, 
performance". Transfer of training Is central to the problem 
of SL learning. The phenomena of transfer has been described 
as a sort of "gravitational pull of the MT ". We may also 
call It 'Language shift' — the change from the habitual use 
of one Ig. to that of another, when a SL learner desires to 
communicate. he adopts the same linguistic posture as when 
using his MT. He thinks ot the over-all meaning and proceeds 
to encode it in the linguistic forms of the SL. It may be 
possible that the learners may concentrate on one or another 
matter of grammar pronunciation or vocabulary but the bulk 
of encoding goes to hia habit systems and here it is 
channelled through the systems ot habits of his MT. 
CA provides the Ig. teacher with what has been 
termed aS 'a differential grammar'. The CA that is 
pedagogicaIly oriented makes an attempt to facilitate the 
Ig. teachers by suggesting him what items in the SL — sound 
segments and patterns, grammatical structure, lexical items 
etc. are likely to interfere with his process of ig. 
learning. This can help him in identifying the problematic 
areas of learning. These areas can be identified by 
comparing and contrasting the systems of the MT of the 
learner and the target Ig. at all the levels of the Ig. CA 
is based on the hypothesis that the L habits of the 
learners are likely to adversely affect his learning of L^  
habi ts. 
The linguists and the Ig. teachers view CA in 
various ways. The main views are as follows: 
(a) CA can predict the problematic areas in SL 
lea«.i-ning, and hence, such predictions should be taken into 
consideration in the preparation of remedial teaching 
materials and also training of Ig. teachers. 
Cb) CA has no predictive role, but the results of EA 
may be explained in terms of CA. 
(c) CA fails to predict all the areas of difficulty in 
a Ig. learning process, and that at the most it can have 
marginal role in teaching a Ig. 
It must be pointed out here that CA can not make 
predictions accurately and exhaustively of all errors are 
not made as a result of interference from the MT. It can be 
best said that certain kinds of systematic errors are made 
because the SL learners attempt at constructing a hypothesis 
about the SL. It may also be assumed that the learners' 
hypothesis about equivalences between L. and L^ holds the 
explanation about the notions of 'transfer' 
' interference'. 
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The notion or 'equivalence' is central to CA. 
Comparing the structures of two Igs. does not amount to 
juxtaposing utterances from tr.e MT and their equivalents 
from the SL, ano showing their differences. In fact. our 
knowledge of the concept of equivalence is still difriouit. 
It is not possible to recognize what we may call one-to-one 
correspondence between Igs. Ue are yet to characterize 
successfully a 'universa. base' for human Igs. 
The primary jco or tne linguistic is to reveal, 
through CA, the essential systematic and structural 
differences between the L and L^. It is then, the job of 
the Ig. teacher to identify the areas deserving emphasis in 
his Ig. programs; and thus, improve his competency, economy 
and speed by his contribution. 
CA also offers an excellent basis in the 
preparation of instructional materials and the class-room 
techniques.During the preparation of remedial teaching 
materials, the teachers keep various things in mind 
regarding the interference phenomena, and it may be useful 
to the writers of text-books, as well as anyone who is 
engaged in the preparation of drills for the Ig. laboratory. 
The work on CL has been done by many scholars in western 
countries. There are two outstanding works in CL as follows: 
1. Robert Lado. (1952) "Linguistic Across Cultures". 
2. Charles Fries, (1945) "Teaching and Learning 
English as a Foreign Language." 
The late Charles C. Fries, whose contribution to 
the study of Eng. grammar and the application of linguistics 
to the teaching of Eng. are highly valued and acceptable in 
modern period. Fries was the founder of the University of 
Michigans Eng. Ig. Institute. These two scholars viz; Lado 
and Fries tried their best to solve the problems of the SL 
learners. They are still remembered and quoted in the filed 
of CL. 
In continuation of it would not be out of place to 
discuss briefly some of the theories regarding CA. 
1.1. Contrastive Analysis: rt Theoritical Framework:-
For several decades, many procedures and models 
have been used to study the £L and FL learners' grammai' or 
performance in the TL. These procedures and models that are 
used in Ig. 1 earning/teaching for the prediction of "errors" 
in the SL may be classified into two main types, namely CAM 
and NCM. These two models play a very important role in Ig. 
teaching. As we know that CAM grew out of the structuraJ 
linguistics when BIoomfieIdian and post-B1oomfie Idians saw 
the contribution of linguistics as vital in 
1 earning/teaching as SL process. The publicaton of Leonard 
Bloorafield's "Language" in 1933 stimulated a more intensive 
study of Eng. Ig. modelled to a degree upon the methods and 
techniques of behavioristic psychology and emphasizing 
initially, at least the analysis of the spoken Ig. This came 
to be properly known as struc-urai - aoDroacn . This CAM was 
quoted and stressed by many eminent scholars and linguists 
namely, Lado, Nickel, Fries, Fisiak, Mackey, Benathy, 
Fillivopic, Levenston, Gleason and some other I ndX^ rn 
scholars like Chaturvedi, Pillai^Sinha etc. These scholars 
in their works demonstrated the significance and implication 
of CL. This model assures a strictly bilingual setting where 
the ns . of a particular Ig. is said to come in 'contact' 
with the TL or FL being learnt. With the application of 
this model, the researcher investigated the 'interference' 
of the MT linguistic system as the main source of deviance 
in the learners attempted production of TL which ctner 
source or deviance are completely ignored or simply 
discarded as being ot little or of no linguistic peaagogic 
importance. This model was in consonance with the stronger 
version of CA. At the later stage, this model was modified 
by contrastivists to include to FL teaching itself being 
learnt as an importance of linguistic variable to be 
considered as a source learner's errors because of its 
intrinsic complexities. 
The famous and well known Prague School whose 
founaer,V. Mathesisus, recognized the importance of CL very 
clearly. In this case, the contribution and function or Igs. 
are compared and it is called analytic procedure, in order 
to learn more about the system ot one's own Ig. 
The publication of Robert Lado's (1957) 'cook 
"Linguistics Across Cultures" marks the reai beginning or 
modern applied CL. Lado on the first page of his book quotes 
C.Fries, the American structuralist who took the lead m 
applying the principles of linguistic- science to tne 
teaching of Eng. On the role CL, Fries says: "The most 
effective materials are those that are based upon a 
scientific description or the Ig. to be learned. carefully 
compared with a parallel description of the NL of the 
learners". Lado supports this contention with the following 
words: 
"Text books should be graded as to grammatical 
structure, pronunciation, vocabulary and cultural content. 
And grading can be done best after the kind of 
1 
compar ison". 
Mackey (1965) also stressed the importance of CA 
of L and L„ for-r teaching purposes. " Jif f erential 
description', says Mackey, is of particular interest to Ig. 
teaching because many of the difficulties in learning a SL 
are due to the fact that it differs from the first Ig. from 
those of the second, what presumably remains is the list of 
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the learner's difficulties". 
Wilkins C1972) says, "CA should be carried out to 
provide a linguistic explanation for known errors, rather 
3 
than as a predictive procedure". 
Ronald L. Whitman writes, "A CA must proceed 
through four steps: description, selection, contrast and 
prediction. He Is of the opinion that CA takes two Igs. and 
process then in such a way as to make predictions of 
difficulty for the speakers of one learning the other. This 
process Is demonstrated by him through the following diagram 
as given below: 
< 
-> (Dl) 
-> (D2) 
-> (X) 
-> (Y) 
-> (X/Y) — > (P) 
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Deacfiption selection contrast prediction Fig. 1. The 
four procedures ot CA: 
The four steps are tl) taking the two Igs.L, and 
L^ and writing forward descriptions (Dl) and (D2) of them 
(or selecting descriptions of them); (2) picking forms CX 
and Y) from the descriptions for contrast; (3) making a 
contrast of the forms selected tX/Y); and (4) making a 
prediction of difficulty tp) on the basis of contrast. 
According to him the second steps, the selection of forms, 
is perhaps the most important step in contrastive process, 
since it reflects the conscious and unconscious assumptions 
of the investigator concerning the nature of linguistic 
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contrast, interference, errors, and so forth." 
Jacek Fisiak drawn four kinds of contrastive 
studies: 
general theoretical vs. 
specific theoretical vs. 
general applied vs. 
specific applied contrastive 
linguistic studiesiT 
It is clear from the above theories regarding CA 
that linguists and psychologists have their own approaches 
towards CA theory but the main target of both is to find out 
good performance of the ns . in learning a SL. In this 
s» 
context. Nelson Brooks points out : " The single paramount 
fact about Ig. learning is that it concerns, not problem 
6 
solving, but the formation of and performance of habits". 
The CA as originally formulated. was both 
linguistically and psychologically grounded. Linguistically, 
CA was based on a theory of taxonomic structuralism 
discrete levels of Ig. and linguistic analyses made 
principally in terras of observable surface structure 
phenomena. Psychologically, it was based on a transfer 
theory of learning, elaborated within a stimulus response 
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(behaviourist) theory of psychology. 
In summary the function of CA is to predict the 
likely errors of a given group of learners and thereby to 
provide the linguistic input to Ig. teaching materials. 
Here, we regard CA as being relevant to the designing of 
suitable teaching materials to teach the SL learners. The 
practical application of it emply for the teachers to have a 
sufficient knowledge about the structure of NL i.e. text-
books and teaching materials which will account of the 
structure of NL. 
1.2. Significance of CA in Second/Foreign Language 
Learning/Teaching:-
As it has been proved by the Ig. teachers that CA 
plays an important role in both 1 earning/teaching processes. 
CA has pointed out the major learning problems faced by the 
SL learners in the class-room which in turn, make mistakes 
in speaking as well as in writing. The teachers have 
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identified the problematic areas through the application or 
CA. In fact, the learners face many difficulties in the very 
beginning at the phonological level and later at the 
grammatical level due to the unawareness of some features 
which are new to them, they find it as a new sound and new 
grammatical items that create much problem in learning a SL. 
In situation CA is applied to know the "similarities" and 
"dissimilarities" between L and U, and wih the help of this 
analysis, the teachers stressed on those phonological and 
grammatical features which were not present in the NL. In 
this way, the learners get a clear cut idea about 
contrasting features between L. and L^- The phonemes and the 
grammatical items that are new for them, they memorize with 
utmost care and the teachers also consider those new 
features during the compiling of teaching materials. 
Every Ig. has its own characteristics and of 
course a learner while learning a SL will find few items 
that do not create any difficulty and few create more 
problems for them. It is evident in Lado (1957) as follows: 
"..... in the comparison between native and 
foreign Ig. lies the key to ease or difficulty in the 
8 
foreign Ig. learning .". 
We assume that the student who comes in contact 
with FL will find some features quite easy and others 
extremely difficult. Those elements that are similar to NL 
11 
will be easy for him and those elements that are difterent 
9 
will be difficult". 
After looking into the above quotations we can say 
that CA is one which claims that one can predict the 
learners' errors will make on the basis of a comparison of 
descriptions of the native and target Igs. A researcher who 
has made a comparison and contrast between L and L^ will 
know the real learning problems of the learners and can 
provide better teaching materials for them. 
After looking into the application of CA in Ig. 
learning/teaching we come to the conclusion that a teacher 
can solve many difficulties faced by the learners. In 
paractical situation a teacher may be asked to apply his own 
knowledge under various circumstances. For example, a 
teacher may be asked by learners to evaluate materials 
before they are adopted or use. He may be asked to prepare 
new teaching materials. In this kind of situation, he has to 
be very active and well prepared in the class room because 
sometimes learners have difficulties in each pattern. He has 
to diagnose these problems linguistically and correctly. 
1.3. Preparing suitable Teaching Materials for SL 
Learners:-
Hockett said that one should "teach the Ig. 
not about the 1g.". 
I'2 
In the light ot the findings made by the 
researchers, a teacher has' to prepare instructional/ 
remedial teaching materials for better teaching activities 
before entering into the class-room. Such activities are 
evaluating the Ig. and culture content of a text-book i.e. 
gradation of grammatical structures, pronunciation, 
vocabulary etc. 
The fundamental assumption guides teachers for 
preparing new teaching materials as given by Fries (1945J as 
foI lows: 
"The most effective materials are those that are 
based upon scientific description of the Ig. to be learned, 
carefully compared with a parallel description of the NL of 
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the learners". This assumption Is fully, practically 
confirmed and valid which comes from the work of researchers 
and linguists v<^ o had done their workson the effect of close 
contact between Igs. in bilingual situations. Einer Haughen 
and Uriel Uelnrich have carried out extensive studies in 
this area. 
1.4. English Defined and Explained:-
Eng. is the most widely used Ig. In the world. It 
is a NL of the people of Britain, U.S.A., Newzealand, 
Canada, Autralia and many other territories. It is the SL of 
many Common Wealth Countries and Is learned to a high level 
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by millions or people who use it toe the purpose of trade, 
research, politics, international relations etc. 
Abert, C. Baugh and Thomas Cable, write that, "The 
importance ot the Eng. Ig. is naturally very great. Spoken 
by more than 340 million people as a first Ig. in the United 
Kingdom, the United States, and the termer British Empire, 
It is the largest of the accidental Ig.. Eng. however, is 
11 
not the largest Ig. in the world". 
Among all the Igs. of the world, Eng. has become 
the international Ig. and widely spoken in the present time 
for the different purposes. Different countries have adopted 
it as an official Ig.. 
Randolf Quirk C1962) points out; There are now 
something like 250 million people for whom Eng. is the MT or 
first Ig.. If we add to this number of people who have a 
working knowledge of Eng. as a second or foreign Ig. (many 
Indians, Africans, Frenchmen, Russians, and so on), we raise 
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the total to about 350 million". 
Eng. Is still used In countries like India. 
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Zambia, it is used to be the medium of 
instructions In schools/colleges and universities and is 
also the Ig. of administration. In India, Eng. has occupied 
the central place in our day-today life. The importance of 
Eng. has been realized by the educationists and 
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nrin 1 n 1 s^t rator s ot India. One of India's Education 
Commissions has emphatically ass&rted: "For a successful 
completion of the first degree course, a student should 
possess an adequate command of Eng. be able to express 
himself with reasonable ease and felicity, understand 
lectures in it, and avail himself of its literature. 
Therefore, adequate emphasis will have to be laid on its 
study as a Ig. right from the school stage. Eng. should be 
the most useful Mibrary Ig.' in higher education and our 
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most significant window on the world". 
In the present research work, our choice is a 
dialect called 'Educated Southern British' which is also 
called 'rece ived pronunciat ion' (abbreviated as RP) . The 
word "received* means socially acceptable which shows that 
this is a social rather than a regional dialect, This 
dialect of Eng. spoken by educated southern Britishers. 
1.5. Bhoj.:- Areas and Dialects: 
Bhoj. Ig. is originally the Ig. of Bhojpur. The 
name 'Bhoj.' has been derived from Bhojpur. It is a name of 
a town and pargana in the north-west of district Shahabad. 
It covers a large area and occupies the whole of the west 
Bihar and of the eastern district of U.P. it also covers the 
district of Palamau and the southern, or Ranchi, palateau of 
Chotanagar. This dialect also varies according to one 
locality to another locality, one region to another region, 
one town to another town etc. The tongue and way of talking 
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or Dlst. Azamgarh and Dist. Maunath Bhanjan is different 
from that of Shahabad and Saran vice versa. Even the dialect 
which is spoken in proper Mau is different from the villages. 
Moreover there exist variations between the Bhoj. spoken by 
Muslims and other religious communities but there is mutual 
understanding among the Bhoj. speakers. Another division of 
forms being between the Bhoj. spoken in north, and that 
spoken in south, of the Ganges. It has also one important 
sub-dialect, the Nagpuria of chota Nagpur, and natives also 
recognize, by using separate names, the Madheshi Bhoj. 
spoken in Champaran, Sevaria of Basti and the neighbourhood, 
and the Tharvi, or broken dialect spoken by the hill tribes 
of the Himalaya, but these are refinement of small 
importance. 
There are some scholars who have used the form of 
'Bhojpuria'Instead of Bhoj. But the form of *Bhojpuria' is 
not familiar and popular to us. Everywhere we hear saying by 
people 'Bhoj.'. The name 'Bhoj.' has been used by Beams, 
Hoernle and Grierson In thier own workfand has thus become 
familiar and current. Bhoj. is the western most speech of 
the eastern or Magadhan group of speeches. According to him 
'Bihari' implies a single Ig. of which 'Maghai', 'Maithili' 
and "Bhoj.' are three dialects. Grierson is right from the 
phonological standpoint of the view because if we compare 
the structures of these dialects we will find more 
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similarity at the level ot" phonology. But there are rew 
difterences which exist among these three dialects. Here, it 
must be pointed out that there is mutual intelligibility and 
acceptability among the speakers Maithili, Maghai and Ehoj. 
As far as Bhoj.'s areas are concerned, it covers 
the largest extent of the country, running north and south 
from the foot of the Himalaya down to Sarguja in the central 
provinces. It also extends to the eastern distrcits of U.P. 
and includes Banaras, Ghazipur, Ballia and the major parts 
of the distrcts of Jaunpur and Mirzapur as well as those of 
Gorakhpur, Dist.Azamgarh, Dist. Maunath Bhanjan, Khalilabad 
and Basti up to the river of Kuwano in Tehsil Harayya. 
An eminent scholar Dr. Suniti Kumar Chatterjii has 
classified the Magadhan speeches in three groups and he is 
eveidently inclined to take all the eastern or Magadhan 
speehes together. According to him, Bholpuri belongs to the 
western Magadhan group. Maithili and Maghai to central 
Magadhan and Bengali. Assamese and Oriya to the eastern 
Magadhan group. 
In the state of Bengal, BhoJ. is called 
'Hindustani' or merely 'pashcimas', i.e. westerners in 
contradiction to the local people. The name 'Bhojpuri' or 
'Bhojpuria' has been in the use since at least the Mughal 
period. But the first written use of the word in this sense 
appears to date from 1769. 
Bhoj. Ig. or dialect embraces an area or 43,000 
square miles. It reaches on the north, across the Ganges, 
and even beyond the Nepal frontier, up to the lower ranges 
of the Himalaya from Champaran to Basti. On the south, it 
has crossed the Sone, and covers the great plateau ot Chota 
Nagpur, where it ultimately finds itself in contact with the 
Bengali of Maubhum, and until the Oriya of Singhbhura. 
Dialects:- Grierson pointed out four main varities of 
Bhoj. as foI lows: 
1. Northern standard: 2. The Southern standard: 
3. The Western standard; 4. The Nagpuria 
But it has also two varieties namely 
5. Tharu 6. Madhesi 
Here, It is not possible for the researcher to 
give exact number of Bhoj. speakers but according to 
Grierson after an overall survey of India the number of 
Bhoj. speakers in India is 2.00.00.000. 
1.6. Data collection:-
For Bhoj. the present researcher himself as an 
informant and get his speech tape-recorded and then 
analyzed, described and comparison and contrast were made 
between Eng. and Bhoj. For Eng., materials were collected 
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from different sources viz; books, research papers, journals 
and BBC programmes in the night esp. 'BBC World News'. 
The data of Eng. and Bhoj. linguistically analyzed 
and described on the following broad levels of Ig.. 
1. Noun morphology 
2. Syntax 
1.7. The Model and the Methods;-
In the analysis of the present contrastive study 
the following model and methods were consulted and used. 
1. Slnha, Binod K. 1986. ^Contrastive Analysis of 
English, and Hindi Nominal Phrase'. 
2. Ganesan, S.N. 'A Contrastive erammar of Hindi 
and TamfP . 
3. Singh, J.D. 'A Descriptive Grammar of Banoru". 
4. Pillai, K. *LinQuistics and Language Teaching'. 
These above models helped the researchers in 
analyzing and describing the structures of the two Igs. And 
after that a comparison and contrast has been made to find 
out the dissimilar features between Eng. and Bhoj.. 
It may be mentioned here that a comparison and 
contrast between the two Igs. have been made at the end of 
the each chapter which demonstrate the poinds of 
"dissimilarities" between the two Igs. It was felt the 
necessity to recapitulate these differences in the last 
1=? 
chapter "Summary, Conclusion and suggestions". in this 
chapter the main findings have been laid down and some 
suggestions have been putforth in the light of the main 
f indings. 
1.8. Scope of the Present research work:-
"No theory is of any value unless it works 
practically" 
The present study includes the following major 
areas to make it more scientific as possible. 
1. Noun Morphology 
2. Sytax 
It is hoped that such a study would be very useful 
and helpful in teaching Eng. as a SL to the ns . of Bhoj. 
who are learning Eng. in various schools/colleges of 
District Maunath Bhanjan in particular and other Bhoj.. 
speaking areas in general. The problematic features that 
have been creating difficulties to the learners have been 
pointed out which in turn, provide a guidelines to the 
teachers in preparing suitable teaching materials for 
teaching Eng. grammar. 
If the present research work is utilized and 
implemented then it can help a lot to the learners in 
improving their Ig. proficiency and thereby they can have 
command over the SL. 
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The proponents or modern Ig. teaching methods have 
been insisting that only the materials that are based upon a 
scientific analysis of the MT of the students and SL can 
contribute towards the mastery of the SL. 
I have been the endeavour that the analysis be 
based on the exhaustive data that the findings and 
conclusions be supported by large exemp1ications. 
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CHAPTER 2. 
ENGLISH NOUN MORPHOLOGY 
2. English Noun — Moroholociy 
2.1. Structure of Nouns in English: 
The structure of nouns in Eng. can be properly 
dealt under the tollowing heads: 
(. i ) Stem-Structure 
(ii) Morphological Processes 
(i i i >Der ivat ion 
(iV) IntIection 
(i) Stem:-
The term 'stem' is derined as an any construction 
to which an attix can be added. A stem may consist ot a root 
plus an arfix whereas a root always consists or one 
morpheme only. For example, in the word "impartial", 
"partial"is the root to which /Im-/ is prefixed. In "black-
cats", 'black' and 'cat' are roots and 'black-cat' is a stem 
to which the suffix /-s/ is attached. 
Here, it is to be pointed out that in Eng. Ig., 
there are two basic processes of stem formation that is by 
adding derivational affixes to root or stem, and the 
combination of two or more stems to form compound words. 
Structural Classification of Ena. Stems: 
The following are the structural classifications 
ol: Eng. stems : 1*^  
CI) Simole Stems:-
Simple stem consists of a single morpheme. 
For example:-
/g'^l/ *girl', /buk/ 'book', /ms n/ 'man', /pen/ 'pen', /kau/ 
'cow'. 
(II) Derived stems or derivatives:-
It consists of more than one morpheme. For 
example:- /buks/ 'books' /gAls/ 'girls', /pens/ 'pens'. 
II. A. Secondary derived stems:-
In secondary derived stems at least one IC is 
itself a stem. 
II.A. I. Secondary derivatives:-
In this, only one IC is itself a stem; the other 
IC is derivational affix. For Example:- /bDi// 'boyish', 
/manli/ 'manly', /gAli// 'girlish', /siNA/ 'singer',/sktris/ 
• « 
' a c t r e s s ' , /pAfOmAns/ ' p e r f o r m a n c e ' / b i i f r e n d / ' b e f r i e n d ' , 
etc. In these examples the affixes are /-i//, /li-/,A/- /, 
/-is/, /-Ans/, /bi-/. 
II A. 2. Stem Compounds:-
In this both lor all) ICs are themselves stems. 
For example:- /blJsk bSd/ 'black bird' /tekst buk/ 'text 
book', /blu p«nt/ 'blue-pant' etc. 
II B. Pnmaf^y derived stems.-
In this, neither IC is itself a stems. 
H . BkX'*''i™^ f'y derivatives? -
In this, neither IC is a derivational affix; the 
other is a root. For example:- /ditein/ 'detain' /rifA / 
'refer', /ritein/ 'retain' containing more than one 
morpheme. These consist of derivational affixes /di-/ and /r 
I-/ and undrlying forms iroots; /-tein/, /-fA/. The two 
affixes occur also in secondary derivativat ion: /difsm/ 
'deform', /ritom) "reform". The root recur only in other 
primary derivtives. 
II B.2. Root Compound;-
In this, neither IC is a derivational affix. For 
example:- /telifoun/ 'telephone', /teliskoup/ 'te1escope', -
/teTigraf/ 'telegraph', ZfAutAgrAf/ 'photograh', ZfAutAstst/ 
'photostat', /gr«mAfAun/ 'gramophone* etc, 
^.2. Morpholooical Processes:-
"The devices by which the constituent words of a 
paradigm are differentiated from one another are known as 
morphological processes". 
The following five given morphological processes 
are to be taken here. 
I. i ) Atfixation , lii) Internal change 
Ciii^Compounding ,(iv) Suppietion & 
tv) Zero-modification 
2.2.1 (i) Affixation:-
Affixes are those that are recurrent formative 
morphemes of words other than roots. The following three 
types of morphemes are to be discussed here. 
(i) F'refixes;-
Prefixes refer to the root of the words. for 
example:- /iN-/ in the word ZiNkAmplit/ 'incomplete', /"n-/ 
as in /"nhjspi/ 'unhappy' /pri-/ as in /prifiks/. 'prefix/ 
etc. 
(ii) Suffix:-
Suffixes denote to the root. For example:- /-if/ 
as in /gAli// 'girlish'; /-iz/ as in /hOsiz/ 'horses'; /-s/ 
as in /k«ts/ 'cats', /-nis/ as in /daknis/ 'darkness' etc. 
liii) Infixes:-
Infixes are inserted in between the root, and 
found frequently in many Igs. of the world but not in 
Eng.. 
2.2 (ii) Internal Changes 
Internal change occur when two or more words 
related in form and meaning may differ from each other in 
some phoneme or phonemes of the base itself. One base is 
then described as being derived or inflected from another in 
the same paradigm by internal change. 
In Eng. Ig., the words like 'sing: song' 
constitute a paradigm of derivational parallel to 
'fly:f1ight'. The words 'run,ran run; write, wrote, 
written', 'derive, drove, driven' etc. are the members of 
paradigm of inflection, parallel to the words ^start: 
started: started; play: played: played etc. These examples 
illustrate vocalic change in the words. Consonatal change 
also occur in Eng.. For example, the noun /haus/ 'house' and 
the verb /hauz/ "house' ts pronounced /hauz/ when it is a 
verb and /haus/ when it is a singular noun. 
Internal change also takes place due to the 
accent/stress of the base without vocalic and consonantal 
/ 
change. For example, the word 'import' is pronounced /imppt/ 
/ .• 
when it is a verb, and /impjt/ when it is a noun. There is 
commonness of internal change in the base of the words. For 
example:- 'sleep:slept'; 'sell: sold'. The study of 
alternation between phonemes in the morphemes related to 
each other by internal change is called 'morphophonemics'. 
x:c.' 
2.2.3 (ill) CompoundinQi-
When two or more stems are combined each other to 
form one stem is called "compounding". For example:- 'black-
cat', 'text-book','black-board', 'black-day', 'type-writer', 
'ice-box', 'white-shirt' etc. 
2.2.4. (iv> Suppletioni-
Suppletion may be described as an extreme kind of 
internal change, in which the entire base-not merely a part 
of it, is replaced totally. In other words we can say that 
suppletion is isolated pattern which constitutes the high 
watermark of irregularity. We can illustrate it by Eng. 
paradigm: go: went: gone: going show irregularity. One of 
its irregularities is that the present tense "go' is 
replaced by a complete different base of past tense 'went'. 
Eng. possesses suppletive affixes as well as suppletive 
bases. In Eng., the suffixes like /-s, -z, -iz/ are used in 
making pi. of mostnouns but with few exceptions - such as 
ox, man, child, phenomena, bacteria etc. The pi. of these 
words are formed with the suffix /-An/, /-e-/, ''-tf^J, /An/, 
AAn/, /-Am/ respectively. These pi. suffixes are suppletive 
to the regular suffixes /-s, -z, -iz/. 
2.2.5 (v) Zero-modification: -
Zero-modification is an important feature of Eng.. 
It possesses numerous pi. nouns which are rormed by adding 
/-z/ suffixes to the base of the words with only few 
exceptions. The words like 'deer', 'sheep', 'fish' etc. rorm 
their pi. by addition of a zero-suffixes which are 
symbolized as /0/ known as zero morpheme. 
2.3 Derivation: 
The term 'derivation' refers the process of adding 
prefixes or derivational suffixes to the bases. There are 
two types of affixes: 
Ca) Inflectional & (b) Derivational 
Inflectional affixes occur at the end of the root. 
Moreover, no further affixation can be added to the form. 
For example;- /buks/ 'books' /kats/ 'cats' /stats/ 'starts' 
etc. 
Derivational affixes occur frequently in the 
initial, medial and final position of the words. Moreover, 
they made new stems. It can be illustrated by the following 
examples:- /''nhspi/ 'unhappy' /'"n-/, /hapi/ 'happy' 
/impTjsAbAl/ 'impossible' /im-/, /p-fesAbAl/ 'possible' 
/iropAlait/ 'impolite' /im-/, /pAlAit/ 'polite' 
/na/AnAl/ 'national' /-Al/, /nei/An/ 'nation' 
/masnli/ 'mainly' /-li/, /man/ 'man' 
/n«n/AnAlazei/An/ 'nationalization' /-lai-/ 
(Note: derivational affix also occur in the medial position 
of the word). 
It should be noted here that in Eng. prefixes are 
always derivational. 
It is to be pointed out here that derivational 
suffixes may or may not change the word class, class 
maintaining derivational suffixes are those which produce a 
derived form of the same class as the underlying form, they 
do not change the class or parts of speech. For example, in 
the words /skVlA/ip/ *scholarship', /frend/ip/ 'fri&ndship*, 
/bPihud/ 'boyhood' /t/^Ildhud/ 'childhood' etc. are class 
maintaining derivational suffixes, they proouce nouns out of 
nouns after affixation. 
"Class changing derivational suffixes are those 
that produce form of another class". In the word /gAli// 
'girlish', the suffix /-if/ change the noun /gAl/ 'girl' 
into an adjective. Similarly, the suffix /-mAnt/ has changed 
the verb /iraplOi/ 'employ' into a noun /impipiraent/ 
^employment'. 
2.4. Inflectional Categories;-
The term 'inflection' denotes the changes occur in 
the shape of the word of a stem to signal some grammatical 
meaning. Eng. nouns are inflected under the following 
given categories: 
(a) Gender, lb) Number, 
Ic) Case and id) Person 
2.4.1 ta> Gender?-
Gender is not an important inflectional category 
in Eng. and mainly confined to personal pronouns 'he', 'she' 
and 'it*. Thus a noun that denote male person is said to be 
masculine. For example, /bpi/ 'boy', /man/ 'man' etc. A noun 
denoting female persons is said to be Fem.. For example, 
/gA\ / 'girl' /wum'n/ 'woman' etc. A noun denoting a thing 
which is neither male or female is said to be neuter gender. 
For example, /tri/ 'tree' /mun/ 'moon', /g'n/ 'gun' etc. 
Apart from these genders, there is another type of gender is 
known as common gender. For example, /stjudAnt/ 'student', 
/t/aild/ 'child' etc. Generally, the pronouns 'he' may 
substitute 'female animates', 'she' may substitute 'female 
animates' and 'it' may substitute — 'inanimate'. 
"Gender plays a relatively minor part in the 
grammar of Eng. in comparision with its role in many other 
Igs. There is no gender concord and the reference of the 
pronouns "he" "she" and "it" is very largely determined by 
what sometimes referred to as 'natural gender, — for Eng., 
this depends upon the classification of persons and objects 
as male, female or Inanimate." 
Formation of the Feminine forms in Eng.;-
In Eng., the Fem. gender of nouns is formed by 
replacing an entirely different word. These can be seen in 
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the following given examples : 
Mas. 
/man/ 'man' 
/bDi/ 'boy' 
/'nkAl/ 'uncle' 
/kiN/ 'king' 
/lOd/ 'lord' 
/k?k/ 'cock' 
/fi^A / 'father' 
/SA/ 'Sir' 
Fem. 
/wum'n/ 'woman' 
/gAl/ 'girl' 
/iint/ 'aunt' 
/kwin/ 'queen' 
/leidi/ 'lady' 
/hen/ 'hen' 
/m"dA/ 'mother' 
/msdAm/ 'madam' 
Fem. gender is also formed by adding 
suffix /-is/. 
Mas. 
/laiAn/ 'I ion' 
/houst/ 'host' 
/«ktA/ 'actor' 
/taigAr/ 'tiger' 
/djuk/ 'duke' 
/weitA/ 'waiter' 
/prins/'pr ince' 
/i'eA/ 'author' 
Fem. 
/laiAnis/ 'lioness' 
/houstis/ 'hostess' 
/Aktris/ 'actress' 
/taigris/ 'tigress' 
/d-t/is/ 'duchess' 
/weitris/ 'waitress' 
/prinsis/ 'princess' 
/j'eris/ 'authress' 
It is better to point out here that the suffix 
/-is/ is added in forming Fem, gender after dropping vowel 
of the Mas. word (.as shown in the above listed examples). 
A Mas. gender is also transformed Into a 
Fem. gender by placing a word before or after the given 
words. It can be seen m the following given examples : 
Mas. Fem. 
/ l « n d - l ^ d / M a n d - l o r d ' / I s n d - l e i d i / M a n d - l a d y ' 
/ r a i lk -man / ' m i l k - m a n ' / m i l k - l e i d i / ' m i l k - l a d y ' 
/ s t e p - s ' ^ n / ' s t e p - s o n ' / s t e p - d p t A / ' s t e p - d a u g h t e r ' 
/ s t e p - b r A d A / ' s t e p - b r o t h e r ' / s t e p - s i s t A / ' s t e p - s i s t e r ' 
/ s t e p - f a d A / ' s t e p - f a t h e r ' /step-m"'3 'A/ ' s t e p - m o t h e r ' 
/ h i - g o u t / ' h e - g o a t ' / / i - g o u t / ' s h e - g o a t ' 
/ p i - k p k / ' p e a c o c k ' / p i - h e n / ' p e a - h e n ' 
/ g r 2 n d - " N k A l / ' g r a n d - u n c l e ' / g r « n d - a n t / ' g r a n d - a u n t ' 
Apar t from t h e above , Fem. gender i s a l s o 
formed in t h e f o l l o w i n g ways : 
Mas. Fem. 
/igzekjutA/ 'executer' /igzekjutriks/ 'executrix' 
/hiArou/ 'hero' /hErouin/ 'heroin' 
/fks/ 'fox' /viksAn/ 'vixen' 
/sdministreitA/'admini stratoi'/administreitriks/ 
'adminstratr i x' 
2.4.2. lb) Number:-
Eng. possesses two types of number i.e. 'sg.' and 
'pi.'. In Eng. the pi. is formed by adding the morpheme in 
the final position of the words. Here, it is impf?rative for 
us to study the variants of the morphemes and see their 
types. In Eng. we have three allomorphs or the same morpheme 
which are phonologica11y conditioned. These are given below: 
/ — s/; it occurs before voiceless stops with the exception 
of /—i z/. 
/ — 2 / : it occurs before voiced sounds with the exception 
of / — i z / . 
/ — i z / : it occurs before sibilants and affricates. 
The above three allomorphs can be illustrated by 
the rollowing given examples : 
SinQU 
/kst/ 
/rat/ 
/buk/ 
/ l«p/ 
/k"p/ 
/I ip/ 
/h-t/ 
/bit/ 
/bat/ 
/b-^d/ 
/gAl/ 
/pen/ 
lar 
'cat' 
'rat' 
'book' 
' lap' 
*cup' 
' lip' 
'hut' 
'bit' 
'bat' 
'bud' 
'girl ' 
'pen' 
/kats/ 
/rats/ 
/buks/ 
/laps/ 
/k'-ps/ 
/Iips/ 
/h"ts/ 
/bits/ 
/bats/ 
/-z/ 
/b"ds/ 
/gAls/ 
/pens/ 
Plural 
'cats' 
'rats' 
'books' 
'laps' 
'cups' 
'lips' 
'huts' 
'bits' 
'bats' 
'buds' 
'girls' 
'pens' 
Plurar-marker 
/ — s / 
/ 3/ 
/ - s / 
/ 5/ 
/ S/ 
/ 3/ 
/ S/ 
/ _ s / 
/ — s / 
/ 2/ 
/ 2/ 
/ 2/ 
/t"b/ 
/ b r i d J / 
/glas/ 
/rouz/ 
/diAd / 
/hauz/ 
/rit// 
'rag' 
' tub' 
/' r-Egz/ 
/t"bz/ 
/-XT./ 
'bridge' /brid«Ki2/ 
' glass' /glasiz/ 
' rose' 
'judge' 
'home' 
'rich' 
/rouziz/ 
/d^Al^z/ 
/hauziz/ 
/rit/iz/ 
rags 
'tubs' 
' br idges' 
'glasses' 
'roses' 
'judges' 
'houses' 
'r iches' 
/ — z J 
' 2/ 
/- iz/ 
/-iz/ 
/-iz/ 
/-iz/ 
/-iz/ 
/ -i z / 
The three allomophs /—s,—z.-iz/ are regularly 
used in Eng. 
In spite of the above mentioned allomorphs, there 
are numerous irregular forra»*^ation of sg. Into pi. but these 
do not occur frequently in the Ig. These are as follows; 
/"Z/1 it occurs after modifying stem. 
/-in/: it occurs with or without additonal internal change 
in the stem. 
/©/: it occurs as a pi. marker I Iinguistically known 
as zero-morpheme). 
/-N, < N-/: this indicates that one medial vowel replaces 
another medial vowel and hence this allomorph is 
called 'replaclve'. 
The «5xamples or the above are given below 
/ - z / 'bteiTt ••?.od 11 icst icfi J 
Singular plural, 
/waif/ 'wife' /waivz/ 'wives' 
/Qit/ 'thief /eivs/ 'thieves' 
/laif/ 'life' /laivz/ 'lives' 
/naif/ 'knife' /naivz/ 'knives' (/v/<-/f/) 
/bae/ 'bath' /badz/ 'baths' c/d/<-/e/) 
/-in/ 
Singular plural. 
ZbrAdA/ 'brother' /brsdrin/ 'brathren' 
/Aks/ 'ox' /Akins/ 'oxen' 
/t/aild/ 'child' /t/ildrin/ 'children' 
/ .'-e/ 
/diA/ + e 'deer' /njiiz/ 'news' 
//iP/+ e 'sheep' /kOfx/ + 6 'coffee' 
/-N, < — N,^/1 replacement of vowel by another vowel) 
/maus/ 'mouse' /mais/ 'mice' /ai/<-- au/ 
/man/ 'man' /men/ 'men' /e<.--a/ 
/wum'n/ 'woman* /wimen/ ' women'/ i^--"^/ 
/tue/ 'tooth' /tie/ 'teeth'/i<--u/ 
/fut/ 'foot' /fit/ 'feet' /i<.--u/ 
/guz/ 'goose' /giz/ 'geese'/i<--u/ 
2.4.3 (c; Case.--
The grammatical term 'case' comes under the 
category of noun and denotes to the semantic relationship of 
a noun with the main verb in a utterance (.sentence;. Eng. 
possesses only two cases viz; nominat i--e and B.CZ-JBSJXI .••= 
case. These two cases are limited to pronouns. For example, 
the pronouns 'I', 'he' and 'she' are used in nominative 
case, and 'me', 'him', and 'her' are used in accussative 
case. 
Originally, 'case' was used to rerer to different 
shapes ot noun forms and it is said that Sanskrit, Latin and 
Greek have eight, seven and six cases respectively. It is so 
because in these Igs. noun has different forms for each 
case. 
There is a great variation in the number and kind 
of case marking found in different Igs. Some Igs. le.g. 
Chinese) does not mark case at all. In Eng., case marking in 
the nouns is limited to 'a possessive' cor genetive; case, 
marked in writing by — ' s in the sg. nouns and by — s ' in 
the pi. nouns. It links two nouns in a semantic relationship 
of 'belonging' or 'possession' (eg. the cow's tail, the 
girl's name) or in some kind of largely grammatical 
relationship ce.g. the world's end, the enquiry's 
conclusions). In the pronouns in Eng., however, some 
•'.•Q 
distinctions are made between subject and object rorms, e.g. 
n 
1 - tne,. she- her, they - them. 
In Eng, those nouns that are inflected tor the 
case category known as 'genetive' or 'possessive', they are 
marked by an inflectional suffix /-z/ which has three 
variants /-s/, /-z/ and /-iz/ as in the words /dz'dz'z/ 
'judge's* /dz-^dziz/ 'judges' /t/^t/'s/ 'church's' i.e. /-z, 
-iz, -s/ respectively. 
Thus in Eng. we have three ways of possessive case 
form—ation. It can be seen in the following descriptions: 
11) If noun is sg., then possessive case will be formed by 
adding /-s/ to the noun. For example, /salim's pen/ 'Saiim's 
pen', /nim's ki/ 'room's key' etc. If we do not put 
apostrophe in the original place, the sentence will become 
meaningless. For example, in the sentence i* for the God's 
sake'), ( * Adams' apple) etc. 
12) If the noun is pi., and ends in /-s/, then the 
possessive case will be formed by adding only 'apostrophe' 
symbolized as /'/. For example, Research Scholars' 
Association, Students' Union, Officers' choice etc. 
(3) If the noun is pi. but does not end in /-s/, then the 
possessive case is formed by adding /-'s/. For example, 
Children's drama, men*-a society , women* a dance 
etc. 
2.4.4, f.d) Person: 
"Eng. has three classes of prsonaI pronouns 
denoting respectively, thp personts; speaking (first 
person;, the person(s) spoken to (.second person^; other 
personCs) or thingls) (third person) „18 
Personal pronouns are inflected for the followlnj 
categories: Qender, nu.ir.r.er, and case. 
Thus personal pronouns in the form of paradigms 
may be tabulated as follows: 11 
SQ. 
Case 
First 
Mas. 
person 
Fem. 
Second 
Mas. 
Person 
Fem. 
Third 
Mas. 
Person 
FefTi. 
Nom. 1/ai/ 
Ace. me/mt 
Poss. my, mine 
you/ju/ he/hi/she//i/it/it/ 
you/jii/ him/him/her / hA/ 
your, yours his/hiz/her, hers, 
hA/hAz/ 
Plural 
Nom. 
Ace. 
Poss. 
we /wi 
us /''s/ 
you /jU/ 
you /ju/ 
they /dei/ 
them /dim/ 
our, ours yours /jpz/ their /deA/ 
/auA/, /auAz/ theirs /deA:/ 
in 
2.5 Bhoj. Nuu.n — horoholooy 
Morpnology is the stucy or tne siructure of woias. The 
morphsmes like free and bouna morpheme, their inflectional 
and derivational forms are analyzed systematically with 
utmost care. Both the inflectional morphemes and the 
grammatical categories define certain classes of the words. 
Here, in Bhoj. the grammatical categories such as gender, 
number, person and case have been putforth properly. The 
derivational part of the morphemic analysis deals with the 
stem formation from one word class to another and with 
compound stem formation within the same class. 
There are other classes of words that do not 
exhibit much inflection and show very little derivational 
possibilities. These are post-positions, particles, adverbs 
and connectives. 
2.51. Structure of words in Bhoj.;-
It Is revealed from the data that there are three 
types of words in Bhoj.. These are as follows: 
(1) Simple words, 
(ii) Complex words and 
Ci11)compound words 
(i) Simple words:- Simple words are comprised of single 
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mnrphRmR only which are of two kinds: 
(i) pree fn^t^nJi^Qme.'' '+• m^ sy cont.;^ in suffix or prefix. 
Fnr e^^mple: 
/Uhsr/ 'enemit.y' /sipai/ 'police' 
/pArvA/ 'care* /mnr/ 'peacock' 
(ii> Fixed Mo»"phe"'e5=-
/se/ 'from' /t.u/ 'you' (used for elder??) 
/t.A/ 'you' 
These are finite in Bhoj- as revealed from the 
data. 
(7) Co'^P^eX wpr^dg: - Complex words are made up of one 
free morphemes plus one or more hound morpheme. For example; 
/mAjbiir/ 'helpless' /hAhiit/ 'innumerable' 
/k^ri'gAr/ 'craftsmen' 
/bf?bAs/ 'helpless' 
(I^ i Ccnpoundl Wo^^ds:- compound words consist of two or 
more than two morphemes or two free morphemes plus one or 
more bound morphemes. 
For examp1e: 
/AmAl dAr>»mAd/ 'application' /Adla hAdli/ 'exchange' 
/sAr gArmi/ 'activity' /nArAm gArAm/ 'bargaining' 
/Aval jAvAi/ 'coming and /1 Ad fAri/ 'wet' 
going' 
/pArhai IVkh-^i/ 'study' /cAhAl pAhAl/ 'coming and going 
of the peop1e' 
4T 
/I'hUsur phiisur/ ' barikb 1 t. i ng ' /mAn sena/ 'reel ins good' 
/puch tach/ 'enquiry' /]AjAr bA j hA// ' ur;f i tnes.-,' 
Both the above complex and compound '-iords are 
pn 1 ymnrphpm i c. The bound morphprnes in compilexed and ccnipound 
words may be inflectional and derivational. 
Z'^-' Mcjf'pnological p r o c e s s employed jn B'^o.i-.--
The morphological process that are employed in 
Rhni. are as given below: 
he — /be^^r/ 'useless' 
/bei'ara/ *poor' 
/bengm/ 'nameless' 
/bemb't/ 'without death' 
/bgo-^n/ * worry' 
/hgW^bu/ 'uncontrolled' -J-
hA— /hAdnam/ 'defame' 
/hAccAlAn/ 'bad character* « 
ZbAttAmiz/ 'non sense' 
/bAdk-^r/ 'bad character' ••* 
/bAdliio/ 'change' 
/bAdmas/ 'naughty' 
la — /lac^r/ 'helpless, handicapped' 
/liipArva/ 'careless' 
/ISpA'ta/ '^lost* fno information ahnnt ^omRbnrJy) 
/lajAwi^b/ 'gonri' 
1 A— /lAjhAr hAjhAr/ 'improper' 
/lAsAr fAsAr/ 'elasticity' 
/lAbAr dhAbAr/ 'oddly' 
/lAoAr mAcAr/ 'improperly' 
sAr -/sAfd^r/ 'a Sikh' 
/sArk^r/ 'government' 
/sArt^i/ 'husband' (rarely used) 
/sArdi/ 'cold' 
/ s A r m ^ n a / ' f e e l i n g s h y ' 
na— /njiurmn/ ' i n n o c e n t ' 
/n f tkam/ ' f a i l u r e , u n s u c c e s s f u l ' 
/ n A b a l i g / ' m i n o r ' 
ha— /ba,k^edA/ ' f o r m a l l y , p r o p e r l y ' 
/ b a s A l a h i A t / ' k n o w l e d g e a b l e ' 
/ba.<3Al^mAt/ ' s a f e l y ' 
2>6*1« Si.if f i x a t i o n : -
-An / b i t i A n / ' g i r l s ' 
/sAkhVAn/ 'friends' 
ZkAIVhAn/ 'yesterday' 
/mehrAroAn/ 
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—At /davAt/ Mnvitstion' 
/cahAt/ Moving, desire' 
-a /bArhia/ 'good taste' 
-dan /pandan/ 'betel box' 
/khandan/ 'family' 
/juldan/ 'a piece of cloth used for covering 
The Quran' 
-pAn ZbArAkpAn/ 'superiority' 
/bAcpAn/ 'childhood' 
/lArAkpAn/ 'boyhood' 
-mAnd /AkilmAnd/ 'wise' 
/nAzArbAnd/ 'to hide someone' 
-khdr /hAramkhdr/ 'those who survive on illegal money' 
/adAmkhdr/ 'man eater' 
/risvAtkhor/ 'bribe taker' 
—dar /sandar/ 'beautiful' 
/pAhredar/ 'a man who keeps vigilant in the night' 
/mAzedar/ 'good taste' 
ZkhAbArdar/ 'warning' 
/imandar/ 'honest' 
/ j a l i d a r / ' c e I l u l a r ' 
/diikandar/ ' shopkeeper ' 
/sAraAlhdar/ ' u n d e r s t a n d a b l e man' 
4 4 
-khez /zArkhec/ 'fertile' 
/nazukkhez/ 'sensitive' 
-gAr /karigAr/ 'craftsman' 
/jadugAr/ 'magician' 
-St /zAbArdAst/ 'fantastic' 
- i /khArabi/ 'fault' 
/imandari/ 'honesty' 
/pAresani/ 'worrisome' 
-baz /dhbkhebaz/ 'cheater' 
/sodebaz/ 'one who bargains in business' 
/ibndebaz/ 'homo' 
—la /jdsila/ 'emotional' 
/sArmila/ 'one who feels shy' 
-ban /mehArban/ 'kind' 
ZkAdArdan/ 'one who respects' 
2,6.2. Reduplicatian:-
Ca) Total:-
/hAlke . hAlke/ 'slowly' 
/bar bar/ 'repeatedly' 
/jpne-jf>ne/ 'whichever' 
/k$ne kDne/ 'which ones' 
/nere nere/ 'side by side' 
/sat sat/ 'together' 
gtiAC ghnt / door to door 
/dAf dAr/ 
/tAr tAr/ 
'place to piaca 
'at once' 
/bAr bA£/' 'talkative' 
/tArtAr tArtAr/'t1owing continuouaIy' 
« * • ft "^  
/sAr sAr/ 'passing fastly' 
(b) Partial: 
/gAr bAr/ 
/cAt pAt/ 
/khAt pAt/ 
'wrong' 
'atonce, immediately' 
'a kind of voice' 
/hAtta khAtta/ 'physically strong' 
/hAkka bAkka/ "stunned, flabbergasted' 
2.Q.3 Internal change (Reolacive)=-
In Bhoj., internal change takes place when stem is 
combined with the different affixes. It can be seen in the 
following given examples: 
/kadiAnI 
/mAksAd/ 
/mAksAdva/ 
/ lAtz/ 
/1AfzAva/ 
'pr isoner'sg. 
'prisoner' pi 
'purpose' sg. 
'purposes' pi 
'word' sg. 
'words' pi. 
4o 
/gArib/ 'poor' sg. 
/gAribvAn/ 'The poor' pi. 
2.6.4. ComDOunding:-
In Bhoj., the following types of words are not 
very much frequent in speeches. 
/rat-Q-din/ 'day and night' 
/rAd-o-bAdAl/ 'change' 
/kAm-o-bes/ 'more or less' 
/kar-o-bar/ 'business' 
/kurb-o-jAvar/ 'vicinity' 
The above compound words are found in Bhoj. but 
they are not frequently used as it is observed during the 
data collection but they are sometime spoken by the ns . or Bhoj. 
s» 
2.6.5 Supoletion:-
/gae/ 'cow' 
or /bala/ 'ox' /gAiya/ 'cow' 
/gAwa/ 'went' 
/prfiit/ 'woman' 
/bitiya/ 'girl' 
/AdAmiya/ 'man' 
/mehrArua/ 'woman' 
ZkhAsiyAva/ 'He-goat' 
ZbAkAriya/ 'She-goat' 
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/bsl/ 
/jana/ 
/mArd/ 
/lArika/ 
• 
/admi/ 
/mehraru/ 
/khAssi/ 
/bAkri/ 
'ox' 
'go' 
' man' 
'boy' 
or 
or 
or 
or 
Note:- It has been revealed rrom the data that 
zero modification is not possible in Ehoj. 
2.7 Grammatical categories and word classes; 
Bhoj. possess the following word-classes: 
Nouns; pronouns; adjectives; verbs; adveros; post-
positions; conjunctions; particles; and interjections. 
Grammatical categories are both inflectional and 
selective. These are given below: 
2.7.1. Gender and Nouns:-
In Bhoj., gender is completely a grammatical 
category. 
Bhoj. nouns, including inanimate ones, are either 
Mas. or Fern.. These features are inherent in the nouns. 
For example: 
Mas. Fern. 
/msda/ or /msdAnva/ 'field' /kAli/ 'bud' 
/ful/ or /fulva/ 'flower' /kursi/ 'chair' 
/'sAhAn/ or /sAhAnva/ 'courtyard' 
/mezpos/ or /mezposva/ 'table cloth' 
/fAl/ 'fruit' 
4S 
Collective nouns m Bhoj. 
/bhir/ or /bhiriya/ (sg.; /bhifiyAn/ tpl) "crowd' 
(Fern.; 
/tjj/ or /f?jiya/ (sg.) /fOjiyAn/ ipl) "army' (Fem.) 
/dAsta/ "ream' Mas. 
/mAjma/ or ZmAjmAva/ "crowd, gathering' (Fern.) 
Abstract Nouns m Bhoj. 
/rat/ or /rAtiya/ "night' (Fem.) 
/sArAm/ 'shy* (Fem. ) 
/kheal/ "idea, opinion' (Mas.) 
/kArr/ or /kArza/ 'loan' (Mas.) 
/gAribi/ "poverty' (Mas.) 
/vAkt/ or /vAktAva/ 'time' (Mas.) 
/burhapa/ "oldage' (Mas.) 
/halAt/ 'condition' (Fem.) 
/bAcpAn/ "childhood' (Mas.) 
/jAvani/ or /jAvAniyA/ 'youth' (Fem.) 
/jos/ "enthusiasm' (Mas.) 
/sAkt/ "hard' (Mas.) 
/mi^has/ "sweetness' (Fem.) 
/fikir/ or /fikiriya/ 'worry' (Fern.) 
ZghAbrahAt/ "nervousness' (Fem.) 
/bAnavA^/ "shape, make' (Fem.) 
The above common noUns wnicr, are ending in ,'—3/ or 
/—va/ or /An/ are Mas. and tpose ending in /—1/ or /—ya/ or 
/—yAn/ are Fern. 
Gender Makers and change of Gender m Bhoj.:-
In Ehoj., gender i^ grammatical category. Arter 
carefully analyzing the data* we can not therefore speak of 
nouns or Fern, gender correspor^ding to all nouns ot the Mas. 
gender and vice-versa. 
(1) When a noun Imale gander) ending in /-a/ or /-va/ 
it changes to /-i/ or /-ya/ to form a Fern. gender. 
For example: 
/nana/ Mas. "maternal rather' /nam/ 'maternal mother' 
/sala/ or /sAlva/ 'brother-in-law' /sali/ or /sAliya/ 
's ister-in-law' 
/beta/ 'son' /buniya/ or /beti/ 'daughter' 
/dada/ 'grand father' /dadi/ 'grand mother' 
/lAnka/ or /lArikAva/ of /lArki/ or /lArkiya/ or 
• • • • 
/betva/ or /betAuva/ 'boV' /bitiya/ or /bitiyAn/'gir1' 
• • • • 
/dhdbi/ or /dhobiya/ 'washerman* /dhobiniya/ 
'washerman's wife' 
Exception: 
/sAssur/ 'tather-in-law' /sAsui/ 'mother-in-law' 
/ostad/ 'teacher' /ostanl/ 'teacher' (Fem. ) 
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i.2) A noun (.Mas. ) is tormed into Fern, gender by ending 
/—ni/ in the final position ot the word. For example: 
/ut/ 'camel' /utni/ 'camel' (Fern.) 
/hathi/ 'elephant' /hAthni/ 'elephant' iFem.; 
/mulla/ 'Muslim priest'/m?lani/ 'Muslim priestCFem.) 
Note:- The word /hathi/ is a general term denotes 
both the Mas. and Fern. The word /hAtta/ is sometimes used 
tor Mas. and /hAthni/ for Fem. but these two words are not 
in everyday speech. 
<3> A noun KmaXe) totmxT{m% female gender by adding 
/—in/ finally. For example: 
/hafiz/ 'one who has memorised the whole Quran' 
/hAfijain/ 'wife of hafiz' 
/pAn(Jit/ 'Brahman' /pAnditain/ 'wife of pundit ji' 
(an upper caste in Hindu) 
/mAnihar/ 'bangle seller' /mAniharin/ 'bangle seller' 
(Fern.) 
Note:- The word /mAnihar/ is rarely used because 
in Distt. Haunath Bhanjan the bangles are being sold by 
women and for this purpose they go door to door. 
/sadhu/ 'saint' /sAdhuain/ 'saint' (Fem.) 
/thakur/ 'village head' /thAkurain/ 'wife ot thakur' 
(4) There are noun in Bhoj. which are totally replaced 
to torrn Fern, genaer. For example: 
ZmArAd/ or /mArda/ 'husband' /mehraru/ or 
/mehrArijtva/ 'wife ' 
/dos/ or /Gosva/ 'friend' /sAkhi/ 'friend' (Fem.) 
/Abba/ 'father' /Amma/ 'mother' 
(5) There are nouns which form Fern, gender by adding 
/—a/ finally. For example: 
/raajid/ 'a name' /majda/ 'a name' (Fern.) 
/sabir/ 'a name' /sabra/ 'a name' (Fern.) 
/khalid/ 'a name' /khalda/ a name' (Fem.) 
C6) There are nouns in Bhoj. which possess grammatical 
genders. For example: 
Mas. Fem. 
/gilas/ or /gilAsva/ 'glass' /mez/ or /raezva/ 'table' 
/mAkan/ or /mAkAnva/ 'house' /kursi/ or /kursiya/ 
'chair' 
/ghAra/ 'house' /khAtiya/ or /khAtiyAva/ 
'cot' 
/pAlAN/ or /pAlANiya/ 'cot' /ketab/ or /ketAbiya/ 
'book' 
There are also some inanimate nouns which possess 
gender according to size — small size indicating Fem. and 
big size Mas. gender. For example: 
/topa/ or /topva/ 'big cap' /topi/ or /topiya/ 'cap' 
/dibta/ or /dibva/ 'big box' /dibiya/ or /dibiyAva/ 
'sma11 box' 
Has. Fern. 
/jhdpra/ or jhdpArva/ 'hut' /jhdpri/ or /jhopAriya/ 
'sma i1 hut' 
/thAila/ or /thAilva/ 'bag' /thAili/ or /thAiliya/ 
'sma11 bag' 
/lota/ or /lotva/ 'water container' /Ibti/ or /lotiyAva/ 
* • • • 
'small water container' 
/jhola/ or jholva/ 'bag' /jhdli/ or /jhoiiyAva/ 
'very smaI 1 bag' 
(7) In Bhoj., there are few nouns which are used tor 
both Mas. and Fern, but take one or the genders. For example: 
/cil/ or /ciliy / 'a kind ot bird' 
/mAkkhi/ or /mAkhiyAn/ 'fly' 
/lomri/ or /lomAraAriya/ 'fox' 
/hathi/ or /hAthiya/ 'elephant' 
2.6.2. Number and Nouns;-
Bhoj. possesses two numbers i.e. singular and 
plural. They are denoted by inflectional suffix. 
Number:- In case of nouns, number is related to case. 
For example: 
/lArika/ or /lArikAva/ 'boy' /lArikAn/ or /lArikAvAn/ 
'boys' 
/admi/ or /AdAmiya/ 'men' /AdimiyAn/ 'men' 
/cdr/ or /corva/ 'thief' /corvAn/ or /corvAn/ 
'thieves' 
2.O.3. Case and Nou.ns^ -
The catagory 'case' and 'noun' applies to nouns 
and pronouns only. The case category is conjoined with the 
number category. 
Here, we would putforth the case markers in Ehoj. 
in detail on the basis of their meaning. 
Case 
1. Nominative 
2. A gentive 
3. Accusative 
4. Instrumental 
Mediative - se 
Comitative - ke sath or sAthva 'with' 
Marker 
0 
0 
- kA 
- se 'by' 
MeaninQ 
' subject' 
'subject' 
'object' 
, 'with' 
5. Dati ve - ka ' to 
ntentive I > ke 1iye 
I > ke vast( 
I | 'for' 
.e 
Destinational -kA, o 'to' 
6. Ablative 
Separative -se 'from' 
Comparative -se ^ifaftn' 
7. Genitive -ka, ke, ki 'of l-'s) 
dual ificatory -ka, ke, ki 'of lapostrophe) 
8. Locative -me, -par 'in, at, on' 
9. Vocative -a. -e (sg.; 'calling somebod>' 
-a, -o ipU) 'calling somebod>' 
Comparison and Contrast of the 
English and Bhojpuri—Noun Morphology 
2,t^ , Comoarison and Contrast of the Enolian and 
BhojDLtri noun- morDhQlooy^-
Eng. and Bhoj. are remarkably two ditferenr, i gs. 
of the world. Morphologically, these two Igs. differ with 
each other. The word structure,of Eng. is different from 
that of Bhoj.. If we go in detail in analyzing the 
structures of these two Igs. we find that there are certain 
important differences at various levels of Igs. These 
differences, as claimed by contrastivists and experts of Ig. 
teaching may be the chief sources of errors in the SL. Such 
differences in most cases arise for two major reasons. These 
are as foilows: 
(, i) The morphs in the two Igs. are phonemically different 
e.g.difference in the shapes of the morphs. 
(ii) There are differences in the affixes used. We can 
analyze and classify these differences as follows: 
Differences in word structure:-
The structure of equivalent words is different in 
two Igs. The number of morphemes are also not identical. 
Moreover, the order in which the morphemes are placed are 
also different. It can be seen in the following given 
examples : 
EnQ. Bhoj. 
/ditikAlt/ 'ditficult' /moskil/ ^ditticult' 
/impssAbl/ 'impossible' /n-amumkin/ "impossible* 
/bjutitul/ 'beautiful' /khubsurAt/ 'beautiful' 
/sAksEsrul/ 'successful' /kamyab/ 'successful' szc. 
The phonemic shape of certain suffixes as well as 
oiorphecaes are different in the two Igs. 
Differences in the affixes 
EnQ. 
im — 
un — 
in -
Eng. 
- ebl 
- I i 
- d 
-Ar i 
- ful 
- i 
Prefix 
Bhoj. 
na — 
be -
gsr -
Suffix 
Bhaj. 
- deh 
- An 
— mAnd 
— i 
— yab 
— dar 
Examoles 
/impO^Abl/ 'impossible' /namumkm/ 
/"nimplOim^nt/ 'unemployment' /berbz^ar/ 
a  /ind6finit/ 'indefinite' /g«rmuddAt/ 
Examoles 
/ k"mf AtAb 1 / ' comf o i - t a b 1 e ' / a r a m c e r i / 
/ i s p E / A l i / ' e s p e c i a l 1>' , 'khAsu = An/ 
/ w ' T i d / ' w o r r i e d ' / f ikAr mA.-.d/ 
/ p r a i r a A r i / ' p r i a i a r y ' / f c u n v a c i -
/ s o k s c s s f u 1 / ' s u c c e s s f u l ' / k a m v a c 
/ t C s t i / " t a s t y ' / m A - e d a r -
Differences in the phonemic shaoe of SGuivalent 
moronemes : -
The tree morphemes in Eng. and Bhoj. have 
different phonemic shape in majority of the words, it can be 
illustrated by the following given examples: 
Pronouns: 
Adverbs: 
Eno. 
/self/ 
/m«ni/ 
/£vr iwAn/ 
/Apat/ 
/p^^ibli/ 
/Agein/ 
Bhoj. 
/khud/ 
/bAhut/ 
/hAr ek/ 
/elava/ 
/mumk in/ 
/dbbara/ 
Meaning 
'self 
"many' 
"everyone' 
'apart' 
' poss ibly' 
'again' 
Differencss in Morphological Processes in Stem-
Formation 
Noun Stem formation:-
(i) Derivation of Fern, forms from Mas.:-
In Eng. derivation of Fern, from Mas. is done by 
replacement of the words. For example: 
/h"zbAnd/ 
/man/ 
* husband' 
'man' 
-> /waif/ 
-> /wum''n/ 
'wife' 
woman 
In Bhoj. there are certain words which are 
suppletiveiy marked in gender. 
For example: 
/mArd/ 'husband' — > /mehraru/ 'woman' 
/AdAmiya/ 'husband' —> /i'rAtiya/ 'wife' 
Cii) From adjective stem:-
Eng. /elaiv/ 'alive' /laif/ 'life' Creplacive;. 
Bhoj./sinda/ "alive' /zindAgi/ Mife' laaditive) 
Ixii) From verbal stem:-
Eng. /igzibit/ "to show'+/-An/ /6gzibi/An/ 'exhibition' 
Bhoj./numa/ 'to show'+/—is/ /numais/ 'exhibition' 
Eng. Bhoj. Meaning 
Conjunction: 
/if/ /AgAr/ 'if 
/jJl^Au/ /AgArce/ 'although' 
/isp6/Ali/ /khastOrse/ 'especially' 
/£2 if/ /mano or goya/ 'as if 
/d«t iz/ /yani/ 'that is' 
/kAntinjiiAs 1 i/ /lAgatar/ ' continous 1 y' 
/fainAli/ /akhir me/ 'finally' 
/pr els/ /vArna/ 'or else' 
Postposition: 
/ niA / / kArib / 'near' 
/ wie / / sath / 'with' 
/ Abaut / / bare me / 'about' 
/ AkOdiN / / motabik / 'according' 
/ attA / / bad / 'after' 
/ Ot / / ka, ke, ki / 'of 
/ In / / me / 'in' 
Noun C1ass 
The nouns in Eng. inflect for number only with few 
exceptions. Eng. noun can syntactically function as a 
subject: The student is brilliant; as object: 1 met your 
sister, as object of a preposition: Look at your brother; as 
nominal predicate attribute : She is your classmate. A noun 
may be preceded by a demonstrative ethat classsmate;, an 
article (the brother;, possessive pronouns (my sister; etc. 
A noun may function as preposed attribute to a noun head: 
night temperature, girl-friend, world map. 
The Eng. noun also takes 'possessive' morpheme. 
For example, girl's, student's etc. There are some noun in 
Eng. that are used only as plural. For example, trousers, 
scissors etc. 
Bhoj. nouns inflect for number, gender and case. 
For example: 
NUMBER: 
/ lAfika / 'boy' or / lArikAn /, / lAfikAvAn / 'boys' 
/ du t -andaf / ' s h o p k e e p e r ' / cJukAndAfvAn / ' s h o p k e e p e r s ' 
/ b i t i y a / or / b i t i y A v a / ' g i r l * o r / b i t i y A n / 
/ b i t i y A v A n / ' g i r l s ' e t c . 
GENDER: 
/ larika / 'boy' / lArki / 'girl* 
/ ser / 'lion' / serni / 'lioness' 
/ murga / 'cock' / murgi / 'hen' 
/ ut / 'camel' / utni / 'camel' tfemale) 
/ cdha / 'mouse' / ciihAhri /'mouse' tfemale) etc. 
CASE: 
/ ketab / or / ketAbiya / 'book' / ketAbiyAn /'books' 
/ kAlAra / or / kAlAmiya / 'pen' / kAlAmiyAn / 'pens' 
/ jiita / or / jutva / 'shoe' / jutvAn / 'shoes' etc. 
The gender category is grammatical in the sense 
that it affects other elements in the sentence, even if it 
is inanimate. For example, kAmra chota hA 'the room is 
small', kursi bAri hA 'the chair is big' etc. The case 
category in Bhoj. is relevant 
SINGULAR 
For example, nokArva jathA 'the servant goes' tnominative 
case); dukAndArva kAhe 'the shopkeeper said' (oblique case) 
PLURAL: 
lArikAvAn avA then 'the boys come' inominative case); lAriki-
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yAn kAhen 'the girls said' (oblique case;. 
It is to be pointed out here that Bhoj. nouns are 
not used as preposed attributes to another noun head 
without a preposition. For example, raAu ka karbbai 'the 
business of Mau', sAbere ka vAkt 'morning time' etc. 
in Bhoj the 'possesesive' is marked syntactically 
by ka, ke, ki in the sentence mAjurvAn ka jiita' the shoes of 
the labour*; lArikiya ke Abba 'the lather of the girl; 
lArikAva ki Arama 'the mother of the boys' etc. 
Adjective class; 
In Eng. adjective forms are marked by the degree 
morpheme as comparative and superlative such as high, 
higher, highest. In addition, these take adverbial morpheme 
to become adverbs, e.g. highly. Adjective can also function 
as predicate, e.g. The girl is brilliant. 
Adjective, generally can be used as preposed 
attribute to a noun. For example, high density, high 
temperature, long distance etc. 
Bhoj. adjectives are also marked for degree, but 
these are shown more by syntactic constructions than 
morphologically. For example : bAra 'big' dher bAra 
'bigger', sAbse bAra 'biggest'; chota 'small', dher chb^a 
'smaller', sAbse chbta 'smallest'. 
fel 
In Bhoj adjective can be used as predicate 
attribute. For example, nokArva calu hA 'the sexvant is 
clever', lArkiya AkilraAnd hA 'the girl is wise' KZ'.C. 
Adjectives generally occur as preposed attributes to a noun. 
For example, bura admi'bad man'; Accha pArosi 'good 
neighbour' etc. 
Noun- Adjective Class:-
In Eng. there are many words that aTe grouped under 
noun and adjective are used both as noun and adjective. For 
example, Indian, American, Pakistani — She is an American, 
she has an American computer. In Bhoj, too, some words are 
used both as noun and adjective. For example,/u Pakistani 
hA/ 'he/she is Pakistani', /u AmrikAn kemra hA/ 'that is 
American camera'. 
Gender:-
The distribution of gender category is wide in 
Bhoj.— it extends to adjectives and verb phrases. 
Gender is not important category in Eng. and is solel 
confined to personal pronouns. 
In Bhoj. gender is an important category, as it 
not only affects noun shape but also other parts of speech 
in a sentence and hence gender in this Ig. has a syntactic 
s 1 gni f i cance. 
0.1. 
n Bhijj. genaer may be 'rias. or 
nouns 51 fe used only as Mas. oi Fen., 
wha* actual sex or a particular animai is. 
/ hatM/ or /hAthiya / " e 1 ephant' (Mas. ) 
/ cirAi / or / cirAiya/ 'bird'CFem.) 
^ o n. e 
I '-^  i t i O .- .- fc^ i 
The inanimate nouns are arbitrarily divided into 
Mas. or Feni. , e.g./ ketAbiya Acchi rAhi / 'the book was 
good', but / khAnva Accha rAha / 'the food was good', 
/ mehraraa p'jrA thi / 'the woman is swimming', / jAhaj ja 
thA / 'the plane is going'. 
There are some nouns in Bhoj. which are not 
inflected for gender: it is an inherent feature in them — 
but adjective and verbs inflect for gender. However, some 
nouns can be said to inflect for gender too e.g. (Mas. 
first)— lAfika— larikl, gAdha—gAdhi etc. 
The gender in all these cases, as is obvious, is 
based actually on sex. There are certain inanimate nouns 
seem to be governed by size in matters of gender: 
/ dibba / 'box' (Mas.) / dibiya / 'small box' (Fern.) 
/ mAkan / 'house' (Mas.), /jhBpri / 'cottage' (Fern.) 
In Eng. gender category is limited tc pronouns 
'he, she and it'. Generally, 'He' may substitute 'male 
animates', and 'she' may substitute 'female animace ', and 
'it' may substitute 'inanimnate', So rar as Bhoj. pronouns 
are concerned,/ 0. / can substitute for two types ot nouns: 
"i riiA thA "he is weeping' 
u roA thi 'she is weeping' 
In Eng. gender is just nominal which is 
represented by the pronouns 'he, she, it'. Bhoj possesses 
two gender systems i.e.Mas. and Fem. 
Inflection: 
As we know that the word 'inflection' refers the 
changes in the shape of a stem to signal some graraatical 
meaning. The 'number' category refers to ' one or more than 
one', is generally associated with the 'nouns'. Eng. and 
Bhoj possess the same two numbers i.e. sg.and pi. Single is 
represented by zero /9/ and plural represented by /-s/ in 
Eng. and /-vAn/ (Mas.) and /-yAn/ iFem.Jin Bhoj. It is 
pointed out here that the two Igs. have the same meaning of 
this morepheme, namely 'plurality' but differ in their 
phonological form. 
Variants:-
In Eng. we have the following variants of morphemes 
(i) /-s/: It occurs before voiceless stops with the exception 
mentioned in liii>,e.g. /buks/ 'books'etc. 
til;/-z/: It occufs oerore voiced sounds with the exception 
mentioned in Ciii;, e.g. /t"bz/ 'tubs'etc. 
(iii)/-i2/: It occurs detore sibilant and affricates e.g./hO 
siz/ 'horses'etc. 
The above three allomorphs are the regular ones 
and are used frequently in Eng. These may be called 
'additive'as these are added to the noun stem. The others 
which are not so trequent, are as follows: 
(.iv; /-0 /: / fl/ / 'fish', / /i*p / 'sheep' etc. 
Cv; ''"V, C — V,^  /: One medial vowel replaces anotner 
medical vowel and hence this allomorphs is called "replacive' 
e.g. / man / 'man' — / men / 'men', / fut / 'foot' — / fit / 
feet' etc. 
(.vi) / -en /: Some Eng. nouns make their plural by taking as 
the additive form: 
e.g. / t/ildren / 'children', / D ksen / 'oxen', / br-asaren / 
'brethren' etc. 
It may be said here that the last three are 
exceptional cases and are finite in number and can be 
listed, whereas the first three are very large in number 
and, moreover, will be used if any new nouns are formed in 
the Ig. The significant difference, is howoever, is that 
whereas the regular pi. marker in Eng. is phono Iogical 1y 
co»«nd i t ioned and the last three are lexically conditioned 
i.e. occur with the certain words. BhoJ nouns on the other 
hand, take tr.e piurai morpnemes on a dlrrerent principle. 
The tollowing torms ai& used tor plurality: 
(1) /-vAn/: It occurs with Mas. nouns. e.^. 
/ghofvAn/•horses', /pervAn/ 'trees'etc. 
(2)/-yAn/: It occurs with Fern, nouns in nominative case e.g. 
/ lArkiyAn / 'girls', / dukAniyAn / 'shops', / prAtiyAn / 
'women' etc. 
C^; Mas. nouns ending in consonants show a zero pi. 
morpheme in a nominative case. e.g. / khel / 'game', /mAra / 
'man', / kAlAm / 'pen', / puI / 'bridge', / mAkan / 
'house', / mAhAl / 'palace* etc. 
In Bhoj, the number category is associated with 
nouns, adjectives and verbs. Similarly gender category 
extends from nouns to adjectives and verbs. In Eng. the 
number category is associated with nouns but extends to 
demostrative pronouns and verbs also. 
CHAPTER 3. 
ENGLISH NOMINAL PHRASES 
Chapter Third 
3. Encjlish Nominal Phrasei-
The NP in English can be defined as a grouping of 
word classes at the rank of the unit group. This grouping 
possesses the potentiality of operating as s u b i e c r., 
complement and also as Ad iuncts (with or without 
prepositions) in clause structure. In the following given 
sentences, NP can be seen as operating as subject. 
complement. 
Subject: 
(i) The ambassador left New York immediately. 
Cii) Indian merchants group were disagree with 
their counterparts in the meeting, 
(iii) The first administration of Hitler was 
started with the chaos among the people of 
Germany, 
(iv; This theory was illustrated. 
Comp1emen t: 
(1) Please help the poor woman. 
(ii) She found it everywhere. 
(iii) Australia is the smallest continent in the 
world. 
civ) Let us condemn the Ayodhya carnage. 
(v; IJ.P. State departments did not make a policy 
change. 
(vi) The Chinese Government continued to be the admin-
istrator of aftairs ot the Hong Kong. 
Adjunct: (with preposition) 
(i) The aeroplane is flying over the building, 
til) Ayodhya became a major issue to the Bhartiya 
Janata .^ arty. 
(iil) Mr. S.B. Chavan CHome Minister) asked for the 
return of the paramilitary forces. 
Adjunt: (without preposition) 
(1) The chairman will see him this morning, 
(ii) The children are going home. 
The above mentioned examples demonstrate the 
various places where the NP in Eng.lg. may function. 
3.1. Structure of the Enolish Nominal Phrase:-
The NP in Eng. is said to have range of possible 
structures. The structures can be presented in terms of 
grouping of primary and secondary elements which can be seen 
be Iow: 
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3.1.1. Prima^'y Structure; -
PS consists of primary elements. The primary 
elements of the nominal group in Eng. are racodifier), 
hCead), q(ualifler). 
The PS of the NP in Eng. may be said to be a 
grouping of the elements in a number of possible ways. It 
can be seen in the following illustrations: 
la) Head *h' 
Kashmir is a facinating place in India, 
h 
They are Americans 
h 
There have been 
h 
(b) Modifier + head 'mh' 
The diplomats 
m 
The United Nations Organizations 
m h 
This is the book 
m h 
(c) Head qualifier 'hq' 
She herself 
When you find novel itself 
I I 
h m 
(d) Modifier + head + qualifier 
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A group of robDers 
I ) 
m h q 
She has been awarded the medal in literature 
I 1 
m h q 
The machine was broken in the night 
m h q 
3.1.2. Secondary Structure:-
If we further differentiate the primary elements 
and structure it yields secondary elements viz; modi f ier. 
qua I if ier and head are expounded by three primary classes of-
the unit of the word. The primary element 'modifier* can be 
split up on the chain axis into four secondary chain elements 
in the NP structure in the following manner: 
d o e n 
m, m, m, m. 
These above four secondary chain elements produce 
secondary chain classes. These as are follows: 
(a) dCeictic) 
(b) ocrdinative) 
(c> elpithet) 
(d) n Comlnal) 
These are positionally defined or in other words 
they occur in a fixed sequence — d, o, e, n. It can be seen 
in the following given sentences: 
/v 
d o e n h 
The twenty white Bajaj scooters 
This sentences is an example of NP in Eng. Ig. 
where PS of the NP may be represented as follows: 
m m m m h 
3.2. The Head Word :-
Before going into detail we may pose a question 
like how do we identify the head word of a NP structure in 
Eng? The head word is generally identified by a class or the 
unit word which can on its own make a simple NP and which 
may be represented by the following diagram: 
Head 
( ~ 
nominal 
I 
I . 
non-noraina1 
I 
compound 1 r non-compound rank-shifted non-rank-shifted 
I 
. r ' 
simple compound 
noun head noun head 
additive appositive 
i 7i . group simple 
complex additive 
phrasaI clausaI 
pronominals adjectival verbal modifier others 
Diagram — 1 
A 'nominal* stands for a word which occupies a 
position typically occupied by nouns, but this position 
n 
sometimes may be occupied by other classes or sub-classes 
Cas can be seen in the above diagram). 
As diagram represents the head word may be either 
nominal or non-nominal. The non-nominal heads may be either 
rank shifted or non-rank shifted. Now we give a detailed 
accounts of the above diagram. 
Rank Shifted Head:-
In Eng. we have a phrase or clause functioning as 
subject (head word): 
For example: 
Ca) § demolishing the mosque against the Supreme Court 
order [is] contempt of the Court $. 
Note:- In this sentence 'p-bound clause' functioning 
as subject. 
(b) $ to kiss Mary Cwill be] a pleasure $. 
[ s] p c 
Note:- In this sentence, an "Infinitival Clause" 
functioning as subject. 
(c) § after examination Cis] the good time for a 
ts] p c 
tour § 
Note:- In this sentence an "adverbial phrase' 
functioning as subject. 
(d) § that we had to escape H became inevitable $ 
Ls] p c 
(e) $ How he gave it up <. always surprised us § 
Cs ] A p c 
Non-rank-shifted non-nornxnals heads 
(a) Pronominal as head: -
The following given examples will show the 
pronominals as heaa. 
(1) § He is a laborious student i-
(i i) $ 11 is she $ 
(lli) § Mine is not bad f 
(b) Adjectival as head:-
The following given examples will show the 
adjectival as head. 
(i) f the handsome, she always admires f 
Cii) $ the naughty, he is doomed § 
(ill) $ the rich, he always enjoy $ 
(c) Adverbial as head :-
The following given examples will show the 
adverbial as head. 
(i) $ now is the good opportunity to be benefitted $ 
(ii) $ will she arrange the data? 1 don't think so § 
(d) Verbals as head:-
The following examples will show the verbals as 
head. 
Ci) § that backbiting ought to cease § 
(. i i ) § he made a big to-do about it § 
(. i i i ) § these wasted are injurious for masses I-
(e> flodifier as head :-
The following given examples will show the 
modifier as head. 
Ci) 5 both hate it since childhood $ 
(ii) § all selected in civil services preliminary 
test § 
(iii) f- those seven murdered bad to society $ 
Civ) § the ninth in that queue is definitely not 
voter $ 
(f) Others :-
The examples of others are as follows: 
li) § "at" is a preposition $ 
(ii) "otherwise" is a conjunction f 
As the (diagram -1) suggests us that nominal head 
may be either non-compound head or compound head. Noun 
compound head is further sub-divided into simple noun head 
and compound noun. 
Simple noun head is expounded by a single noun. 
Here, it would be better to discuss In brief about the 
features or noun Chead). The following features come into 
light during the analysis of the Eng. syntactic data. 
(a) noun (head) is an open class. 
(b) noun (head; may be preceded by a closed system of 
word classes called, determiners in the nominal group 
structure. 
ic) noun thead) enters into concordial relation-
ship with the systems of numbers, gender, 
person and esse. 
Now a question may be asked here can we identify 
nouns in Eng. Ig.? The nouns can be - identified by the 
following characteristic features; 
A. The most explicit, and rather most common, noun 
marker is noun determiners, the determiner also known as 
^articles' written as 'the' precedes the noun head either 
immediately or with other types of modifiers tordinatives), 
adjectivals, prehead norainals etc, in between. We can see in 
the following examples: 
Ci) the boy 
(ii) •§ the three boys 
(iii)M the three handsome boys 
(iv) •• the three handsome champion boys 
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(tJ) Nouns in Eng. posses two kinds or Inrlectiuns. 
(i) Plural inrlectional morphemes 
/ — s / , / — z / , / — es / , / - e n / , / - 0 / 
We can illustrate these inflection morphemes by 
the following examples: 
pi. 
/rAt/ 
/buk/ 
/k"p/ 
/pen/ 
/b"d/ 
/t'^ b/ 
/glas/ 
/hauz/ 
/rit// 
^rat' 
'book' 
' cup' 
' pen' 
'bud' 
' tub' 
'glass' 
'house' 
'rich' 
/brp^A/ 'brother' 
/3ks/ 'ox' 
/t/aild/ 'child' 
/dlA+ 0/ 'deer' 
//ip + 0/ 'sheep' 
/njijiz +0/ 'news' 
/rAts/ 
/buks/ 
/k"ps/ 
/penz/ 
/b"ds/ 
/t"bs/ 
/glas iz/ 
/hauziz/ 
/rit/iz/ 
/brsdren/ 
/Pksin/ 
/t/aild/ 'child 
/diA+ p/ 'deer' 
//ip + 0/ 'sheep 
/njuz +0/ 'news' 
'rats' 
'books' 
'cups' 
'pens' 
'buds' 
'tubs' 
'glasses' 
'houses' 
'riches' 
'brethren 
'oxen' 
/ o 
(ii) The possessive or qenitival. 
C — ' s J 
For example: 
officer's choice jH — "choice belonging to officers" 
Sir Syed's portrait B — "portrait of Sir Syed" 
In Eng.Ig. numerous nouns can be identified by 
many noun forming derivational suffixes tor endings) added 
either to stems or to other classes of words, normally, 
belonging to other parts of speech (.e.g. verbs, adjectives) 
or bound forms. We can illustrate these noun forming in the 
following given manner. 
(A) Suffixes added to stem:-
Examoles: 
/m,Hn/ 'man', /msnli/ 'mainly' 
/m«nhud/ 'manhood', /manlinis/ 'mainliness' 
/manis/ 'manness' 
(B) Suffixes added to adjectives:-
Examoles: 
{-ness): boldness, happiness, fineness, richness etc. 
{-ity>: gravity, divinity, stupidity, hospitality etc. 
t-cy): accuracy, intimacy, idiocracy, consistency etc. 
i-ce): abundance, compliance, independence etc. 
l-ster): youngester, oldster etc. 
(C) Suffixes aaded to verbals:-
Examfjles; 
£-eei: payee, employee, drawee etc. 
i-er): caretakei, sweeper, boiler, tighter etc. 
{-age}: breakage, leakage, storage etc. 
{-ment): judgement, statement, payment, agreement etc. 
{-ance}: advance, contrivance, conveyance etc. 
{-ist}: 1inguist,chemist,psycho 1ogist,specialist etc. 
f-ster): gangester, roadster, deposter etc. 
(-ship): leadership, friendship, lectureship etc. 
{-ism}; Buddhism, Hinduism, monarchism etc. 
{-cy>: democracy, captaincy, advocacy etc. 
(D) Suffixes aaded to bound stein:-
ExaiTipies: 
{-ity}; felicity, ability, debility etc. 
{-ism}: socialism, communism etc. 
{-ist}: socialist, communist etc. 
3.3 Compound Noun-head:-
Generally, a compound functions in a group as a 
single word i.e. the components operate together as single 
unit. Normally a compound posses two elements viz; the 
detrmination and the determinant. In Eng. Ig. there are 
numerous nominal compounds which do not fulfil this 
condition. For example, in compounds post-of f i ce. crack-jack. 
speed-post, text-books, the important part of the 
determination as a formal element is absent. If we analyze 
the compound 'post-office' we find that a post office is 
neither a 'post' nor a 'office'. Now it would be better 
here, to mention the different kinds of words that 
constitute as the first and second elements before going 
further into the nominal compounds, these are given below 
with their grammatical counterpart or concordial 
re lat ionship. 
(a) timetables, newspapers, fingernail, railroad, 
farraboy, warehouse, agriculture farm, airbus, aircraft, 
airport, airraid, airspace, airwoman (elements: noun+noun). 
(b) young boy, red coat, handsome boy, rainy season, 
beautiful girl, naughty girl, good student, active worker, 
(adjectival + noun). 
(c) time saving, book bind, hair cut (noun+verb). 
(d) post office, pick pocket, exercise copy, work 
book (verb + noun). 
(e) well playing, good doing, fine doing, doing, 
nice talking,good looking, well dressing.CadjectivaI + verb 
C-ing). 
(f) fly over, fall out, catch out, step over, stand 
up, lay out, hold up, slip out. (verb + adverb). 
(Q) underpressure, outcome, income.(adverb +verb). 
(h) cow's mean, student's passport (genetival;, 
Cnoun + noun) 
(i) dancing girl, wasting money, dressing room, 
sweeping corridor, polishing shoes (verb C-ing) + nounJ. 
(j) house cleaning, fire fighting, book reading, 
notes checking, (noun + verb (-ing). 
In Eng. we find a many nominal compound behave 
like one of the elements, and the two elements functin as 
modified-raodifier relationship to each other while some 
compounds do not behave like one of the elements, these are 
1 iguist ica I ly termed as Endocentric Compound and Exocenr. ric 
compound respectively, 
Eng. possesses a great number of nominal compounds 
while reflects a very simple grammatical relationship. For 
example, the compounds word like hair cut, moon rise, life 
guard, time saving, book bind, dal(pulse)fry etc. In these 
nominal compounds we find a subject verb relationship. 
In analytical sense, compounds require 
interpretation and without it we would not be able to 
discern the grammatical relationship between the 
consti tuents/e1ements, 
3.4. ComDOund Head:-
Compound head can be divided Into two. These are ; 
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(i) Appositive, and (ii) odditive, 
3 , "r . i . » 1 ) 
Actjosi tive: -
An appositive is a noun or noun subsf.itute usually 
put alongside another noun in order to make it emphatic. For 
examp1e: 
( 1) 
i ii) 
of Muslims born on Sir Syed, the messiah 
17th October 1817. 
Allama Iqbai, the great poet of Urdu 
wrote sare Jahan se Accha hidostan hamara 
liii) •• Mr. Arjun Singh, the minister or Human Resource 
Development •• resigned yesterday. 
An appositive may be a noun (usually with 
modifiers) or any noun equivalent functionally such as a 
verbal group or a dependent clause. For example: 
Nominal; 
(i) 2 Gandhiji, the champion of the freedom movement and 
great propagator of "Truth and non-voiIence" • is revered 
by a I I Indians. 
Verbal : 
<• i i > m Sir Syed'3 basic objective, disseminating modern 
education among backward Muslims •• has contributed much in 
SI 
the uplirtment. 
Clausal 
(i) S^ The demands of opposition parties in the National 
Integration Council (NIC) that the Babri Masjid should not 
be demolished at any cost by the communal forces H was 
welcomed by the Centre Government. 
An appositive may be loosely attached to a noun 
and may function like a non-defining relative clause. 
For example: 
Ci) Mr. Bill Clinton, the newly elected President of 
America has proposed no change in Foreign Policy, 
(ii) Mr. Azharuddin, the newly selected captain of Indian 
Cricket Team, did his best in improving the 
performance of the team. 
3.4.2. (ii) Additive:-
The second type of compound head is additive which 
shows commonly as two or more heads. It is generally 
identified by 'and' between heads, 
(i) $ The proper guidance and support B to the students 
preparing for competitive examinations § (this 
sentence possess two heads) 
(ii) f the interest and emotions and attempts H of many 
IIT students are fulfiled $ (this sentence consists of 
three heads >. 
o^ 
In Ei'ig. there is also alternative compound head 
which is markedby an ^or' between heaas. For example: 
ci) Rita and Shahnaz may do it. 
3.5. Sub-categarisation of Naminals:-
In Eng. sub-categorization oi: nominals is made in 
establishing grammatical as well as semantic relationship at 
the syntactic level. 
We can divide noun-head into two: 
(i) Proper noun, and lii) common noun. 
The basic division of noun may be further 
subdivided. It can be represented by the following diagram. 
Noun head 
i 
Proper noun 
animate 
human non human 
inanimate 
common noun 
I 1 J 1 
count non count plural non plural 
animate inanimate 
human non human 
Diagram 2 
£.: 
3.O. Fronaminaisi-
Pronominals may be arrscribed as that SUK class or 
nominal s w'riich may not be moaified. They tunction in the 
same way a nominals in a syntactic structure and follow 
preposition only with few exception. As we know that 
nominals occur independently with an identifiable set of 
determiner (closed system of items) and epithets lopen 
system items) whereas pronominals do not occur with these 
grammatical feature, they posses their own set of behaviour 
to identify themselves. For example, reflexive pronominals— 
myself, yourself, themselves, herself, himself, function 
immediately either initially or at the end of a clause 
structure or after the preceding central (.domain) 
pronominals. It can be seen in the following given examples; 
(1) § I myself find unable to qualify the test § 
(ii) § you yourself proposed this much compensation $ 
(iii) § the terrorists themselves accepted this murder § 
(iv) $ she accepted my proposal herself § 
(v) § Bill Clinton associated himself § 
From the viewpoint of morphology, the mode of 
function of nominals and pronominals differ each other. 
We find that in pronominal, the gender is rather 
an overt class which has no resemblance with nominals. For 
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e A 3 iTi p 1 e : 
he . 
she. 
it. . 
Mas M imselr 
F e ni h e r 3 e 11 
Neut itself 
Pfonominals are subdivided according to a 
particular grammatical category. 
Fronominals are a closed-system and posses 
grammatical rather than lexical meaning. They have a complex 
system which represented multidimensional grammatical 
relations in the Ig, 
Now we will see that how various kinds of 
pronominals function with their distribution in syntactic 
structure. 
ki nds: 
Pronominals may be basically subdivided into two 
PronominaIs 
I 
i 
Personal pronominals Non-personal pronominals 
ref 1 exi v( non ref 1 ex i v< 
r I 
interrogative non-interrogative 
3.6.1 Personal reflexive oranominais:-
Personal reflexive pronominals are formed by 
adding self (non plural) and selves tplural) to the 
possessive forms of personal pronominals in the first and 
second persons such as myself, ourselves, yourself and to 
the non subjective forms in the third person such as 
himself, herself, itself, themselves. 
Reflexive pronominals may be of two types: 
(a) Imperative construction 
(b) Non-imperative construction 
(a) Imperative construction:-
In imperative construction type there is 
restriction. In this construction, reflexive pronominals 
(yourself) is only used. For example: 
(i) $ solve this question yourself $ 
(ii) § don't sell this book yourself !• 
The above utterances will become ungrammatica1 if 
we utter in the following given way. 
» (i) solve this question himself $ 
* (ii) solve this question themselves $ 
» (iii) don't sell this book myself f 
* Civ) don't sell this book herself f 
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(b) Non-imperative construct ion:-
In non-imperative construction, we can use all 
forms ot reflexive pronomina1s. These constructions are used 
to show that the actor of action is also the receiver of the 
action. 
For example: 
Ci) § Students cook themselves § 
(ii) i Ahmad and Mohammad cook themselves $ 
In a reflexive construction, we will see that the 
subject and the complement of the verbs have the same 
agreement. For example: 
Ci) $ the captain checked himself $ 
(ii) f I kicked myself § 
Ciii) § the volunteers arranged themelves $ 
The above utterances will become ungramraaticaI if 
we utter in the following given manner: 
* (i) the captain checked ourselves $ 
» (ii) the volunteers arranged myself § 
In connection with reflexive pronominal, it is 
noted here that they are not obligatory elements in 
constructions, there is always alternative before use to 
chose either of them. For example: 
(i) $ I proposed § 
or (ii) $ 1 proposed myelt § 
(iii; •1' Salim di-ove § 
Of (iv; $ Salim drove himselt § 
in Eng. reflexive pronominals may be preceded by 
prepositions (beside, by, over). For example: 
(i) § She is beside herself § 
(il) § the naughty boy got the mud all over 
himself § 
(iii) $ I generally sweep myself § 
The reflexive pronominal also posses the feature 
of functioning as intensifier. In such cases, it occurs 
mostly after the related subjective personal pronominals. 
These reflexive pronominals with function of intens1f ier may 
be treated as either oppos i t iona1 or qua 1i f ier. For example: 
(i> § I myself helped her $ 
(il) $ Salma herself chosen this toy § 
It is to be noted here that reflexive pronominal, 
normally follows the nominal as opposes or qualifier but it 
may become discontinuous as well. For example: 
(i) $ 1 told the Vice Chancellor myself $ 
(ii) $ The office bearers of Union know what is going on 
themselves $ 
(iii) $ Maryam has to do it herself $ 
(iv) § Sajid had to finish it himself $ 
Apart from the above descriptions about reflexive 
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pronominaIs, reflexive may be either extensive or intensive. 
In Eng. syntactic structure, there is extensive complement. 
Actually, it is the complement which is reflexive or non-
reflexive. 
For example: 
(i) $ he drives himself § 
(ii) $ he drives the Mercedes § 
The reflexive and non-reflexive may sometimes 
coordinate to each other but not always as can be seen in 
the following utterances: 
(i) § the landlord shot himself and his daughter § 
(ii) $ the landlord behaved himself and his daughter $ 
The extensive complement may regularly 
reflexive in effective operative clauses. For example: 
Ci) $ he managed himself $ 
Cii) § she studied herself $. 
be 
Such reflexive complements may be attributants to 
resultative attributants. For example: 
(i) § she managed herself properly $ 
(ii) § he studied himself calm § 
3.6.2. (B) Non-personal pronominals:-
Non-personal pronominal may be of two types: 
(a) Interrogative and 
y>: 
(b) Non-interrogative 
(a) Interrogative pronominals:-
These are closed set of items which is used for 
asking questions. They introduce direct and indirect t>pe of 
questions. Ue can represent interrogative pronominal by the 
fo 1 lowing diagram. 
Interrogative 
human non- r.uman 
l 
subjective.,.who non-subjective 
r positive...whose non-positive...whom 
I 
deictic 
D i ag ram — 3 
non-de ict i 
which what 
The above diagram shows that interrogative 
pronominals may be either human (.who) or non-human iwhich 
and what). 
For example; 
(i) § who said that everything is momentary? § 
Chuman subjective) 
(ii) § which can not be ignored? $ 
cnon-human non-deictic subjective) 
(. 1 i i ) $ which batsman has scored ten centuries? $ 
Cnon-human deictic) 
Civ) $ what troubles you here? $ 
Cnon-deictic non human) 
Cv) •!• what type of culture found there? § 
tdeictic non-human) 
'b) Non-interroqative pronammaisj — 
Non-interrogative pronominals may be relative 
pronomlnaI/clause linking pronominals or demonstrative 
pronominals. 
Relative pronominals may be said to be a set of 
items, we may label Wh.— relatives as in whom, who, which, 
whose, that. 
Eng.relative pronominals are selected of its 
dependence on their antecedents in relative clause. Eng. 
relative clauses, may, on the other hand, be subclassed into 
'defining' and 'non-defining' and on the other hand, into 
'human' and 'non-human'. Relative pronominal when it is 
taken independently may be divided into 'definite relative 
pronominals' and 'indefInite-pronominaIs' these two sub-
division may also split into the system of human and non-
human. Definite human and non-human relative pronominal 
occur in marked relative clauses. It is to be pointed out 
here that non-marked relative clause is introduced by a zero 
initiator. 
In a marked relative clause, the marker may be a 
subject or a complement, "a marked relative clause" makes a 
selection from the following possibilities (when it is a 
9i 
defining clause). 
fii) Subject F.ela.tive:-
When the relative pronominal is subject of the 
clause. For example: 
§ they are genuine candidate who' (that) deserve 
for single seated room g 
Note:- In subject relative clauses the relative 
pronominals used are as follows: 
Who: is used for personcs) normally but it is also 
sometimes used to refer to inanimate object personified and 
to pet animals. 
Which:- is used for things which are inanimate. 
That:- is used as a subject for both animate and 
inanimate particularly in defining clause. 
(ii) Object Relative:-
In the clauses, the relative pronominals used are: 
who(m). which, that and whose. These can be seen in the 
following given examples: 
(i) The girl whom ray friend kissed 
lii) The girl who my friend loved 
(iii) The girl that ray friend wanted 
(iv) The girl whose diary my friend snatched 
Now we shall discuss relative pronominals in 
relationship with non-def Ininig relative clauses. 'Jon-
defining clauses make selection from the following relative 
pronoraina I s : 
(a) Subject Relative:-
Which: 
e.g. $ this research work, which contains four chapters, 
has more than two hundred pages § 
Who: 
e.g. $ my frlend(Mr.Zaki Ahmad), who selected in IPS 
belongs to Dist-Maunath Bhanjan § 
Whose: 
e.g. § the supervisor, whose proper guidance is very 
meaningful $ 
(b) Object Relative:-
Which: 
e.g. $ The Taj Mahal, which we saw last year is 
magnificent $ 
Whom: 
e.g. § Salim, whom [ met yesterday is a good player § 
Whose: 
e.g. § Lata Mangeshkar whose songs are liked by all 
Indians § 
b.l. Preposition + relative pronominals. Object relative 
e.g. § This shop at which I buy stationaries, is closed 
on Friday i 
§ The new Provost, to whom I met yesterday, is trom 
my district § 
f Mr. Ravi Shankar, from whom 1 learned Si tar Vadan; 
is known as Father of Music. 
Indefinite relative pronominals (whichever, 
whoever, whatever, whomever, whosoever). 
For example: 
(i) § Whoever is present in the Hall meeting is 
spoon of the Provost !• 
(ii) § He will give me whichever I prefer $ 
(iii) § You may take (whichever) course you prefer $ 
(whatever ) 
(iv) $ That boy whoever might appears a hero $ 
(V) $ They discussed everything whatever came in 
their mind § 
3.7. The Mod I tier:-
Modifier is a grammatical concept. It fulfills the 
task of the expression of quantities, attributes and other 
descriptive features at large. The term m(odifier) in our 
present analysis, accounts for the items that come before 
noun (.head or nucleus) and which modify the noun head. For 
example, predeterminers, determiners, ordlnatives, epithets, 
pre-head nominals etc. in a NP structure. 
In a NP structure, the modifiers are nominal 
elements, i.e. the noun head can stand on its own without 
any modi f ier. 
The primary members of the class ot 
called 'Modifier' are as follows: 
1. deictics " d " 
the word; 
2. ordinatives 
3. epithets 
4. pre-head nominals « w tl 
The above elements: d, o, e, h are positlonally 
defined, i.e. their order is fixed. 
Here, we shall examine the various constituents 
and sub- constituents of the modifiers and their inter and 
intra relationship in the framework of the NP structure in 
the subsequent analyses. 
3.8. Deictics:-
"The word "identify" has been used to refer to one 
of the most important functions of deictics". The occurrence 
of a deictic, generally suggest that a nominal group is 
about to appear (.although, there are nominal groups which 
have no deictics). 
The element dleictic) is expounded by a cla^s of 
the unit word which may be called determiner They are 
closed-system items, and other modifiers le.g. ordinatives, 
epitnets, pre-head rioailrials et.i). 
"Determiners are funcr.ion words that can br^  used 
as o signal that its head word is noun; the making of that 
signal is not necessarily the whole function or even the 
primary function of the word". 
Determiners may be preceded by a class of words 
labelled ^pre-determiners'. 
3.9. Predeterminers:;-
Predeterminers are a small class of words, also 
called pre-articles for their occurrences before articles. 
Thiey are non-preoedab 1 e items in a NP structure. 
Preterminers may precede the head word without 
having any other modifier in between. 
For example: 
gi alI girls 
Q both shopkeepers H 
It should be noted here that both these above two 
constructions may be contrasted with Wtt all the girls m 
and •• both the shopkeepers B respectively. Here the 
change in the meaning is obvious. Let us consider few 
examples here: 
A- (1 ) 
rZ) 
(3) 
both the students 
all the students 
only the students 
B. (.4) g both of the students 
C5) B|| all of the students 
* ^6^ Hi ohiy of the students 
There are also some other predeterminer which 
contains the construction predeterminer + of te.g. some of, 
many of, one of, each of, any of etc), other may or may not 
take this constructions. 
It is to be pointed out here that the 
predeterminer + of constructions bring out change in meaning 
when contrasted wih non-predeterminers + of construction in 
some instances, in other constructions they may be used in 
free variation. For example: 
a ) 
and (2) 
(3) 
and C4) 
(5) 
and (6) 
half her body • 
half of her body 
twice its shape 
twice of Its shape 
al 1 the players B 
all of the players 
(no change in meaning) 
.(no change in meaning) 
.(change in meaning in 
this sentence is obviious) 
The items which occur as predeterminers may be 
presented by the tollowing diagram. 
Non precedable deictics cPredeterminers; 
! 
speci fie non-speci fie 
I 
restricted non restricted 
I ! 
1 sing- non si-dual non dual ular ngular 
i ther I i i any one some 
r pos i t ive negative 
dua 1 
neith er 
non dual 
none 
aggregative limiter m 
only, even do 
u1tipIicative fractional half approxi— 
ubie, twi ee one fourth 
dual non dual 
mat ive 
just 
others 
both al 1 
10. Determiners:-
each every 
Determiners in Eng. may be divided into three sub 
categor ies: 
A. Articles 
B. Demonstratives and 
C. Possessive 
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3.10.1. A. firticles:-
Articles may be d&tined as a sub class of 
determiners; its membership is limited and hence it forms a 
closed-systems. 
Forms : the, a/an, zero. 
The kind of articles (the, a/an, zero depends on 
the sub class of noun that follows; 
(a) non plural (count) nouns are preceded by 
a/an or the. 
(b) plural (count) nouns and non count nouns, 
(i) may be preceded by a/an. 
(ii) may be preceded by the/some, 
(iii) may occur without articles (group). 
In order to account for the occurrences of the 
article the, we may establish three categories, 
(a) Anaphoric, (b) Cataphoric, (3) Homophoric 
3.10.2. Demonstratives;-
Demonstratives can be illustrated by the following 
utterances: 
(1) WM this chair H Is durable. 
(ii) Q s.\\ those players H are well disciplined. 
(iii) Bf half this share H belongs to Mr. Salim. 
civ; wr, icN train ^B was collided in Maunath Bhanjan. 
After looking into the above examples we come to 
the points that 
(a; 'demonstratives' usually indicate thing(s) of personcs; 
with definiteness. 
(b) 'demonstratives' can be either interrogative such as 
which, what or non interrogative like this, these etc. 
(o) 'demonstratives' that are interrogatives can 
not be preceded by any predeterminers. For example: 
all which pen 
both wnat things 
(d) 'dpmnnstratives' that are non interrogative may be 
preceded by predeterminers. For example: 
(i) H a l l these glasses B 
(ii)|B some of these glasses 
(e) the non interrogatives may be sub divided into plural 
and non plural. Each, in turn, may be either near or non-
near. 
For example: 
(i) non plural near dem. — this 
tii) non plural non near dem. — that. 
(Hi) Plural near these 
tiv) Plural non near thos^ ] 
] -' non pIuraI -concord' 
'pIura 1 
concord' 
1 Oi ^  
Note;- It is to be pointed out here that tht; 
non plural demonstratives near or non near do not occur 
with cardinals. For example: 
that twelve mirrors 
that one mirror 
While plural demonstratives, however, may follow 
cardinals tother than one). 
those five horses 
these seven thieves •• 
3.10.3. Possessive:-
'Possessive' too may be either interrogative or 
non-interrogat1ve; and non-interrogatives like 
demonstratives, are non-precedab1e. 
For example: 
« •• all those banyans •• 
The non-interrogative possessive demonstratives 
can be either lexical like Salia's cr pronominal like 'my', 
'his' etc. The following examples can clarify the view point 
here. 
!• H my shoe 
2. Hi Salim's shoe 
1 i.'i 1 
J. « 
I I the! prot 
rny shoe 91 
Salim's shoe B , but 
5. * 
6. « 
7. » 
3ble's leg H and « 
Sa1im's shoe 
table's legs 
shopkeeper's response 
essor's house 
8. H a l l his friends 
9. m both my registers 
10.B my seven neighbours 
11. B my friends' cyclic •• 
^^' * Wk "ly Salim's book 
13. •• that ambassador's bunglow 
After analyzing the above listed examples we come 
to the following conclusions: 
Ci) articles and possesslves do not occur.tsee the 
example No. (3)). 
(. i i) the lexical possessives in Eng. may occur 
with an article. (See the example No. (6) and (7), but in 
such cases the articles modify the lexical possessives 
(shopkeeper's and professor's in the above example) and not 
the head words (response and house), a possessive (see the 
example (11), but it can not when the lexical possessive is 
a proper noun (see example No, (12)). 
(iii) In Eng. only animate nouns may precede the possessed 
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nouns. Non-animate nouna do not take 
the exampie No. (5)). 
'3 pObsessive ise* 
(iv) Pronominal possessive may be pr&ceded by predeterminers 
and may follow ordinatives tsee the examples No. (.6) and (9;. 
iv) The following example below: 
My f r lend's 
_JL 
scooter 
It is to be noted here that we also find 
a sequence of lexical possessives. In such cases, 
modifies the following possessive. 
For example: 
my father's teacher's friend's son's 
each 
U_l 
(vi) the lexical possessive (animate nouns) may be 
preceded by articles and possessives, but not 
demonstratives. For example: 
The articles, demonstratives and possessives are 
mutually exclusive, i.e. they can not modify the same noun 
head. We can select only one of the features to modify noun 
head. The following listed utterances are grammatically 
u.).:. 
incorrect, 
(1) * S the my watch 
( i i ) * 99 mv t h i «! Iftan 
tiii) * |B this my jean 
f'v> * ^B ynur this bung low •[ 
fv) » BB the this dictionary 
(Vi ) * ^M shnpkeepers four horses 
Cvil) « n her the ten brothers 
(viii) » Hi Salim's the five brothers 
(ix) « 91 the Salim's seven friends 
(x) * 91 the her, five classfellows 
3.11. The Ordinatives:-
The word "ordinatives" are expounded by class of 
the unit word describing numerals such as one, two. three, 
four, five, first, second, third, fourth, fifth etc. The 
ordinatives may be divided into the following: 
1.Cardinals : one, two, three etc. 
2. Ordinals : first, second, third etc. 
Let us consider the following examples: 
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ui rp e p l a y e r 
f i v p s t .udfint ,s 
<• p n s h p p p SH| 
hhft thrfip qnp?;t. Ion?? 
all the eight questions ^ 
the best two questions 
A. ( i ) 
( ii) 
( j i i ) 
( i. V ) 
(v) 
( vi) 
B. (vii) * B first scientific g 
(viii) B the first scientific 
^ix* M ray third appro^^ch 
(x; jm a 11 the first boys 
Cxii « H the best first questions 
C. (xii) gi the first five thieves g 
Cxiii) g thp five first thieves g 
After examining and analyzing carefiilly thp ahovp 
ex.araples we come to the following points : 
(i) Cardinals and ordinals both may appear with 
predeterminers, but while the cardinals may or may not take 
definite article, the ordinals always take 'the' (.see the 
examples No. ivii) and t,viii). 
(ii) Cardinals may take indefinite articles 'some' but 
ordinals do not. For example: 
gm some ten girle; g x H some tenth girls g 
(iii) Cardinals enter into concord relationship with head 
word, ordinals do not. For example: 
on^ woman •• ^1 two wpm$n 
lOo 
the trirst womon Bi * SB the second women 
(iv) Ordinals usually precede cardinals in a noiiiinal 
group structure. The sequence may be reserved Csee the 
examples No. txii) and ixiiiK One thing to be noted heie 
that the meaning of these two utterances that is (xii) and 
Cxiii) are different. 
3.12. The epithet:-
In general the e(pithet) is expounded by a class, 
of unit word which may be labelled — adjectiva1s. 
Adjectivals are predicators or modifiers or predicatives 
adjectives. They can perform a specialized function by 
acquiring a distinct marker, usually the derivational 
suffixe — ly. For example: 
love lovely 
nice nicely 
correct correctly 
Thus they are also infIectionab1e e.g. 
good goodness 
3.12.1. Non-rank shifted adjectivals; 
Keeping in view of the syntatic functions the non-
rank-shifted adjectivals may be sub-grouped as follows: 
A a. Pseudo-adjeotiva1s: t1) several, few , many, most 
iwlth plural noun-head) 
lOo 
(2) Single 
(with non-piurai non-neaiJ> 
(3) 1i tt i e, most 
(with non-count non-heads; 
C4) other, such, quite, almost 
mere, sheer, utter, real, 
just etc. 
b. — ly lovely, properly, elderly etc. 
c. — ed retired, discouraged etc. 
d. — ing jumping, dancing etc. 
B 
Base adjectivals good, nice, sad etc. 
C 
Compound adjectivais giri-cracy, low-ccst etc. 
3.12.2. Rank-shifted ad jectivals:;-
RanK-shirted adjectivals are generally descrioed 
as a group or a clause functioning as adjectivals. 
For example: 
Clausal: 
(. i) HI the "everything has changed into its new 
m lei 
shape bit 
h 
(ii) g his M am oilways great' complex 
m Le ] h 
Ciii) n students' 'do it right now' instruction. 
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3. 13. Qua 1 i f ier,; -
The Q(ualifier) may be defined as that element of 
the NP structure which follows the h(ead). It is, thus, 
defined positiona11y. For example: 
(i) 
(ii) 
the girl alone Q did it 
m h q . 
the cat under the cot J 
m h Ce ] . 
(iii) B| the boy who had been here Bj 
m h Cql 
We can divide the qualifier into the following two 
types: 
(i) Non-rank-shifted type 
(ii) Rank-shifted type 
3.13.1. Non-rank-shifted type: 
We can illustrate it by different examples as 
foilows: 
A. (1) 
(2) 
B. (3) 
(A) 
She herself g did it . 
h q 
the officers themselves •• enquired about 
m h q 
the bomb blast. 
We both B can finish this task, 
h q " 
they all H had been present in the meeting 
h q 
(5) B they together •• completed the century. 
IDS 
(.6) SaIim a 1 one 
h q 
can go to market. 
(7) the breakfast afterwards 
m h 
sha1 I be a boon. 
(8) m the boy uptairs •• is my son. 
m h q 
the boy (.who is) uptairs H is my son. 
(S) B the research scholar "elderly and discouraged' 
m h 
left the department. 
(10) Someone miraculous 
h q 
Someone iwho is) miraculous 
(11) Something miraculous M 
h q 
Something (which is) miraculous, 
(12) • the eminent scholar available 
m h q 
Is in my 
department, 
the eminent scholar (who could be found) 
available in my department. 
(13) m the boy playing m is my neighbour, 
m h q 
the boy (who is playing) is my neighbour, 
(14) the friends to invite 
m h q 
are not here. 
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the friends twhom we hsve) to invite are not 
here. 
An analysis of the above examples explains the 
various items which occur as non-rank-shifted qualifiers, 
(i) Reflexive pronominals may qualify nominal 
heads (.see the examples No. CI) and (2)). 
Cii) Aggregative all, both, frequently occur as 
qualifiers following a pronominal head. (See 
the example No. C3) and CA), the item alone 
may qualify a nominal or pronominal head. 
For example: 
she alone 
h q 
did it yesterday. 
Salim alone H can do this job. 
Salim and Shahid both 
h & h 
played nicely, 
(iii) Adverbials (non-plural) do occur as qualifiers 
following nominal and pronominal heads. (See the examples 
No. (5) and (8). 
(iv) The adjectivals which are not modified sometimes 
occur at the position of qualifier. (See the example No. 
(10). 
(v) Compound pronominals : Pro human (someone and pronoun 
human do take adjectivals qualifier, when they are words. 
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(See the examples F-lo. (11) ana 112;. 
ivi) Gerunaive (.see the exsmpies No. (14; and inrinite (15) 
do also occur at the position or qualifier. 
3.13.2. Rank-shifted Qualxfier:-
Rank-^shif ted qualifier may be either phrasal 
(nominal adverbial) or clausal and it may be depth-related 
or non-depth related. Let us consider the following 
examples: 
A. (1) H the pillar this long ||g 
m h Cq ] 
(2) •• the garment so nicely stitched 
m h Cq ] 
(3) B film this much gripping 
h Cql 
B. (4) WM the students in the faculty 
m h Cq ] 
C5) g the qua*'teT« on the lower campus 
m h Cq] 
(6) • the sweet blond in the room H 
m h Cq ] 
C- (7) S the Confluence where two rivers merge 
m h Cql 
(8) UM the man who send this package 
m h Cq] 
(9) H the drama to which she attended WM 
m h Cq] 
(10) S the opposition that voted against the bill 
m h Cq ] 
(11) •• economic reform in India in her effort tor 
m h 
11J 
D. (12) 
(13) 
the advancement or the country 
[q] 
the refugees who are living in those areas 
m h 
that are situated near Ganga river 
[q] 
the maximum investment that has been estimated 
m h r 
by the economists who are employed in Planning 
tq] 
Commission •• .... 
E. (14) $ the post card lying on the bed 
m h Cq] 
(15) $ the students running the Dinning Hall 
m h Cq ] 
(16) $ a better tood than she had eaten 
m h Cq 1 
(17) $ Salim is WM more clever than Md. Yousuf $ 
ra h Cq] 
(16) $ Ue obtained M the same marks as we expected § 
6. (19) $ a dictionary of my uncle when he was a student 
h Cq] 
(20) § the knowledge when to buy H is not with every 
m h Cq ] 
girl § 
An analysis of the above examples reveals the 
foI lowing points. 
(i) Clauses — Without a relative pronominal introducer — 
which may label, 'reduced relations' operate as qualifier in 
a nominal NP (see the examples No. (14) 
n? 
and (15). 
(ii/ In comparative constructions we rind clause and pnrase 
with the structure : than + clause tsee the example No. (18) 
or than + ngp. (see the example No. (17). 
(iii) Imputed qualifier (see, the example No. (20) and 
qualifier. (see, the example No. (19) may "be found at the 
rank-shifted qualifier position. 
(iv) Nominal and adverbial phrases very frequently occur as 
rank-shifted qualifiers (see, the examples No. (1) to (6). 
(v) Relative clauses also occur as a qualifier in the NP 
structure in Eng. (see, the examples No. (7) to (10)). 
(vi) Apart from the non-depth related we find depth-related 
qualifier where the same item *q' is repeated in depth (see, 
the examples No. (11), (12), and (13). The deep structural 
level will definitely demonstrate a clear picture of their 
operation. 
•I folk-dance this much gripping tM 
to Ik-dance 
NP 
m 
J 
this 
Cq] 
e 
mode 1 
gripping 
(b) miall their dealings with the customers 
m h [q 1 
117. 
NP 
m 
al 1 
"1 
their dea I inga 
[q]-
with m 
the 
Comp. 
I 
customers 
The above systematic repi-esentaion accounts for 
the various units operating as qualifiers in the NP 
structures in Eng. 
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Bhojpurl Nominal Phrase 
3.14. BhQjDuri Nominal Phrases 
(a) Nominal phrase as S(u.bject):-
Thw NF functioning as a subject can be seen in the 
following Bhoj. utterances: 
( i ) — / corva unkA jan se mardihe < — 
^the thief kiI led him' 
(ii)—> u thik thak hA < — 'he is good' 
(iii)—> dilli rAhA kelie bArhiya jAgA nAhikA < — 
'Delhi is not good for residing' 
(iv;—> u bAhut kabii bAnAthA < 
'he is becoming wise' (this sentence is used 
angrily Bhoj. speakers) 
(v)—> pijilIsvAn oke ghAra ae rAhen < 
'the police men came at his residence' 
ivi)—> dulAhiniya ki boll bat bAri Acchi hA <^— 
'the bride's talk is very good' 
(vii)—> bAnwa ke lAAfe vala hAthva hAmra hA <.— 
'The compound near the dam is ours' 
(b) Nominal phrase as O(bject):-
The NP functioning as a object can be seen 
with or without postposition in the following utterances : 
(i)—> ke1va khao < — 'please eat the banana* 
(ii)—> d lArikAva kA bAlao < — 'call that boy' 
(iii)—>oke busAtva pAr dekh < — 'look at his shirt' 
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Civ)—> pAkka pAkka amde <.— 'give pucca mango' 
(c/ r4ominal phrase as C (ompiement) :-
The NP functioning as complement can be seen 
in the following examples: 
(i)—> ito mAila kApra hA < — 'this is dirty cloth' 
(ii)—> Qto bAhut Amir adrai hA <—'he is very rich man' 
Ciii)—> sAlima ki ghAriya bAri sAsti hA < — 
'Salim's watch is very cheap' 
(iv)—> iji cdr hA <—'he is thief 
(V) > mAchAriya bA|-i tazi hA < — 
'fishes are quite fresh' 
(d) Nominal phrase as a(djunct):-
The NP operating as adjunct twith or without 
preposition; can be seen in the following examples: 
(i) > pulla tAk CAlbe <.— '(can you) go upto the bridge'. 
(ii) > dae mdr de < — 'turn to the right side' 
(iii) >Agle sal pAisa duhu < 
'(1) shall give money next year' 
(iv) > ii log AljAn nai rAhten <. 'they do not live here' 
As we shall see in the above mentioned examples 
that NP in Bhoj. is an expansion of the noun head. It 
consists of classes of the unit word. Besides the 'head', it 
may have one or more than one modifier, qualifier and one or 
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more than one emphasizer. The head is obligatory; qualifier 
and emphasizer are optional. All these elements except 
emphasizer are positionally defined; modifier comes berore 
the head, and qualifier after it. 
Primary eismsnts of the NP structure in Bhoj. 
The primary elements of the structure of NP in 
Bhoj. are miodifier), htead), qtualifier) and ECmphasizer>. 
The primary structure of the NP in Bhoj. may be said to be a 
cluster of these elements in a number of possible way: 
For example: 
(a> Head:-
(i) —> mAjurvAn bhiyan nai AihAn < — 
h 
'The labours will not come tomorrow' 
(il) — > u bAra serarti lArika hA < 
'he is very naughty boy' 
(iii)—> hoijAn ektho kira HA < — 'there is a snake' 
(b) Head Emphasizer:-
(i) > salimo jAi (h)A < — or — > salim bhi jAi(h)A < — 
'Salim too will go' Note:- In Bhoj., generally the head 
becomes itself emphasizer by the addition /—o/ in the final 
position of the head or noun. This trend is very common in 
this Ig. 
Iii) — > mAto nai JAi (h)u < — 'I shall not go' 
h E 
U 7 
r^ Dta:- In Bhoj. /to/ is also used as smphasizor. 
(iii)—^ aj ijho mArgAva < — 'he, too died today' 
h E 
Civ; > tike ghAra hArdAm lArai jhAgra hot rAhA thi 
'there is always quarrel In his house' 
(V) > hAtva me nAhale <.— 'take bath in the compound' 
(c) Head7 qualifier:-
li> > a khud nai cAhtA < — 'he himself does not want' 
h q 
(ii) — > corva bAnarAs ka rAhA vala hA < 
h q 
'the thief who is from Banaras' 
Ciii)—> u Akela nai jAi hA < — 
h q 
'he alone will not go' 
(iv) — > n more aath jAi hA < — 'She will go with me' 
h q 
(d) Modifiers head:-
(l) — > ii bahut calii hA <.— 'he is very clever' 
m 
lii)—> ketni mehraru bina khae cAligAin < — 
m h 
'Several women have gone without taking food' 
(iii) > ektho bAra mota admi < 'a very fat man' 
m h 
Civ) > ii hArami admi •• hA < 'he is a bastard man' 
(e> Head, Emphasizer, Qualifier:-
Ci) > sal'imo khiib mAstA rAhA thA < 
h E q 
'Salim ctoo) is very carefree' 
r).B 
(f) Modifier, Head, Emphasizer:-
ti) /- p'irAniya log to cA I e gAen -;-
m h E 
"the ancestors are no more' 
Cii) > bure log to hAr jAgA hAn <-
m h E 
'bad people are everywhere' 
(iii) > Acche lArikAn ki kAmi hA < 
m h E 
Note:- In Bhoj., head becomes emphasizer when it 
contains the vowel /-A/ in the final position of the word. 
the word /lAjfikAn/ is plural of /lArika / 'boy'. The vowel 
/-A/ is added finally to emphasize. 
(iv) > nAi dilli ke log to bAhut Acche hAn <. 
m h E 
'the people of New Delhi are very good' 
(v) > ^  bArke bhAiyo < 'the elder brother also' 
m h E 
(Q) Modifier, qualifier, Emphasizer:-
(i) > u lArkiyAn jAvAn kAlihAn ai rAhin <-
m h q 
'those girls who came yesterday'... 
(h) Head, Qualifier, Emphasizer:-
(. i ) > mjlanao saheb khAiyAn <-
h E q 
'Maulana Saheb will too eat' 
or > mplana saheb bhi khAiyAn <.-
h q E 
'Maulana Saheb will also eat' 
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(ii) / daKtAfo saheb bhi jAihAn <• 
h E q 
'The aoctor will also go' 
or / daktAr saneb bhi jAihAn < 
'The doctor will also go' 
Note:- In the above paired sentences, any one or them 
can be used. It will not affect the meaning in any way. Both 
the sentences communicate the same meaning. 
(I) Modifier, Emphasiser, head:-
li) > toriA bat cAlAt rAhi < 
m E h 
*We were talking about you' 
tii) > tbribbat A ka k^no bhArbsa nAi khA \ 
m E h 
"Your points, too can not be believea' 
(j) Modifier, head, qualifier, Emphasizer:-
• bArke molana saheb bhi IJI 
m h q E 
(k) Modifier, Emphasizer, head, qualifier: -
> cAcca ki boliya tAnikko Acchi nai rAhti < 
'uncles talking, too, not good' 
(1) Modifier, head, Emphasizer, qualifier:-
> chol^ ki bua bhi mAna kAr cuki hAn <-
'youngest father's sister, too, have refused. 
Note:- The elements vir; modifier, head and qualifier are 
positional ly defined in Bhoj. but as far as the element 
i r.i.' 
empnasizer is concerned, there is restrictions on its 
functioning. The elements — mioditier), qCualitier; and 
ECmonasizer; are optional, only. The element head is 
obligatory in the NP structure of Bhoj. 
3. 15. The Noun Head:-
The word 'head' is defined as that element or a 
NP structure which has the potentiality of forming a simple 
NP by itself. In an utterance, the head word is explained 
by a class of the unit word which is linguistically termed 
as "nominal'. However, this position may be sometimes 
occupied by other classes or sub classes. It can be 
illustrated by the following given examples: 
(a) Fronominals as Head:-
> u bAhut khatA <. CSubject) 'he eats too much' 
> ij tA rAhe <. (object) 'It was you' 
(b> Adjectivals as Head:-
> khubsurti sArafAt ki nisani hA < — 
"Beauty is the symbol of gentleness' 
(c> Ordinatives as Head:-
> pAhilka bAra Accha hA <. 'The first one is very good' 
> hoijAn se dAso bhag gAen < 
'All the ten escaped from there' 
> u pScho hoijAn ae rAhen <.— 'those five had come here' 
(d; Determiners as Head: -
> hekA AijAn rahede <. Met this be here' 
(e) Adverbials as Head:-
-> kAlihAn bAhut gArmi rAhi < 
'Yesterday was very hot < 
iff Hypostatis:-
B 'm' ektho hArAf hA 
(*m' is a letter ; 
After analyzing grammatically the data or Bhoj. we 
can putforth the following characteristic features of Bhoj. 
Noun head; 
(i) Noun head in Bhoj. may be preceded by a closed system 
of word classes called determiners, 
(ii) Noun head may function as scubjectJ, oCbject), and 
ctomplement) in clause structure, 
liii) It is the head word that selects the Number, Gender, 
Person and Case in the NP. 
For Example: 
la) H du^ho Acche khelafi H (Number concord) 
'two good players' 
^^> M ek^ho Accha ghAr H 'a good house' (Sg.) 
^c) H o^ <i topiya B (Gender concord) 'His cap' 
Fem. Fern. 
'His cap' 
(d) oka hAtva S 'His compounds' or "His hands' 
Mas, Mas. 
Sub categorisation of Nominais in Bhoj.:-
Ue can demonstate the sub categorization or nominal 
in Bhoj. by the following diagram: 
Noun head 
proper non proper Mas. 
animate Inanimate 
human non human 
count non count 
I 
animate 1nanimate 1 
I 1 I 1 
human non human abstract non abstact 
pIura1 non plural 
Fern. 
Proper Nouns: -
In Bhoj. proper noun do not ordinarily pattern 
with determiners, but we find instances where determiners 
may occur. We can illustrate it by the following utterances. 
(i) — > bki dul;Aniya ke bAgA i iya me kjno sArdarji rAhA then 
"there i© {some} Sardarji who is residing beside his snop' 
{ a ) 
(ii> —> hAmre mAhAlva me bhi ektho sArdarji hAn < 
'there is a Sardarji in our mohalla. ( local ity; also' 
(. i i i ) (i) sArdarji tori mAdAd kArihAn < — 
'(this) Sardarji will help you' 
tthat) 
liv; — > hAmre mAhAlle me to bAhut cor hAn < 
'there are many thieves in our mohalla (locality)' 
In the above mentioned sentenes, we find that 
proper nouns too can take determiners (definite and 
indefinite) and other modifiers (e.g. ordinatives, 
adjetivals etc.), but then proper noun loose their 
uniqueness. 
In Bhoj. proper noun may be animate or non-
animate, and animate nouns can be further subdivided into 
human and non-humans. 
For example: 
(i) /sArdarji/ ' sardar j i' .'animate human proper (Mas.; 
(ii) /pAnduk/ ' a name of a bird': animate non human proper 
(Fern.) 
(iii) /mAunath bhAnjAn/ 'Maunath Bhanajan' ( a name of 
district in U.P. from where the present researcher 
collected the data of Bhoj.): non-animate proper ilias.; 
Non-proper (or common) nouns:-
Non-proper nouns refer to objects that can not be 
coijn^ea. ^or exannpie: 
/kn.rrizati/ 'weakness', /zaKAt/ "strength' 
/cAtni/ 'chutney' etc. 
Count nouns, as the proper nouns, too, may be 
subdivided into animate and non-animate, and animate into 
human and non-human. For example: 
a. /ghbra/ or /ghorva/ 'horse' tsg.) count animate human 
b. /cuhAvAn/ 'rats' (pi.), /cuha or /cuhAva/ 'rat' (sg.) 
count animate human being. 
c. /dukan/ or /dukAniya/ "shop' Csg.), /diikAniyAn/ 'shops' 
(pi . ) 
It is to be pointed out here that count nouns can 
also express abstractness. e.g. /bat/ 'talk' which can take 
plural form; it certainly express abstractness. 
The following important points regarding non-count 
nouns are to be given here. 
(a) In Bhoj., the non-count nouns generally do not take 
plural inflection but in oblique form they do take. For 
exampIe: 
m bA|-i himmAt ^1 'much courage' 
1 bAhut takAt g| 'much strength' 
(b) In Bhoj. non count nouns do not occur with ordinatives. 
i^ ::. 
For exampIe: 
* 3 P5-'= himmAt g 'five forces' 
•- m cSr eAt"nl ^ "four ketchup' 
!• ^  rJAsvi cA^ni wm 'tenth ketchup' 
(c) In BhoJ. non count nouns generally express abstractness 
but they can be non abstracted Cconcrete^ as well. 
For example: 
[/himmAt/ 'courage' abstract /takAt/ 'strength' abstract 
[/phirni/ 'a kind of sweet' non-abstract /dudh/ 'milk' non abstract 
In Bhoj. there are other sub classification of 
nominals in nominalized verbs which occur in a syntactic 
structure where generally a noun may appear. It can be seen 
in the following examples: 
(i) > u jae cahA thi < 'She wants to go' 
Cii) > u more suttA ka intezara kArA thi <. 
'She is arranging for my sleep' 
(iii) > mokA pjrAt Accha lAgA thA <. 
'I like swimming' or 'I like to swim' 
Civ) > dher nAhana Accha nai hA < — 
'too much bathing is not good' 
Iv) > hoijAn aj jana mdnasib nai hA < 
'going there today is not advisible' <• 
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(vi) > hoka AijAn ana nioka bAhut bura lAga ; 
M minded his coming here' 
(vii) > nAzAr corava kA tu kese sikkhe hD < 
'who taught you turn eyes' 
(viii)—> cini khana lArikAn kelie Accha rial hA <• 
'It is not good for children to eat' 
(ix; > raA cAlA khatir ae h5 < 
'I have come to take you' 
(x) > ii log khae khatir ruke hAn < 
'they are waiting for eating' 
txi) > ii more rukA ka intezara kAr die <. 
'he has arranged for my staying' 
3.16 Fronominals :-
Pronominals refer to a sub class of the nominals 
which function like nominals and have the potentiality of 
being followed by postpositions and emphasizer in a 
syntactic structure. They are, however, a c1osed-sytern. 
Pronominals possess the following characteristics: 
(a) In Bhoj. pronominals may not be modified. 
For example: 
^B bura nokAr ^B 'bad servant* 
H bare mA g| 'bad I ' 
(b) In Bhoj. pronominals carry the system of person. 
(c) In Bhoj. pronominals do not enter into the system of 
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genaer except for the personal possesive. For example: 
/ 1.1/ he/she 
/mbra/mDri/ 'my' 
/bka/ciki/ his/her 
Pronominals may be divided into the following sub 
groups: 
Ca) Personal pronominals 
(b) Interrogative pronominals 
(c) Indefinite pronominals 
cd) Relative — correlative pronominals 
Now we can give a detailed descriptions of these 
pronominals in the following way: 
3.16.1 (a) Personal Pronominals:-
We can show the personal pronominals in Bhoj. by 
the following tabular representation in terms of number and 
person. 
First Person 
Second Person 
Third Person 
Non Plural 
/raA/ M' 
f po1i te /tu/ 'you 
J (Honorific) 
i» non polite /tA/'you' 
Cnon Honorific) 
/ (i/ (showing distance) 
(plural) 
/i/ (showing nearness) 
Cnon plural) 
Plural 
ZhAmhAn/ (.non polite) 
/tunhAn/ 1,non polite) 
/tu(log) / (polite) 
/unhAn/ or /usAb/ 
/ukul/ (Showing dis-
tance) 
/inhAn/ or /isAb/ 
or /ikul/ (showing 
nearness) 
IJ8 
Now we can illustrate personal pronominal by the 
following given utterances: 
As Sub J ec t 
§ iji bAhut calu hA $ 'he is very clever' 
§ unhAn ke nai jAihAn $ *they will not go' 
§ sAb janA then ki mA ka cahA the'o § 
'every body knows what I want' 
As Complement 
§ u to mA rAheo $ 'It was I' 
$ i to u nikla § 'it happend to be he' 
In apposition 
unka lArikAva jAvAn dilli me rAhAt rAha 
'his son, he who was living in Delhi' 
3.16.2. lb) Interrogative Pronominals:-
Indefinite Interrogative pro Human/kOne/ 'who', 
Indefinite Interrogative pro Non human /ka/ 'what' other 
forms: /ketni/ (measure) 'how much* 
/ketne/ imeasure) 'how many' 
/kAisa/ 'how', /kAvAn/ 'which' 
These pronominals of Bhoj. form a sub group of 
quest ion-initiating unit words belonging to a closed system. 
These elements introduce 'direct' and 'indirect' types of 
quest ions. 
kpne 'who' 
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This torm is used tor persons ih-.jaan). For 
exampIe: 
/k$ne hoijAn rAhen/ ? (direct; 'who was there' 
u mbse puche ki hoijAn kOne rAhen ? (Indirect) 
'he asked me that who was there' 
The interrogative pronominals do not show any 
distinction between human and .non-human in the following 
utterances: 
kAvAn lArikAva (human) 
kAvAn dUkAniya (non-human) 
The pronominal /kjjne/ 'who' is used in iterated 
form, it demonstrate plurality. For example: 
hoijAn kb'ne kj'ne gAe rAhen ? (compound form) 
'who all were gone there' 
The interrogative pronominal /ka/ 'what' is used 
in Bhoj. for things (non human). 
For example: 
bAnarAs se ka kin Iiyae hA (Direct) 
'what have you purchased from Varanasi' 
mA puche^ ki ka Ilyae hA 
M asked that what have you brought' ? 
When iliterated this form also show plurality. 
For example: 
tore Abba ka Iiyae hAn? (Compound form) 
(what litems) have been brought by your father'? 
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In Bhoj., the interrogative pronominals / ketna / 
'how much' is used for the measurement ot things. This form 
is dec IinabIe. 
For example: 
Form? 
/ ketna / (Mas.) 
/ ketne / loblique) 
/ ketni / (Fern.J 
The above declinable forms can be illustrated by 
the following examples: 
(i) hoijAn ketne admi rAhen? 
'how many men were there' 
(ii) i gehu ketna hoiA? 'how much this wheat' 
(iii)hoijAn ketni raehraru rAhin 'how many women were there' 
There also other forms in Bhoj. as can be seen 
be Iow: 
kjne tukA i diehAn? 'who gave you this' 
jAlsa kAisa lAga? 'how was the gala' 
3.16.3. (c) Indefinite pronominals:-
Indefinite pronominals — / kono / and / kehu / 
^Someone' (Human) -
Indefinite pronominals — ,' kuch / 'Something' 
(non-human) 
These two forms i.e. / k9no / and / kehu / account 
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for the differences in Bhoj. 
Ci) Personal Vs. Non-personal 
(ii) Animate Vs. Inanimate 
(iii)Human vs. Non-human 
These can be illustrated by the following 
ut terances; 
§ kono hoiAn •!' 'Someone' 
§ hoijAn k?no nahi ja then 'Nobody goes there' 
The indefinite pronominals / kpno / also take a 
compound form. For example: 
kDno k^no bAjpe Acche nikAl ja then 
'Someone (things; comes rarely as good' 
hoijAn kuch rAha 'something was there' 
In Bhoj. the form / kAi / 'many' is used for both 
persons and things. It is always pi. For example: 
§ hoijAn kAi kAi admi rAhen $ (persons) 
'TheYe were many men' 
$ kAi sari khArab nikli § 'There were many damaged sarees' 
In Bhoj, the indefinite pronominals / ek^ho / is 
used variedly. For example: 
•f ek ^ho tmehraru) ai rAhi $ 'Someone came' 
$ ek^hbra bbla § 'Somebody spoke' 
$ omme se ekthbra $ 'one of them' 
i' ek tho u hA ek^ho tA hA $ 'it is he and. you (none else) 
;.1Q.4. (d) Relative — Correlative pronominals:-
In Bhoj. the relationship or relative tcorreaitive 
pionominals and non-pronomina1s) can be systematically 
represented by the following diagram: 
Relative / Correaltives 
Adverbia1 
I 
Adjectivals 
Direction Time Place 
• J ' ' 
ohAr 
jAb hoi 3An 
I . '-^  
tAb JAKa 
Fern, 
etni-otni 
Pr onominaIs 
! 
obi i q u e 
1 1 
sg. pi . 
jekA-dkA jB 
non ob1ique 
jAvAn 
Mas. 
sg. 
jetna-otna 
i 
pi. 
jetne-otne 
Bhoj. relative pronominals serve as c lause-1 inking 
pronorainals, i.e. a cohesive markers. They can refer to a 
'text' or a 'situation'. 
The forms are as given below: 
jAvAn (non-oblique; 
p l u s d ) Simple postposition:- e.g. — ne, 
— kA, — se, — ka, — ki, — ke, — ki, 
• • •• 
— pAr e.g. j?ne, jemrae, jpne pAr etc. 
me, 
(ii) Compound postposition:-
e.g. Jemme ki, j^ne pAr se etc. 
i:.:. 
Di5-criDu.T;ion of relative pronominals:-
(a) rt5 suDject of the vera in a i3 - clause; 
li) u lArikAva jAvAn hAijAn pArhAt rAha 
'the boy who was studying here' 
(ii) d AdAmiyAn jone kA i kAmva diya gAva rAha.. 
'the man who had been given this work' 
<iii) d kAmArvAn me jpne me « suttAt rAha 
'all those rooms in which he had been sleeping' 
(b) As object of the verti m a j3 - clause:-
(i) d ketAbiya jAvAn hAmre cAcca pAfhAt rAhen.,. 
'the book which our uncle had been studying' 
(c) For linking a i3 clause with other class:-
(i.e. as a subordinate of device; 
Ci) § i uhA jAhAjva hA m jpne se mA hAj kArA gAe rAheo $ 
'this is the aeroplane by which I had gone tor 
pi 1gr image (Haj)' 
lii) $ d sAb hAijAn ae rAhen H jinhAnse mA bAnrAsiya me 
mile rAheo $ 
'all they had been here whom I met in Varanasi' 
tVaranasi is a name of a city in Uttar Pradesh). 
3.17. The Modifiers:-
The modifiers preceding the noun head in Bhoj. are 
as foilows: 
t i) Detrerminers 'd' 
(ii) Ordinatives 'o' 
l-'4 
(i i i)Epi thets 'e' 
(iv) Pre-head nouns "n' 
These are the primary members of the class or 
words called ^modifiers' 
3.17.1. The Deictics:-
The grammatical element dCeictic; is realized by a 
class of the unit word which may be called 'determiners'. 
They are closed system items preceded by a class of words 
labelled * predeterminers'. 
3.17.2. Predeterminers:-
In Bhoj. predeterminers may be sub grouped on the 
basis of their occurrenes as given below: 
Sub Group Form 
'A' bAs, sirf or khali, Aisa 
'B' sirf khali 
bAs 
eke elava bhi 
khaskAr to 
yAha tAk ki .... bhi 
In the above two sub groups, the items in the 
first sub group possess simple forms which may occur before 
a determiner — a demonstrative, a possessive pronominal or 
an ordinstive or in combination. 
For example: 
(a/ With demonstrative:-
(i) B bAs u AdAmiyAn • 'only those men' 
(11) •• sirf i lArikAvAB 'only this boy' 
(lii)IB Aisa u khelari Mt 'such that player' 
(b) With possessive pronominals:-
Aisi dki ghAriya B 'his such watch' 
(c) With ordinatives 
irf bX£ iidmi ^M 'only twenty men' 
AisiA oki pac bhAjs B or AisiA ok 1 pac bhAis 
'his/her such five buffaloes' 
The items in the second sub group 'B' as is 
revealed from the list of the data that these Bhoj. 
predeterminers consist of a word, and a particle lEmphasizer 
e.g. bhi, to etc.) operating as a limiting agent for its 
lexical specification of the predeterminer. For example: 
(i) B sirf mehrAruAn khaen B 'only women ate' 
or ^1 khali mehrAruAn khaen ^1 'only women ate' 
atHj B sirf mehrAriiAnA khaCn B 'only the women ate' 
or B khal1 mehrAruAn khaCn •• 'only women ate' 
^il) B kAmsekAm lArikAvAn to B khalen 
'at least let the boys eat' 
i:.o 
Under the sub group 'B' the preaatrminer3 
occurring betore modifier and Empnasizer (.or limiting agent) 
occurring with the noun head. The occurrence of empnasizers 
without one of its predeteminers may be ambiguous. For 
example; 
f mohAmda bhi gAvA rAhA $ 
or § mohAmda gAvA rAha $• 
Note:- both these above two sentences are spoKen with 
equal emphasis. 
The above two sentences give us the two meanings 
as foilows: 
Ci) 'also Mohammad had gone' or 
tii) "even Mohammad had gone' 
But, here, it is to be pointed out that with 
predeterminers we get unambiguous utterances: For instance:-
(i) $ kAmsekAm mdhAmraAd to gAvA rAhA § 
"at least Mohammad had gone' 
(ii) $ bAs mohAmmAd gAvA rAhA f 
'only Mohammad had gone' 
Ciii)$ yAha tAk ki mbhAmmAd bhi gAvA rAhA $ 
'even Mohammad had gone' 
3.17.3. Determiners:-
In Bhoj. determiners can also be sub grouped as 
t o1 lows: 
I j: 
Sud QrcjiJD Form 
A' possessive a. 'Non-ranK sniftea ipassessive 
pronomina1s; 
mora, tura, toxa, r.AmAhAn etc. 
b. 'Rank-shitted'lexical possessive 
For example;-
(i) Nomina i + pp 
salim ka 'Salim's 
(i i) Inr ini tival + pp 
khae ka taim 'the time of 
eating' 
gari ki CadAt) 'the habit at 
abusing' 
liii) Adverbial + pp 
bhiyan ki (chu^ti) 
'tomorrow's holiday' 
' B' DiMiMit^ strati ve 
i, u, hAmAhAn etc. 
'C a. Interrogative pronominals 
k^ne, ka etc. 
b. Indefinite pronominals 
k^nofkuch 
This above sub group enables us to account tor the 
occurences of determiners with other elements of modifiers 
ce.g. predeterminer, ordinatives etc.) 
Now we can discuss in detail the above SUD group. 
3. 18. F'Q55e3Sive determiners:-
Possessive determiners in Bhoj. may be divided 
into the following two parts: 
(a; Non-rank-shifted possessive or possessive pronominals 
and(b) Rank-shifted possessive pronominals or lexical 
possess i v^p" 
(a) Non-rank-shifted possessive pronominals in Bhoj.:-
We can systematically represent the possessive 
pronominals by the following diagram: 
(1) (Person) 
non pi. pi. 
I 1 
mora hAmAhAn 
tura 
po1ite 
Non po11te 
tora 
Possessive Pronominals 
oblique non oblique 
near 
i 
non near 
r 1 po1i te non po1i te 
inka ^Ka 
po1i te 
unka 
non po1i te 
I 
oka 
(Person) 
genera 1 
tora 
We can illustrate the above diagram as given 
be 1 ow: 
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Ci/ Ma3. oblique second person polite possessive 
pronomina1 
iii> mdre Fern, third person near polite possessive 
pronominal i nka and so on. 
Now we can demonstrate their occurrences in a 
nominals group. 
( i> 
t ii) 
(i ii ) 
(iv) 
(V) 
mora kAmra H 'my room' 
sirt mbra kAmra g| 'only my room' 
bAs mbra is kAmra jjj^ 'only my that room' 
mora bAs ii kAmra •• 'my only that room' 
kAmsekAm more u kAmr^ MM 'at least my those rooms' 
The above examples clearly show that possessive 
determiners may occur with predetrrainers, demonstratives, 
ordinatives, epithets. 
Rank-shifted possessive pronominals or lexical possessives-
In Bhoj. the rank shifted possessives may be non-
depth related (simple^ or depth related lin-depth). 
Simple or non-depth related may be represented as 
foilows 
a. 
b. 
nominal 
adverbiaI 
inf ini tivaI 
+ postposition (.— ka, — ke, — ki) 
l-> 
a. nominal -i-pp ; - For- example :-
[13 B nesar ka hAtva S chota hA 
Cd] Ch] 
'Nesar's compond is small' 
[2] Sa zikra ki Amma B ostanl hA 
[d] Lh] 
'Zikra's mother is a. teacher' 
[3] B Atrika ke hAbsi B pAresan hAn 
[d] h 
*The Negroes or Africa are in trouble' 
This last sentence can be structurally 
represented: 
IT 
At rika 
m 
cJ, 
Ngp 
PP 
.1 
or 
hAbs i 
mh 
J 
h + PP 
(b) Adverbial •^  pp-
For example: 
CIJ 
C2] 
kAlihAn ka gosva B bAja Accha rAha 
'yesterday's meet was very good' 
gao ka mAjura B thik hotA 
'the labours of the village are fit' 
L-U 
C3] 991 bahAf ke iArikAn kA mAt avA de 
'do not allow outside boys' 
This last sentence can also be structually 
demonstrated: 
adv. 
bahAr 
r 
m 
[d] 
Ngp 
"1 
PP 
ke 
h + PP 
I Aj- ii<An 
C. Infinite + pp~ 
For example 
CI] 
[2] 
nAmaz ka vAkt 
[dl h 
ho gAva 
M t is time to Namaz' 
rbz ghummA ki adAt B | Acchi nai hbti 
'The habit of wandering everyday is not good' 
Note:- In Bhoj. the verbal stem of the infinite can be 
either simple or compound. 
For exampIe : -
( i ) mArA jie ki bat 
[d] h 
mAt kAr 
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Now we can structuslly represent that how 
inaepth' lexical possessive function in Bhoj. For exampie: 
o lArkiya ke cAcca ke bhAiya ka biyath) 
tdl h 
the marriage of that girl's uncle's brother' 
Ngp 
Cd) d. 
I ! I 
(Ngp) pp bryaCh) 
1 1. 
ka 
Ngp pp 
j bhAiya 
^6 L 
I 1 I ^^ 
(Ngp; pp j 
1 j cAcca 
I J.. ^ o lAj-ikiya 
m 
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.".IT. Demons-cra-civss:-
Demonstrative — a class or determiners in Bhoj. 
may be either definite or non-aefinite. The tormer can 
further be split into non-interrogative and interrogative. 
In Bhoj. definite and non-definite demonstrative 
cannot co-occur. 
For example: 
'•i^  * 91 kehu lAfika g 'Some that boy' 
(ii) « ^ kuch k5no lArika ^ 'Some which boy' 
^ i i i ^  * H kb'no unhAn ko Q 'to some those people' 
(iv) * •§ kSno kAvAn ko 
Now it would be better to discuss derinite and 
non-definite demonstratives separately. 
Definite Demonstratives:-
Definite demonstratives may be either 
interrogative or non-interrogative. It can be seen in the 
following example: 
A. (i> H kAvAn cAcca fli 'Which uncle' 
(ii) Hj kAvAn mehraru •• 'Which women' 
liii) faj ka ciz ^ ^What things' 
(iv) im kjne kArigArva kA H 'to which worker' 
iv) S| kAisi ciz kA • 'to which sort of thing' 
1.44 
B.(vi) § ij. SS ka cxz B hA ? $ "wnat is that thing'? 
(Interrogative sentence; 
(. V i i ) « Si u. ka ciz SB 
•SB H B 
m h 
and 
(viii) •• iX ka ciz B| (as a Nominal group; 
Cix) )( |g un kAvAn admi kA g 
(X) * 2 unhan ketne logAn kA g 
C.Cxi) g slrt more dAs karigAr jl^  
'only these ten crartsmen of mine' 
txii) * m Sirf i lAj-ikAvAn Bg 'only these children' 
(xiii) * m Sirf kAvAn lArikAva JQ 'only which-child' 
(xivJ X s Sirf ketni mehraru H 'only how many women' 
Nan interrooative Determiners:-
Now interrogative determinatives can be 
illustrated by the following given-exmples: 
A. (1) Q i gAnvAn H 'these songs' 
Cii) •• sirf i gAnvAn •• 'only these songs' 
tiii) § i mdri ghAfiya Bl tbkA kAha mill f 
and 
(iv) B ^ • ^°^^ i^ ^^ f^  • hA § 
B. (i) Ijl b clziya ki zArurAt • 
'the necessity of those things' 
(11) III mokA b clzlya ki zArurAt H 
'the necessity of my those things' 
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till) fB u mate ciziya 
After examining the above mentioned examples we 
arrived at the following points: 
(.a; In Bhoj., the non oblique forms do not have rixed 
position in relation to possessive Pronominals. For example: 
li) •§ i mori kAlAmiya tdkA kAh'a mili 
A and 
(Li) WM i mori kAlAmiya SM takA kAh'a milii 
(b) In Bhoj., the oblique forms have fixed position. Tney 
are always preceded by possessive Pronominals. For example: 
(i) tu u dukAniya ki mArAmraat • 
(ii> * B li tu dukAniya ki mArmmAt WM 
'J.2«' Ordinatives :-
The ordinativets) in Bhoj. NF structure is 
realized by a class of the unit word. Describing Numerals, 
such as /du/ 'two'; /dusra/ 'second'; /dobara/ or /duca/ 
'twice'; /dunu / 'both'; /adha/ 'half' etc, Bncj. 
ordinatives may be divided into the following sub classes: 
A. Uninflected Form 
1. Cardinals:-
The following are the cardinals in Bhoj. 
/ek/ 'one'; /du/ 'two,; /tin/ 'three' etc. 
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For example: 
admi 'o 
du admi "two men' (frequently spoKen; 
d'i lArikAn 'two boys' 
ek larika 'one boy' 
Note:- In Bhoj., when the cardinals are used with 
the men head, it is not often linked with the singular noun 
head. Even all the nouns possess plurality. In the above 
examples, the word /admi/ is singular, the plural ot which 
is /AdAmiyAn/ 'men'. It is because of one main reason that 
the cardinals <pl.) shows plurality, 
2. Multiplicarive:-
/di jnu/ ' b o t h ' ; / t i n o / ' a l l t h e t h r e e ' 
3. Measure :-
/kilo/ "kilogram'; /pAseri/ 'five kg' 
/raAn/ 'fourty kg', /fCur^ tAl'' '100 kg' etc. 
B. Inflected Forms:-
1. Ordinals:-
/pAhila/ 'first one'; /dusra/ 'another'; /dasArka/ 'second 
one'; /Agila/ 'next'; /pichla/ 'back one' etc. 
2. Fractional:-
/ a d h a / ' h a l f ; / p u r a / ' f u l l ' 
/ t i h a i / ' o n e t h i r d ' : /c ikChai / ' o n e f o u r t h ' e t c . 
/d'j^una. 'doucl-^' or /'J una/ "douoie' 
/tin^unc./ 'triple'; /cawguna/ 'more than xour times' 
/pac guna/ "more than tive times' etc. 
Distribution of the ordinatives 
unmtlected Forms:-
Inflected and 
Now we can give the examples or both inrlected anc 
uninflected Forms of ordinatives: 
t,i nn 1 Ar 1 kAvAn I 
ek kilo cAn;^  ^H 
Plv' pAserl pjyaz 
( i ) 
( 1 1 ) 
( i l l ) H 
( v ) ^ B du mAn gehy 
' b o t h n n p i p s n r b o t h cup"^ ' 
- 3 ) ) t h p t h r p p hny<? ' 
' nn(=> K g . gram ' 
" f i v e k g . on i n n s ' 
' e i g h t y Kg . w h e a t ' 
" h i i n r i rp r t K g . r 1 c e ' 
( v H ) H p A h ^ l a admi H ' t i r ^ t man ' 
( v i i i ) M rii.i<^Arka khA^iyAva H '«;ecnnd nr another he gnat' 
(jy) • • Agiia gorva • • 'front teet' 
(X) • • pichla gorva H 'hank feet' 
( K I ) • • adha am H | 'half mangn' 
(xii) WM ptirs ^m • • 'full mangn' 
;x-iil)M CAUthaj his<;a g | 'nne fnvirth part' 
•xiv) g tihai z A m m m 'one third land' 
'vv) B duguna hhir • • ^double crowd' 
(xvi) H tmgiina sAza • • 'trile punishment' 
^ x v i i ^ M dohri cadA-r B i 'tolcied sheet' 
an i ma I 
I 4.>-J 
3.21. Epithets:-
Epithets can also be grammatically called as 
'adjectivaIs' which is realized by a class of the unit word. 
In Bhoj., we also find more than one epithets linked up in a 
sequence. It can be seen in the following utterances: 
(i) ektho bAra khAtArnak admi 
e e h 
'a very dangerous man' 
(iiJ dutho bAre hArami iskuli lAj-ik^ 
e e e h 
^two bastard school boys' 
Bhoj. adjectivals may be sub classea in the 
fo1 lowing ways: 
Sub Qroup 1. 
In this sub group we may putforth the adjectivals 
like /bAhut/ 'very much', ZtAnikAn/ Mittle bit'; /dher/ 
'more'; /kAra/ 'less';/ bilkul/ 'sure'; /sAb/ 'all* etc. Such 
adjectivals account for emphatic, qualifier, indefinite 
forces. 
Sub 9 roup 2. 
Base (non derived) adjectivals:- This sub 
grouping contains adjectivals — descriptive, attributive, 
colour and size etc. For ex«mple:-
/nAva/ 'new'; /piirana/ 'old', /khubsurAt/ 'beautiful'; /gol/ 
14^ 
' roundsd' ; /gArib-- "poor'; /sAnira/ 'deep'; ''ial/ "red"; -• Sr* 
bbuj/ 'sky colour'; /sanAhra/ 'goiden colour'; /uira/ 
'white; /Inmma/ M o n g ' ; /cAura/ 'wide'; /sAkra/ 'narrow'; /pA 
tri/ 'narrow'; /piyAra/ 'yellow'; /gulsbj/ 'pinK coiour'; 
/kAriya/ 'black'; ZkAtthAi/ 'choclate colour'; /A/rf^uri/ 
'grape colour'; /Amir/ 'rich'; /taja/ 'fresh' /sAfed/ 
'white' . 
The above adjectivais may further be suo divided 
into two. 
ci) inflected 
( i i ) Non-inflected 
1. inflected:-
The above adjectivais are inflected according to 
their genaer, case etc. in the following way; 
nAva — > nAe — > nAi 
gAhira > gAhire > gAhiri 
taja > taje > tajt 
' new' 
'deep' 
'fresh' etc. 
!. Non—inflected : 
The following r\on-inf lected adjectivais are as 
follows: 
/gol/ 'rounded'; /sA^d/ 'white'; /gulabi/ 'pink colour'; 
/Amir/ 'rich' etc. 
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3.22. Pre-head Noun:-
Bhoj. also possesses pre-head noun or noun 
classifiers moditying noun-head. It can be seen in the 
following examples: 
Noun + proper Noun: 
A. 11) • sunni lAj-ika •• 'A Sunny boy' 
Cil) ^ t3s nAdi m 'river Tons' 
ciliJ m ismail kArigArva m Msmail' ca craftman) 
iiv) m Akbar rod j ^ 'Akbar Road' 
tv) J|H.M.T. ghAri |g *HMT Watch' 
(vi; nil hxmalya pAhar m *The Himalaya' 
cvii; m vAkil cAcca m 'Vakil uncle' 
(viii) H bhAgwan ram ^ 'Lord Ram' 
Cix) m hAmid kAsAiya |g| 'Hamid' ca butcher) 
Note:- In Bhoj. Noun + proper Nouns are frequently 
found but proper + nouns are caomparatively very rare. 
3.23. Qualifier:-
Qualifier is defined as that element of nominal 
group struture which follows noun head. 
For example: 
Ci) bkA mA khud mar sAkA theo 
e q 
M myself can beat or hit him' 
Cii) ii sAb mare gAen 
h q 
'they alI had been ki 1 led' 
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lii) 0. sAb mare gAen 
h q 
'they all had been killed' 
Qualifier may be sub divided 
Qua 1i f ier 
(A) 
Non-rank shifted Type 
1 
I 
la> 
Form class 
1 
,1 i 
( I > (ii) 
Reflexive Non-refI exjvft 
L (c) 
(B) 
Rank-shifted Type 
adverbial Honorific elements 
3.23.1. Non-rank-shxfted Type:-
(a) Form class: 
(i) Reflexive:-
e.g. /khud/ 'myself; /mA khud/ M myself; /u khud/ 'he 
himself' 
(ii) Nan-reflexive:-
e.g. /dunu/ 'both'; /sAb/ 'all'; /Akela/ 'alone'. 
These non-reflexive can be seen in the following 
examples: 
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(i ) ^ ij dUnu n hoijAn sutts rAhen 
'they both had slept th^re' 
(ii) B kAlam Akela S kdfi hA 
*Kalam alone is enough' 
(b> Adverblais ••-
e.g. u hoijAn nicva Q hA 
h q 
(c) Honorific elements: 
e.g. ^B moli saLheh WM 'A Mu=!!im who obtains dpgree in 
Arabi c' 
mas'^ Ar saheh H 'the teacher' 
pAndit ji H 'Mr. Pandit' (a caste in Hinduism) 
^< . ^--r . ^ • (B) Rank-shitted Type; 
We can illustrate rank-shifted qualifiers in Bhoj. 
(i) § u AdAmiyA jekl tokA tAlas hA H hoijAn nai rAhtA § 
'the man you had been in search does not live here' 
(ii) $ u b»<pAriy3 jAvAn kAlihAn bAjAriya me ava rAha •• 
m h [q ] 
'the business man who came yesterday in the market'... 
liil) $ ij corvAn j'jne ke sAthiyAvAn pAkra gAen B ... 
'the theives whose fellowmen have been arrested'... 
Civ) $ U kArigArva jAvAn mdse kAlihAn bhetana rAha aj 
dukAniya pAr ava rAha $ 
'the labour who met me yesterday came at the shop rodav' 
15.-. 
(v) § ij porotiya javAn ma kAlihAn I iyae rAheo g ^Jno 
kha gAen $ 
'the breads which I brou.ght yesterday who had eaten'? 
The above examples indicate that the rank-shifted 
qualifier in Bhoj. is always a Relative (restrictive) 
Clause. 
3.24. Emphasizer:-
The E(mphasizer) or emphatic elements tend to 
intensify the meaning of one or more terms of nominal group 
strudture in Bhoj.. the ECraphasizers) are as follows: 
*bhi and 'to 
Apart from the Emphasizers bhi, ho ^nd to, 
iteration is also is used to produce empnatic force. 
For example: 
(i) mAhalle mAhAlle sor hA 
'there is noise in every Mohalla' 
(i i ) gao gao ghumnA thA 
'W&nders in every vHla^>=' 
tiii) riOr rinr ©W^ pAtanAi WhA 
"Not known to and tro' 
E.T.phas i rers in Bhoj. occur with dt? term iners, 
epithets and noun head. For example: 
li) ISS5 morl to khai3 19 .... "My dp'^lrp' 
11:.-
( i 1 .> ^ 3 1 ho admi l^* 
( i i i ) ^ tofa bhi dhAnda 
• t'n I "i iitan cj • 50' 
your profession too' 
In the above examples the emphaSiZers 
occurring with determiners (modifier) 
(i> ^ Acche bhi log B i duniya me kAm nai hAn 
'Even good people are not less in the world' 
( ii ) Acche bhi lArikAn 
e E h' 
'even good boy' 
ar £ 
In the above examples the emphasizers are 
occurring with epithets (modifier) 
( i ) 
( i i ) 
bAhut tej lArika bhi 
m ' h E 
ekA hAl nai kar sAktA f 
even a very sharp boy cannot slove it' 
hoijAn mehraru to nai rAhin 
m h E 
M hope women were not there' 
(iii)B| ArsAd bhi B ava rAha 
'Arshad also came' 
In the above examples the Emphasizers are 
occurring with noun head. 
Note:- In Bhoj. the addition of /—o/ and /—yo/ in 
the final position of a proper noun also intensifies the 
meaning ot one or more items of the nominal group structure. 
For example: 
(i) salimo ava rAha 'Salim too came' (Mas.) 
h E 
Cii) bAWAri-yo bhOkani hA (Fem,; 
h E 
'Goat too is hungry' 
-3,25. Post Fositionsr-
Eng. possesses prepositions whereas Ehoj. 
possesses postpositions. Postpositions are the elements 
indicating relation — the relation that takes place between 
the word they follow and other elements in a syntactic 
structure. They also demonstrate the Cconcord) correlation. 
In Bhoj., postpositions may be classified on the 
basis of their form. These are: 
[> zero 0 simple.... ke, se, tAk etc. > Free compound,.. kelie 
> Bound vaste 
Fir,••!•;.•. i VI- F i;-. Ltius i t jons : ke, me, kepas, or lAga 
In Bhoj., the form ka enters into the following 
interlocking system: 
Ka 
KP 
ki 
Nnw wp can explain the relationships between 
possessive postpositions, possessors and possessed by the 
following given representation: 
iC 
Fa33es3or 
1. + Animate 
Possessed 
a. + Animate 
[ - Animate - Abstract ] 
Possessive 
Ke 
Fostpozi 11 ion 
part of body 
2. + Animate a. + Human 
-, status 
[ Animate Abstract ] — ke pas 
3. + Animate 
4. + Animate 
+ Abstract 
(Sensat ion) 
+ Abstract 
emotiona1 state me 
After looking into the above representation we can 
draw the following important points in this connection. 
ta> In Bhoj., tne possessor noun head is always animate, 
lb) In Bhoj., the possessor noun head has to belong to the 
following specified categories for the occurrences of 
ke, kepas, kA, me. 
tc) In Bhoj., the form KJ^  occurs when the possessed noun is 
eiher an animate noun: 
For example: 
/gAdha/ 'Ass', /adrai/ "man' or an animate noun denoting a 
part of the body. 
For example: 
/gor/ or /gorva/ 'foot', /poch/ or /pochiya/ 'tail', /mur/ 
or /muj-va/ 'head', /hat/ or /hAtva/ 'hand', /kan/ or /kAnva/ 
ear /nak/ or /nAkiya/ 'nose' etc.as in the following 
utterances: 
•j sallm ke k^n H 'the ear of Sallm' 
•• kutiya ki p^chiya •• 'the tail of bitch' 
(d) In Bhoj., the form kepas or lANa occurs when the 
possessed noun 'belongs' to a class of human noun-non 
honorific, e.g. /nbkAr/ 'servant' when it belongs to the class 
of the abstract noun e.g. /ghAr/ or /ghAra/ 'house' /ketab/ 
or /ketAbiya/ 'book' etc. 
For example: 
(i) salim kepas pAisa nAikhA 'Sallm has no money' 
lii; salim kepas (ektho; gena hA 'Salim has a football' 
(e) In Bhoj., the possessive postposition ke. occurs when 
the possessed noun is an abstract noun denoting emotional 
stage. /sAbAr/ 'tolerance', /himmAt/ 'courage', /bAhaduri/ 
'bravery'etc. 
(i) sallm me hlraraAt bAhut hA iwe found) courage in Sallm' 
Hi) salim me sAbAr ka madda hA 
'Salim has the capacity ot tolerance' 
Cf) In Bhoj., 1<A occurs when the possessed noun is an 
abstract noun denoting sensation of pleasure, pain etc. 
For example: 
Cl) f salim kA bAhut bura lAga # 
'Salim minded very much* 
(ii) § Salim kA bhiyan jae kA hA § 
'Salim has to go tomorrow' 
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Nominal Phrase of English and Bhojpuri 
3.26. A Systematic Comparison and Contrast of the 
Nominal Phrase of EnQ. and Bhoj. 
This chapter deals with the contrastive analysis 
of Eng. and Bhoj. NP.At surface level, the structures of 
NP of both these Igs. have similarities, they are very much 
alike in the categorical structures of the NP but at the 
deep structure level, these two Igs. account for the 
differences. We can discuss the problems resulting out of 
the structural differences between the Igs. at different 
levels, sub levels in order to find out the real Ig. 
learning problems faced by the nSg. of Bhoj. in 
learning Eng. 
3.26.1. Modifiers:-
In the earlier part of this chapter we have 
discussed the modifiers in Eng. and Bhoj. in detail. Now we 
shall compare and contrast these modifiers at various sub-
levels here. 
3.26.2. Predeterminers:-
Both these Igs. possess the category 
'predeterminers'. But it is to be pointed out here that 
there is not always one-to-one equivalence between tha items 
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in the two Igs. In Eng. Ig. most or the predeterminers find 
their equivalence at difterent places- of operation in Bhoj. 
nominal groups and while the predeterminers of Eng. are 
sequentially bounced whereas the Bhoj. ones are not. 
The following given items in Eng. find their 
equivalence in Bhoj.. 
Eng. Bhoj. 
only 
(a) WM only those shopkeepers 
cb) B » I u I bAs I b" J dukAndArvAn 
B. 
ic) 
Even 
Even these works 
(d) H ^ * H ^ kAmse kAm 
kAmva •§ 
C. 
le) 
Such 
Such a man 
sirf, bAs 
sirf ii dukAndArvAn 
bAs u dukAndArvAn 
kAmse kAm 
kAmse kAm i kAmva 
Aisa 
Aisa ek admi 
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Having looked into the above comparison ot Eng. 
and 3hoj. we reached at the following points: 
CI) In Bhoj. there are some items which always precede 
determiners (example No. CO and Cd). So we set up the sub 
category predeterminers in Bhoj.. 
Cii) Eng. predeterminers do not possess their equivalence in 
Bhoj. Obviously the nsg. ot Bhoj. will commit mistakes on 
the analogy of Bhoj. We can see below: 
E « ^ these all plates ^ 
B H i sAb tAstAriyAn ^ 
In Bhoj. the item ^duhu' is always an ordinal 
while in Eng. equivalence of its 'both' is always a 
predeterminer, so we come across such Eng. sentences as 
given below: 
* E H the both shopkeepers •• 
Similarly. 
Eng. 
a. * Wt the double prion M 
b. « m the twice size ||||| 
c. N M| the two time crowd 
d. * M | t.hi;:.n al 1 pt^ns 
Bhoj. 
•• (eka) dohra dam •• 
H Ceki) dohrl saiz g| -
•• duguni bhir •• 
12 I J Ail ^sAlAmxyAn H 
lol 
€• ' g | t h e s e b o t h kjt>=>'=; B g 1 dunu guddi g [ z: 
• B i diinii gvidlya B j 
pg i dunu pAtAnna g 
[Note:- In Bhoj., the items like double, twice, two 
times etc. always find their places ordinatives fractinal, 
multi piicative]. 
in the above a set of whole listed predeterminers 
(predeterminer + of) e.g. a 11 of. both of, half of^ some of, 
each of , many ot which do nnt find thpir equlvalpncp in 
Rhni. a'^  nrpdpt ermi nprs . 
I each nt the «5nnj hAr ek gana 
some of those hoys omme se kuch lArikAvAn 
1. many ot the pens eramft ge bAhut kAlAmiyAn 
3.26.3. Articles; 
During the course of the analysis it is found that 
Articles will pose a great difficulty to the learners in 
learning Eng. because ot simple reason there is usually 
nothing corresponding to the Eng. Articles (Definite and 
Indefinite Articles) in Bhoj. as such. Even then we find 
some instances of Eng. Articles a/an translatable in Bhoj. 
as ek, or ekt ho while there are other Eng. ArtlclP'^ th^* arp 
nnt trsnslat^hlp <^ uch as ]j;_ ,vt_ all, only as an cp'i on a 1 
element. The compaxiEon and contrast of tnese Articjes can 
be observed below; 
Eng, 
A. A boy had been here to 
see yovj 
B. It Is very difficult to 1 
run the powerloom with-
out labour. 
. _. ., , , 
Bho3. 
ektho lArika tnsp hAijAn 
• • 
milA ava rAha 
* lArika tiise hAijAn milA 
ava rAha. Note:- The form 
ektho is obligatory here. 
karigAr k© hina 1 lim cAl^nal 
hAra mo'^kll hA 
« 
* ektho karVgAr kp hina 1 lim 
cAlana bAra moskil hA 
• 
Eng. articlp the possess equivalence in Bhnj. (u — 
non oblique, and oka — n b U q u p ) whpn the head word i q 
fnllowpd by rank-Rhifted qualifier. For example:-
Fng. 1 
A. (1) the man has gone 
(ii) the hnys who were 
playing 
(ill) the hnu'^e in which 1 
was residing 
(iv) the same grn\ip which 
1 . 1 
(i) ii AdAmiya cA 1 a gAva 
(ii) ii lArlkAva iAvAn kh^-
lAt rAha 
( i 1 i ) ii ghAra ij>ne m© mA 
rAhAt rAhen 
(iv) iihAlng jAvAn hniiAn 
1 /s ", 
b?id hppn hp r p ... f-AbAt rAhpn 
Note:- these utterances are the instances nt 
cataphoric the which finds Its equivalence In Rhni. 
nhviously, in most casef? where the Eng. Nominal 
group has a/an and homophoric t he, Rhoj. has a phonological 
determiner, there certainly this absence of equivalence in 
Bhoj. will constitute a major area of difficulty for the 
learners. The Bhoj. speakers may come out with the 
utterances where there are cases of insertion, omission or 
wrong use. 
A. Insertion of Articles: The and a/an 
Article The 
(a) Before non-particularized plural class nouns. 
For example: 
(i) * Students went to the library and read the good text-
books . 
(il) * Elite class people live in the cities, 
(iii) » For passing the time most of the students read the 
good novels. 
(h) Before proper name 
( I) « The Bombay 
(i i ) « The Uerinesday 
(ill) « The Bhoipur i 
•*64 
(c) Before non-particularized noun counts. 
Ci) My father often feel the pity for the poor. 
Cii; She always express the anger before others. 
(d) OtherCnon-specifled) 
(i) » E the my city 
B (ij) mora sAhAr 
(ii) » E my the favourite neighbour 
B mora (u) mAshiir pArbsi 
A/An 
(a) Before uncountables 
» E The Muslim has a great tolerance 
* E It has a great importance in Muslim History. 
B musAlman ki tarikh me eki bArl s-hmiAt hA 
« 
(b) Before plural modified by adjectivals 
(i) * His best class fellow is a Salim. 
(ii) * Kashmir is our State 
(iii) * His facial outlook is very attractive 
B. Omission of Articles — The 
(a> Before superlative modifiers: 
Eng. 
(i) * Aravali is the oldest 
mountain in India, 
(ii) »« Zikra is (the) most 
beaut i fu1 of all 
Bhoj. 
(i)AravAli hindustan ka 
sAbse piiran.'i pAhar hA 
(ii) rikra sAbhAn me khQbsurt 
hA 
(b) 5«foYe proper Hanei 
c i i i ) X (the) Arava1i 
(iv) » (the) Arab League 
(c> Before partiu1arized 
Contexts: 
(v) * Sitting on bridge 
for you 
A / An 
(vi) Salim is very clever 
boy 
(vi i) He is doctor 
Cvlii) Zikra is honest 
girl 
i 
C i i i; AfavA15 (pAher ) 
(i V ) ArAb Ii g 
(v) pulla pAr tore lie bAitha 
hA 
(vi) salim bAhut calu lArika 
* 
hA 
I (vii) u daktAr hA 
(viii) zikra imandar lArki hA 
Note:- (a) It is to be pointed out here that there 
are also possibilities that Bhoj. speakers may replace the 
by a/an. For example: 
(i) * E the novel is a best companion 
(ii) « E a least defect in the educational system 
(iii) » E a Taj Mahal 
(b) There is also the chances of replacement of a/an by 
the. Fnr example: 
« W.H.O (World Health Organization) should establish 
the headquarters in every country. 
3.26.4. Possessive Determiners:-
As it is mentioned earlier in this chapter that 
loo 
Rhni. has features ot gender cMas. and Fem.; and case 
(oblique and non-oblique). In Eng. Ig. there are no such 
markers Cexcept in the case ot third person non-plural 
pronominal possessive like his/her/its. Bhoj. has a 
systematic — comparative network and multiple possibilities 
of correspondence as can be seen in the following given 
tab 1e: 
Possessive Determiners 
Eng. 
A 
A + 
B ( + ) 
C Mas. 
C Fern. 
C Neut. 
C + 
Int. 
Ind. 
my 
our 
your 
his 
her 
its 
their 
whose, which 
someone's 
Bhoj. 
A 
A + 
Mas. {-a) 
mora 
hAmAhAn ka 
Mas. 
ob1iqne(—e) 
more 
hAmAhAn ke 
Fern. 
mor i 
h A m h A n k i 
16' 
1 
B 
B H 
C NH 
Int . 
Ind. 
NH 
NH 
tora 
tura 
oka 
keka 
kghU ka 
tor e-
tur e-
bke 
kekf 
kehu ke 
tor 5 
t u ; j 
o k 3 
kQU i 
k e h u k i 
Note:- For thp full formq of thfs-sp '%hrirt fnrm= — 
see the abbreviation table attached in the begining ot the 
thes i s. 
For example: 
(i) 
(li) 
(ill) 
C iv) 
mora 
keka 
tbra 
tur i 
more 
keke 
tore 
ture 
mdr 1 
keki 
tori 
turi 
' my' 
'whose' 
'your' 
'your' (used tor 
elders) 
During the course of the analysis it has been 
observed that Bhoj. possessive pronominals do not have fixed 
positions in relation to ordinatives. The native speakers of 
Bhoj. may come out with the following given utterances: 
[1] F * nnp my neighbour 
ektho mora pArbsi 
mora f>kthn pArbsi 
N o t e : - In t h e abnvi= two typps ot c o n s t r u c t i o n s in 
1 toO 
BhoJ., there is undoubtedly dirterence or meaniris; thp 
elements having domination (infnrmstion focus) psf-ceci?- the 
unmarked elements. 
Simi1ar1y, 
[23 E * H th1.<^  my neighbour 
B ^H ; mora pAro?;i •• 
B mora i pAro'^i Bj 
Let us take the following utterances into 
cons ideration: 
[3] E * $ I went to my school f 
B $ mA Apne iskul gAe rAheo 
[A] E * • a l t h o u g h our cannot speak good Eng. § .... 
B § hala ki (hAmre) mulkA ke log Acchi ANrezi nai ho' 
sAkten § 
Note:- The above utterances are the instances ot 
possessive pronominals. Such utterances take place because 
in Bhoj. occurrences of possessive pronominals in such 
constructinns are either obligatory (See, example [33 or 
optional (See example TAT. In Hng. Ig. It i =; not possible. 
For pxamp1e: 
rsi R » • her that diary 
B ^B Hk 1 i'\ kA 1 Am 1 ya I 
R » •• i\ ok i kAlAmVya 
( nur ) 
[ 6 ] F '^ H I (.Tiy ) t h i s d i a r y 
( m o.' 1 ;i 
( tyr i ) i kA 1 Anmyfi 
f fTior i ) 
i ( t ^ n" ) kA 1 Arm ya 
In thp ahnvp pxamplps WP find thst whilp 
rlpmons t ra t 1 VPS and pnsspssivp can nnt ncc.ur in Fng. whprpas 
in Rhoj., they can. WP SPP that in Rhoi. thp positinn= ot 
dpmnns t ra t i VPS and pnsspssivp prnnomi na t s (1st and T'nd 
pprsnn) are not fixpd. (SPP, thp pxamplp No. FBI with thp 
third pprsnn thpy are fixpd) (pnsspssivp prprprip 
dpmonqtrativpq ). <Sfte also fixamplp No. [51. 
3>Z6>5. Possessive Rp^nitTVPi nnn=;t:riict:inn<=;:-
In Rhoj. thp possessivp cnnstrurtions arp: 
ka/kp/k1 postposition having the stnictiirp noun + ka/kp/ki + 
head, and also the (ad Ject i v i ;^ ed ) genitive constructions. It 
nan he observed in the following given nttprancps: 
Eng, 
r 11 m Sal im's hook g | 
r21 m (a) magic show for 
boys m 
r31 WM Salim going there I 
PAl • as soon as rikra 
Rho i 
[13 salim ki ketAbiya 
(possess i ve) 
C2] lArikAn ka tAmasa B 
(adjectivized genetivp) 
C3] •• S'^ 'lim ka hoijAn ^na 
(nominalized genptiveT 
r41 m zikra ke jatA 
(adverbial gpn eTi v e) 
1 ''o 
W(=nt there 
Maryam's story 
the girl with a 
dnpatta BB 
pi cupR caIendar 
a copy of stories H 
pvpryone in the team 
• 
l a very useful 
servant t^ 
I Kashmiri people m 
I heart attack ||||| 
Hindus bulI B 
C5] 
[6] 
rvi 
[10] 
cm 
C12] 
ri3] 
ri41 m Mau Lungi g | 
riBI W^ Butcher'"; qhnp 
r. 16] Bi Women' s ioh 
rS] BB mAryAm ki kAhani 
(possessive genetiv-) 
C&] fiS orhAniya vali lArkiya 
r7] B9 tAsvirya vala kAlAna 
Arva •• 
rS] ^M kAhAniya ki kApiya 
r.9] •• timiya ka hAr admi 
[10] • hAra kam ka nokAr 
rill WM kA<;mir ke log | 
ri2] H dil ka dd'ra ^ 
r 13 ] tB hindiiAn ka s^r j 
(kj) 
rial M mAii (w^H) \uNq^ 
ri51 m kAsai ki diikSn j 
ri61 IB mehr^riiAn ka k-^ m 
After pxamiming the ahnve examples we may come out 
with near generalisation of Bhoi. possessive genetive 
constructions finding their equivalent Fng. construction'^. 
Bho.i. 
1. Possessive constructions 
Noun + k<^  + Head 
Eng. 
(noun + —'s (Head) 
(nre-head noun (+Hpad) 
1 ; i 
Ge»etive CoirxstTuct''OiiS 
Nnun + Vri - HPrid ( H p a d + ) + r,t group) ' 
(Hp-;^ d +) pr (='nn-=; i t 1 rma I group) ) 
( Aii jpct i va 1 ( + HRsrl ) ) 
(Pfp-hpari noun (+Hpar] ) ) 
(Noun + ' =! ( +He;^d) ) 
In Rhoj,, the variou<^ po=;sPss i VP-gpnpt 1 V P 
construct, i nn":? and their translation equivaipncps in Fng. 
prpspnt a varipd and rathpr irksome picturp of diffprpnt 
ways in which posspssivp gpnetivp constructions arp producpd 
in Fng. and Rhoj. This may crpatp difficultips to thp 
Iparnprs in Iparning Fng. and thpy may commit "prrors" in 
thp SI, i.p. Fng, It can hp ohsprvpd in thp following givpn 
u 11 prancfis: 
png. 
- - ( i ) * H t h^ Z i k r a • s 
banglp m 
an* m the table's leg 
^.-(iii)» ||||5tation master's 
officR g 
(iv)K H two sides' play-
ers H 
C. {y)f •• a friend of my 
sister's •• 
(vi)* Mlthe songs of Md. 
Rafi's • 
R h m 
( i ) ~ikra ki curl 
(ii) tM mezva ka pAiia •• 
(iii) mi is^esAn mastAr ki 
Afisiya H 
(iv) • • dU.nu. sAitiya ke 
pilervAn B 
<v) H hAmri bAhen ki gkl^ho 
sAh6^i i m 
(vi) • • mohAmmAd rAfi kp 
gAnvAn •• 
The above listec examples rsv/eal the tolowing 
findings: 
(a) In Eng., the possessive genetive follows the article; in 
Ehoj. it preceds determiners but as we see that the article 
is deleted when the noun its proper name (see example Nn. 
(J) ). 
(h) Eng. al 1 nw<3 only those noiinq that are animate to he 
precerieri by the po=;ses<=;pd nnun<^ but inanimate nniins aiuay=; 
fnl low the possessed nnun<^. For example:-
F K H the tables' leg j ^ 
F. WM the leg or the ohair WM 
ic.) Bhnj. const m e t 1 nns — noun +_ ka^  +_ noun head frenuently 
find their equivalences in pre-head noun + noun head 
oonstrunt 1ons in Fng. This will definitely nreate the 
problems for the Bhoj. speakers in learning Fng. Here. the 
learners are likely tn put possessive marker —' s in such 
cases (see examples No. (3^ and T41). 
(d) There is a possibility th.%t the Rhnj. speakers may form 
double possessive constructions (see examples No. fSl and 
r61. It is because of the reason that they, largely, 
identify noun + —' s constructions in Fng, with nojn + ka 
in Rhoj. They may use both the —*s and of (possessive) 
forms. 
' 7-
The systematic comparison of the "demonstratiVP 
determiners in Eng. anri Rhoj. accounts for thp mnltiplp 
possibilities of correspondences. For example: 
Bhoj. 
kAisi — kAise — kAisa — which/what 
kAvAnsi — kAvAnse — kAvAnsa — which/what 
So far as the noun interrogative demonstrative are 
concerned there is almost one—to—one equivalence between the 
items, except that Bhoj. has both oblique and non-oblique 
forms which Eng. has only one form. Thiss facilitates Bhoj. 
speakers but there are other items in Bhoj. which do not 
find ftqn1va1encps In the system of rifmnnstrativps jn" Eng. 
For evampIe: 
(a) kgkt — kehyki (nblfqii*a and nnn-obllqup) nnn-dpflnltp 
ripmonstrat 1VRS do not. havR t.heir cnrrftspnnrienops in Eng. 
k^huki — k^hiike — kehiika — *someones' 
(h) card i na I 
measurp 
Interrogative demonstrativen 
For example: 
kptni — ketne — ketna "(how much)" 
(how much) also do not have 
equivalence in the system of demonstratives in Eng. Here, it 
would he better to give some examples of both Eng. and Rhoj. 
to make the point clear: 
174 
Eng. 
[1] * § this saree which has 
been woven by him •• 
C2] * i- this I ife is not a 
bed of roses § 
Bhoj. ' 
[1] f i sAriya jAvAn Q 
* 
bine rAhe Q 
12] § i zindAgi gulab ki 
sej nAi khA § 
After analyzing the above Jlsted example we find 
that Bhoj. speakers have a tendency to identify 
demonstratives with definite articles, and hence the errors 
of insertion of demonstratives in place of definite 
articles. 
3.26.7. Ordinatives:-
The category ordinatives and its sub-classes 
cardinal, ordinal may be set up to account for both Eng. and 
Bhoj. Let us consider the following utterances: 
Eng. Bhoj. 
A.tl] m five thieves g| 
[2] m both the men 
[33 •• these seven player 
• 
[4] m the tenth police H 
B. rS] • • ful 1 crowd •§ 
[ 1 ] i n pac ' cbr ^ m 
C2] UM dilnu AdAmiyAn • 
[3] WM i sato khelAr'iyAn 
• 
[4] •• dAsva pulisva WM 
^(53 •• piiri bhir H 
/D 
[6] 
C7] 
[8] 
C93 
[10] 
[111 
ha 1f the crowd 
one third of my 
share Bl 
one fourth of the 
land gi 
at least my eight 
shoes im 
approximately the 
ten boys m 
my five neighbours 
(Specific construction) 
•I five neighbours of mine 
(non-specific construc-
tion 
[6] g adhi bhir 
[7] M mora ektihai hissa 
[8] B ek cAuthai hissa I 
[93 ^1 more kAmse kAm ath 
juta B 
[10] m u kArib dAs lAfikAn 
• 
[11] B mbre pac pArosi B 
After analyzing the above examples we arrive at 
the following points: 
(a) Unlike Eng., Bhoj. ordinatives also include 
multipIicatives, Fractionals which in Eng. belong to 
the category of predeterminers (See the - examples No. 
[5], [61 and C71. 
(b) The category 'approximiab1e' which Immediately precede 
cardinals in Bhoj., are part of the determiners and they 
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precede determiner in Eng. (See examples [9] and [10]. 
(c) Ordinatives in Bhoj. may be represented as 
foilows: 
approx imate1y 
ord inaI 
card ina1 
mu11 ip 1 icat1ve 
fractional I 
In Eng., it may be represented as follows: 
approximately + (cardinal) 
Bhoj. ordinatives finding only two equivalences in 
Eng. may prove difficulty for the native speakers of Bhoj. 
in learning Eng. and they may come out with the following 
utterances: 
Eng, • j - . Bhoj. 
t n » m It.s half <;hare ^ 
C2] * WM t.he one fourth land WM 
[31 « ^ the both servants BH 
r41 « m Its twice price •• 
TBI * mi his at least fo\)r 
brothers WM 
[11 •• eka adha hissa •• 
r21 ^M RU cAuth^i zAminH 
[31 jH dunii nokArvAn •• 
[Al HI eka dijna d^m Hj 
[51 •• eke kArVb CAT bhal 
• 
1-77 
3.6.8. Epithets :-
During the course or the analyis of the structures 
we found that in Eng. and Bhoj. there are various kinds of 
adjective CRank-shifted and non-rank shifted) operating at 
etpithetJ modifier. Let us mention some of the examples 
be low:-
Eng. 
A. c n 
C 2 J * 
C3J-* 
r.4j 
B.C5J 
-C6J 
C7J 
C. (.61 
u9J 
D. C103 
•V 
L i i i 
^ 
BHB 
mm 
Wit 
ii 
SB 
3M 
woaf 
SO 
BttK 
m^ 
M 
<a; oaad p ) a y e r 
fa, is leeD^nQ ooy 
(.an) e a t i n q boy 
t h e b e s t p i a v a r 
f i aw in t ^ w a t e r 
Le] 
s l ^p fp i nq p i i l s 
S l e e p i n g c a t s 
Qround s p i e c e s 
"CeJ 
w e l i - r e a d boy 
sput-'pn language 
mm 
wk 
•B8 
IB 
flHi 
H 
B 
H 
H 
m 
peaL ino IanQuac)eB|| 
la ) d a n c i n g g i r 
Iffil danced g i r l 
'B 
Hi 
BBS 
a 
B 
B 
B 
B 
B 
a 
J H 
B 
BB 
B h o j . 
Accna 1 -hs ia r i US 
t e ] 
=;uttA wa la i r t r i K a 
Le] 
kha t l A r i ^ A v a [Q| 
aAbse Accha V-e iar i 
Le] 
bAhta p a n i • • 
LeJ 
/<3uttA m f } q S i i y a 
f w a l i ) 
s u t t i b i l A i y a BB 
Ce] 
buKka (TiAsrlva B 
LeJ 
pArha l l ^ ^ h a iA r i t -
• • 
b o l i j a e w a l l sAban 
teJ 
nacA w a l l g u r i v a 
Cel 
91 
B 
a 
^ a 
IB 
IHN 
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The structural comparative representation or 
adjectivals and their equivalent translation in Eng. may 
give a« clear picture. For example. 
Bhoj. EnQ. 
pArhAwali lArki 
te] 
(a> girl who studying 
tq] 
Bhoj. 
Let us apply this sentence in a tree diagram: 
Ngp 
m 
I 
Ce] 
1 
1 
lArki 
pArhA 
Eng. 
m 
wali 
Ngp 
girl 
I 
1 
who 
r 1 is studying 
As it is evident troro the above examples Lll] and 
C12] that in Eng. Ig. while all verbs can take the form ot 
— ing and — en not all of them can occur at -epithet 
modifeirs and here restriction, sometimes, appear 
collocational rather than col 1igational. Let us consider 
177 
thp tnllowing nttprsnoes 
( 1 )» B Writing Arabic 
hut Writing Articles 
(i))« HI (An) irnning jeans H 
but • • (an) ironing chair H 
3.26«9. Pre-hea.rl Noun :-
A<3 qijch in Eng., -the prp-head noun or noun 
cla-ssifipr vpry rarely finds Its pquivalpnce in Rhni. at 
the position 'n' in a nominal group <?tructurp (d o P n h). 
They gpt ad j pct i v i 7.pd attrihiitivp relationship hy additional 
ad jpct 1 V i 7.i ng element such as Wa/ ke /Wi or wMla. Let \)s 
consider the following examples: 
Eng, 
[11 HH police vehicle m 
[21 H stone house m 
[3] H Mau Saree H 
[4] H (the) African 
forests Ijl 
[53 ^ (a) dhoti man J/g 
TBI • Police dog m 
r.71 g heart attack m 
' Bhoj. 
m piJilis k] gari H 
m pAtthAr ka ghAr H 
•I mAu iki } sari H 
(wall) 
m Afrika ke jAngAl p | 
m dhatiyawala AdAmi'ya H 
g pulls ka kutta m 
g di1 ka dSra g| 
IRO 
BhoJ, too, however possesses pre-noun head to 
match similar constructions in Eng.. For examples: 
[n 
r2] 
Bhoj. 
H gijmt'i nAddi H 
n • h 
m riko ghAri ||| 
n ' h 
Eng, 
m (the) river Gomti m 
•1 Rico Uatch m 
n V h 
3.26.10 Noun Head :-
The nominal of both Eng. and BhoJ enter into a 
system of subcategorization like proper vs. common, count 
vs. non count, human vs. non human, animate vs. non animate 
and so on. 
While the sub category 'count' and *non count' are 
present in both Igs., there are instances where Eng. non 
count nouns are count nouns In Bhoj. when translated. It 
can be illustrated by the following given examples: 
Eng. 
(nnun count.) 
* news' 
* work' 
Bhoj. 
(trans iftti on) 
'Amia or AnriAva' 
'khAhAr or khAhrVya 
nr khAhArVvAn' 
' ki^ m nr kAmva' 
Illustrations 
NPP: hAhut Anria 
NPP: R^ri khAbArivA 
PP: khAbArVyAn ka 
NPP: rihf=r k^m 
PP: kAmvAn kp 
ini 
' S o a p ' 
' l u g g a g e ' 
' c l o t . h ' 
' t h o u g h t ' 
h o p e ' 
' j p w p 1 1 p r y ' 
' =!^hun o r s A h n n a ' | NPP: <3Ah «?Ahnna 
P P : '^AbiinAn H 
*saniMn o r sAmAnva' 
'kApra nr kApArva 
' khf iyi i l o r k h p y A I v a 
*umjd o r u m i d l y a 
"•gAhna o r gAhAnva* 
NPP:hAhi i t «?^ra samfln 
PP : s^manAn ka 
NPP:sAb kApArva 
PP:kApArvAn k1 
NPPrsAb khey^l 
PPrkhpyAlvAn k^ 
NPP: hAri nmid 
PP: umid kp 
NPP: hAhut gAhna 
PP: gAhna k1.. 
The above illustrations suggest that there are 
certain Rhoj. equlvalenaps of non count nouns in F.ng. which 
take plural forms only in postpositional constructions but 
there are others that take plurals both in postpositional 
and non postpositional constructions. 
Nouns - Head:-
By comparing the noun-head in Eng. and Bhoj. we 
find that both these Igs. possesjr^  nomina 1 ized verbals which 
occur in a syntactic structue where generally a noun may 
is;: 
appear. It can be illustrated by the following given 
utterances: 
' Eng, 
A. (1) $ Zikra likes to 
cook § 
(2) $ Zikra finished 
cooking § 
B. (3) $ I like to 
pi ay § 
C.(4) $ He wants to sleep 
i 
« i He wants sleeping $ 
(5) $ Salim enjoys play-
ing f 
* * Salim enjoys to play 
—. - ..- — , 
Bhoj. 
(1) § zikra kA pAkavAt Accha 
lAgA thA § 
(2) § zikra pAka lie § 
(3) f mokA khelAt Accha lAgA 
thA § 
(4) § u suttA cahA thA § 
(5) $• salim kA khelAt Accha 
lAgA thA § 
3.26.11. Proper Nouns: 
Both Eng. and Bhoj. possess , the sub category, 
proper nouns which take "the', (this 'the' is adced before 
proper nouns). Bhoj. lacks in the usage of 'lexical 
determiner'. Let us consider the following examples:-
EnQ. 
The Taj Mahal 
The Principal 
The Prime Minister 
The Arab League 
Bhoj. 
taj mAhAl 
pir insipA1 
vAzire azAm 
ArAb 1ig etc. 
3.26.12 Pronominals :-
Both Eng. and Bhoj. have comparable sub classes of 
pronominals such as persona) -pronominals. Interrogative 
pronominal, indefinite pronominals. A Constructive 
treatment of the subclases shall reveal the "similarities" 
and "dissimilarities" between the two Igs. at the following 
I eve 1: 
3.26.12.1. Personal pronominals:-
(i) After comparing the personal pronominals of both Eng. 
and Bhoj: We find that many of the personal pronominals in 
Eng. have their equivalences in Bhoj., both these Igs. have 
extra items in their respective future paradigm, and there 
are multiple possibilities of correspondence between there. 
(i) The feature of gender is relevant to the 3rd person non 
plural personal pronominals (if not others) in Eng. Bhoj. 
does not possess this feature at all. 
lS-1 
Bho j. 
/u/ 
Enq. 
he,she 
it,this 
(ii) In Bhoj. 2nd person makes a distinction between 
honorific vs non-honotific and general whereas Eng. does not 
make any such distinctions. Let us see the following 
pxampIRS: 
Ghoj* 
tA/tu 
Eng, 
vnu 
Note:-- tj_j_ is used for elders and t_A is general 
and i nfnrmaI. 
(lil) In Bhoj. 3rd person non possessive personal 
pronnmlnals i/u are homophonous with the demonstrative 
pronominals, i.e.- Bhoj. does not make any distictions 
between i_t^  and thi s or they and that. Let us consider the 
following utterances. 
Ci ) i" m A h r a r u ^ 1 'this w o m a n ' — d e m o n s t r a t i v e 
pronom i na1s 
( i i ) V Accha nAI khA 'It is not good' — personal 
pronn\jn 
1 F!'= 
CS-" 
Personal Pronominals 
(a) Bhoj. Enq. 
/ i / 
It 
this 
he/she 
that 
(b) We find that Eng. has two subcategories of possessive 
pronominals (deictic and non-deictic) while Bhoj. possesses 
only one (not considering the oblique and non-oblique 
forms). For example: 
Eng. Bhoj. 
my/mine mora (Mas.) 
her/hers bki (Fem.) 
their/theirs unhAn ka (Mas.) 
The Bhoj. speakers while learning Eng. may come 
cut with the followjng utterances. 
1 
Eng, 
A. (1) « m this is my g 
(2) * H our was a better 
• 
B- (3) « m yours intimate 
(4) « H mine shoes H 
(5) » •• their company WM 
Bho j. 
(1) g ii mora hA Q 
(2) B hAmAhAn ka p^a 
Accha •[ 
(3) m tora jigri dos ^ 
(4) •• mora jiita •• 
(5) Wt unhAn ka sath MM 
Z.2b,12.2. Interrogative pronominals i-
A systermatic contrastive analysis of 
'interrogative pronominals' in Eng. and Bhoj. reveal the 
fact that Eng. Ig. makes a clear distinction between human 
and non-human interrogative pronominals: 
who 
which/what 
human 
non human 
In Bhoj. this distinction is not very clear 
although we may say that the form k.3ne_ is predominantly 
human and ka^  Is prpdnmi nant I y non-human. 
3.26.13 Qualifier :-
There are various pronominals tunctioning as 
qualifiers in both Eng. and Bhoj. Let us consider the 
following utterances. 
T 
Eng. 
CD $ The man himself 
d h q 
do it $ 
(2) f Ue both will go 
h q 
tomorrow $ 
(3) $ Something nice $ 
h q 
(4) i Someone nice § 
h q 
(5) § the boy upstair • 
d h 
Is my brother •§ 
C6) § the men playing • 
d h q 
is my relative $ 
(7) $ the stick this 
d h q 
long $ 
q 
Bhoj. 
CI) § u AdAmiya ekA khud kAr 
m h 
li hA $ 
(2) $ hAmAhAn dunuhun bhiyan 
Java jAi hA § 
C3) § kiJno Acchi (c'iz) § 
h e h 
C4) $ kSno Accha (admi) i 
h e h 
(5; $ jAvAn lArikAvaBB upra 
hA •• ii •• mora bhai hA WM 
P s p 
C6)§ ii AdAmiya jAvAn khelA t-hA 
d h q 
tM mora ristedar hA $ 
C7) f etni lAmmi chAri 
e h.*. 
After analyzing the above listed examples we find 
the fo1 lowing ; 
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fi) In Eng. the reflexive pronominals always follow the 
head word, i.e. they always take the position of qualifier 
whereas in Bhoj. they may follow or precede the noun head 
isee the example no. (.1). 
C2) In Eng. the items like both and alI and their 
translational equivalence in Bhoj. dunu. sAb or. sAbhAn 
or sAbA may qualify the pronpominal head. 
(Note ;- The items sAb or sAbhAn or sAbA are the 
translational equivalence of Eng. item all depending upon 
the context;. For example : 
§ sAbA Cor hAn i 'all aire thieves' 
§ sAb cAle gAen § 'all have gone' 
$ SAbhAn jAiCh)An § 'all will go' 
(3) Eng. Ind. pronominals someone (human; and something 
(non-humanJ may take qualifier and modifier too, e.g. WM 
nice someone •• nice something tM whereas this BhoJ. does 
not take modifier or qualifier preceding and following 
respectively, the head word (Ind. pronominal). Eng. Ind. 
pronominal + qualifier construction is marked by Ind. 
pronominals + (epithet) + nouns head constructions in Bhoj. 
(see examples No. (3) and (4)). 
(4) In Eng. the adverbials occurlng as qualifiers find 
their equivalences in Bhoj. (see the examples No. (5)). 
3.26.14 Relative pronominals:-
As we know that relative pronominals in both Eng. 
18^' 
and Bhoj, serve as clause linking elements ot the 
restrictive relative clauses which, in turn, quite 
frequently, appear as qualifiers in nominal group structure. 
ta) who / what / which — subject relative pronominals in 
Eng. make a distinction between human and non-human while 
Bhoj. does not. Bhoj. relatives however, have other 
characteristic features. 
3.26.15. ADVERBIALS 
Eng. Bhoj. 
Ca) Time when jAb Time 
place where^JAha place 
jehAr direction 
Reason why jAise Manner 
Cb) The marked relative pronominals. Je^ and XOr^ show 
number concord with the referent. 
'- The .ar.aa reUtlve - ^ , , „3ed before aU „o„-
inuecte. .ascuune no„ p.ura, nouns. Fo,.,a.p,e: 
^ * ii AdAmlya jijne W« i4r>v.« 
xa j^ne ka lArikAva mAr gAva.... 
^ * '^ f^ e "an Whose son had died' 
'^' The marked relatives -> e^ a 
'^ ^ - - - r m s , and. i . h o n o r i . / " ^ " ^ ^ ^ ^ - . . 
^ - ' - t e d nouns p i . r a i s m ' ^ ^ ' ^ ^ ^ n - e . before a n 
P l u r a l s masculine nov.^ .^  ^ " "on-
^O'^  examples; 
* ^ 'o« Jeke ghAra mi. -
^ • ^ - — - . . o s e . o . „ t : 
I VO 
Note :- The relative pronominals je. and i^ne. are 
sometime used tor each other. 
e.g. jeke lArikAva, or jj'ne ka lArikAva 
le) The marked relatives — k_i_ are used before all feminin* 
nouns - postpositional and non-postpositionals. 
The translation equivalence representation show 
the formal correspondences between relatives in Eng. and 
Bhoj. Let us consider the following examples in order to 
make contrast between the two Igs, 
Eng. 1 Bhoj. 
A. liJ » § The boys which 111) 
are doing hard work 
will pass the exami-
nation $ 
12) » § this is the man ll2) 
which I met yesterday 
(3) * § This is the pen fi3) 
whom I bought somedays 
back $ 
14; » f Which story I wasfi4) 
writing, that was in-
teresting § 
(5) * i who girl wanted 
to see you, she has 
come again $ 
16) « $ The personal hou-
se of Jawahar lal Neh-
ru whose name is Anand 
Bhawan is in Allahabad 
IC. 17) » $ This is the boy 
whom she is to marry $ 
(8) * $ The books which I 
rent you belong to my 
brother 
15) 
(6) 
(7) 
18) 
u lArikAn jAvAn mehnAt kArA 
then .... iffltehan me pas ho-
jAiAn i 
$ ihA AdAmiya hA jese mA kAl-
ihAn mile rAheo § 
$ ihA ii kAlAmxya hA jAvAn mA 
kuch din pAhile kine rAheo $1 
$ jAvAn kAhAnlya mA likkhAt 
rAheo ii bAhut mAze ki rAhi §1 
i jAvAn lArikiya tbse mili u] 
fir ai hA* § 
$ jAvahAr lal ka nizi mAkan 
jeka nam anAnd bhAvAn hA 
elahabad me hA f 
$ ihA u lAfikAva hA jJAne se 
ii biach) kArA wala hA $ 
$ ii ketAbiya jAvAn mA tokA 
dihe rAheJJ more bhAiya ki 
hA $ 
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After analyzing the above mentioned examples we 
arrive at the following findings: 
la; Eng. Ig. make a distinction between human and non — human 
relative whereas Bhoj. does not, and in turn we may come 
across instances where who may be substituted by what isee 
the example No. C D ) . , which may be substituted by who (.see 
the example No. i2)), whose may be substituted for which 
isee the example No. (5)), which may be substituted for whom 
(see the example No. 13)), and whom may be substituted or 
which Isee the example No. (4)). 
(b) We have found the instances of front shifting of 
ri-ilat. i vft pronominal s Isee the example No. 15) and l6), 
because in Bhoj. relative pronominals may either precede or 
follow the referent whereas in Eng., they can only follow 
the antecedent, 
(c) The native speakers of Bhoj. may ,make wrong use of 
preposition isee example No. i8)), because Bhoj. may take a 
post-position with the object relative. 
Id) Objective relative pronominals are usually dropped in 
Eng., but not in Bhoj. The learners while learning Eng. 
likely to use the relative pronominals in clauses in Eng, 
where they are not preferable, if not ungrammatical isee the 
example No. l9)). 
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CHAPTER 4. 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTIONS 
CHAPTER FOUR 
4. Summary, Conclusion ami Ouggesions:-
It is common knowledge that one of the major 
problems in learning a SL is the interference caused by the 
structural differences between L and L . This interference 
1 2 
is more common at the phonological level and due to the fact 
that the phonology is Ig. specific. It is obvious that no 
two Igs. have the same way of organizing their phonological 
as well as grammatical features. Here, our focus has been 
tm CA of Eng. and Bhoj. — grammatical systems and thus to 
predict annd elucidate the reaction of the nsj.. of Bhoj. who 
Are learnning Eng. as a SL in various schools/colleges of 
District Maunath Bhanjan in particular and in other Bhoj. 
spea :king areas in general. Having been analyzed and 
described linguistically the structures of the two Igs. at the 
level of Syntax (Nominal phrase) and morphology (noun 
morphology), the structural differences have come into light 
and have been identified the "problematic areas". 
The present study has followed the following 
method s 
(i) The significant grammatical elements of both 
the Igs. placed side by side and those features not found in 
Phoj . noted. And cxfter that attempts were made on 
theoritical basis to predict how Bhoj. speakers would commit 
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"errors" in Eng. grammar. In many cases the nature of the 
mistakes were also highlighted under the heads of 
Pome of the grammatical ./elements. 
The present research work consists of three broad 
chapters s 
Chapter one deals with the theorfitical aspect of 
the CA with reference to Eng. and Bhoj. and it also 
discusses the relevance of CA in learning/teaching a SL. The 
findings of CA helps the teachers in preparing suitable 
teaching materials and writing tewt-books. This study 
highlights the linguistic differences between Eng. and Bhoj. 
at the levels of syntax and morphology. 
The second chapter deals with the structure of the 
noun morphology of Eng. and Bhoj. and then a systematic 
comparison and contrast is made. It has been noticed and 
identified that morphologically these two Igs. differ with 
each other. A CA of Eng. and Bhoj. in this airea reveals the 
fo]lowing farts i 
<1> The structure of the words of Eng. are different 
from that of Bhoj.i 
(E) The morphs in the two Igs. are phonemically 
different, e.g. differences in the shapes of the morphs. 
(3) Both the Igs. differ in the uses of affixes. 
(4) The number of morphemes Are also not identical in 
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two Jgs. 
(5) The order in which the morpheme-5 are placed are 
also different. 
<6) The phonemic shape of certain suffixes as well as 
morphemes are different. (The illustrative examples of these 
findings have been enlisted in the main text). 
In Eng., the nouns inflect for number only with 
t-xceptions whereas in Bhoj . the noun inflect for number, 
gender and case. 
A noun in Eng. may function as preposed attribute 
to a noun head e.g. ^night temperature', whereas in Bhoj. 
nouns are not used a preposed attributes to another noun 
head without a post - position e.g. ^AligArh ka tala* *the 
]ock of Aligarh'. 
In Eng., the adjectives are marked by the degree 
morphemes as comparative such as big, bigger, biggest. In 
Bhoj., too, the adjectives are marked by degree, but these 
are shown more by syntactic constructions than morphologically 
such as bAra ^big', (Jher bAra ^bigger', = sAbse bAra 
^biggest*. 
Gender is an important category in Bhoj. and its 
distribution is wide in the Ig. It extends to adjectives and 
verb phrases, whereas in Eng. gender is solely confined to 
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personal pronouns ""he, she. it'. Here, Bhoj . pronoun /li/ can 
substitute for two types of nouns, 
he 
/u/ 
she 
-> /li/ (Bhoj. pronoun) 
Both Eng. and Bhoj. have different systems for 
framing plurals. In Eng. /—s, —2. —iz, —en, —0/ etc. are 
used for framing plurals which aire phonologi cal ly 
conditioned whereas in Bhoj. /—vAn/, /—An/ (for mas.) and 
/-yAn/ (for fern.) and /—0/ are used for framing plurals, 
and which are not phonologically conditioned. 
In Fng. the number category is associated with 
nouns but extends to demonstrative pronouns and verbs also. 
Jn Bhoj., the number category is associated with nouns, 
adjectives and verbs. 
The third chapter deals in detail with the 
systematic contrastive study of Eng. and Bhoj. NP which may 
be very useful in various ways in predicting and describing 
the patterns of that may, and also those that may not, cause 
difficulty for the ns^.. of Bhoj. in learning Eng. as a SL 
c-.nd vice versa in Distt. Maunath Bhanjan. 
Having been analyzed and described the 'Nominal 
Phrase* of the two Igs. it is felt by the researcher that 
the 'predeterminers* in Eng. deserve special emphasis 
because there are only few items in Bhoj. which find their 
equivalence in Eng. predeterminers. There are al«r other 
equivalences which a.re realized by other modifiers — 
ordinatives, epithets etc. The teachers who are teaching 
Eng. ixB a SL in various schools/colleges in Distt. Maunath 
Bhanjan should concentrate on the following points in this 
regard : 
<i) Teachers should make a proper selection of the 
right items at the right place from the Eng. predeterminers, 
(ii) Teachers during the course of preparation of 
teaching materials for the purpose of teaching of the two 
sets — single items predeterminers such as al1, both etc. 
nnd predeterminers + of like al1 of, both of etc. — and the 
differnces in thier usage if any. For example: 
both the pens •• and B| both of pens H 
these all students •• and •• all of these students H etc, 
(iii) Eng. items like many, such etc. behave like 
epithets (pseudo-adjectives) or qualifiers! 
S many boys WB both such boys 
* B all both reasons 
etc. 
As far as the ^articles' are concerned it has been 
found that Bhoj. possesses no system of articles whereas 
Eng. is very rich in its system of articles. Obviously, the 
absence of these articles not found in Bhoj. will definitely 
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pose difficulty for the learners while learning it. So this 
absence of grammatical features deserve special attent-ion 
for the language teachers during prepration of teaching 
materials. 
Eng. has two kinds of articles a/an: 
^indefinite* and /*the'/ — ^definite', and the three kinds of 
the anaphori c, cataphori c, and homophori c. Since these 
articles are not there in Bhoj . so these should be -fegjiight 
by the class teachers with extra care because learners will 
surely commit errors while learning these articles. 
Eng. entertains a set of rules to hush up 
articles, for example: 
^Head of — department' 
*Child is — father of the man' etc. 
It is advisable here that teaching of these rules 
must find place in explaining articles in Eng. 
Correlation of Articles: 
the writer of the novel H 
* A writer of the novel •§ etc. 
An analysis of the ^poBBessive genetive' reveal* 
the following findings: 
(a) The possessive genetive in Eng. follows the 
articles whereas in Bhoj. it preceds determiners, but the 
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article is deleted when the noun is a proper name. 
For example! 
E •«• g | the Marya's bangle ffll 
B ^S mari'ya ki ciiri B etc. 
<b) Eng. permits only animate nouns to be preceded 
by the possessed nouns; those that non-animate nouns always 
follow the possessed nouns. 
For examples 
E ^ H j the table's leg H etc. 
E Bj the leg of the table H 
(c) Noun + ka + noun head constructions in Bhoj. 
frequently find their equivaleneCXin pre-head noun + head 
construction in Eng. This will also create difficulty for 
the learners. 
(d) Bhoj. speakers may form double possessive 
constructions because they by and large identify noun +*s 
constructions in Eng. with noun + ka in Bhoj. they may use 
both the —"s and of (possessive) forms. It can be seen in 
the following given examples: 
(i) E « Bj a friend of my sister's ••• 
B DH hAmri bAhen ki ek'J-ho sAheli 
<ii)E * •• the songs of Mukesh's B 
B Sj mUkes ke gAnvAn H etc. 
These above findings in turn also suggest that how 
the teachers should teach the Ig. to the learners. It has 
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bepii found hieri\rchy of difficulties that a learner may face 
in learning the Ig. 
(a) Eng.has a fixed position for the occurenece 
of possessives in ^nominal groups' structure whereas Bhoj. 
does not. These are the "problematic areas" where the 
teachers should pay more attention during the course of 
preparation of teaching materials. 
(b) It has been identified that there is a 
Correlation of possessive pronominals between subject and 
complement in Eng. For examples 
E 5 her mother went to Kashmir for passing the summer 5 
B § bki Amma gArmi bitavA kAsmir gAi rAhi § 
In Eng. the correlation is obligatory whereas in 
Bhoj. it is optional. 
(c) The teachers should teach ^interrogative* and 
^•non-inter rogat i ve possessives' separately. Interrogative 
possessives are non-precedable while non-interrogative 
possessives can be preceded by predeterminerB. For example! 
« •• all those papers H j ^ all his papers Jg^ 
« •• both my pens m etc. 
<d) It has been observed during the analysis of the 
data that Eng. allows only animate nouns. So far as the 
inanimate nouns are concerned they always follow the 
possessed nouns. The teachers should be very much careful 
here. 
EOO 
the thesis's title inn etc 
For example! 
^ B '^^'^  chair's leg m| # 
After analyzing the 'demonstrative determiner' of 
both the Igs. we reached at the following points: 
(i) Demonstrative and articles are very much 
problematic for the learners. In order to avoid the 
confusion, the teachers should teach them separately. 
(ii) The interrogative and non-interrogative 
demonstratives too should be taught by the teachers very 
carefully as their behaviour in the nominal group structure 
is opposed. Interrogative demonstratives are non-precedable, 
while non-interrogative demonstrative may pattern with 
determiners. 
(iii) Demonstratives, particularly non-
inter rogatives , should be taught to the learners in an 
integral may along with articles and possessives 
determiners, and they are mutually exculsive. For example: 
* H '^^  tbis watch •• * B the this watch tM 
* B '^^'^  '^'^  watch WM 
<iv) The Bhoj. speakers as it has been observed 
has tendency to identify demonstratives with definite 
articles, and hence the errors of insertion of 
demonstratives in place of definite articles. For example: 
ZM B 5 1 sindAgi gulab ki sej nAikhA 5 
# E 5 this life is not bed of roses 2 
P01 
r23 B § U khAtta jAvAn u likhe rAhe 
«• F § that letter which has been written by him 
So far as the 'ordinatives* are concerned we have 
reached at the following conclusions! 
1. Sub-classification, like multipiicatives, 
fractional etc. are present in Eng. but they operate as 
predeterminers whereas in Bhoj . they e^re the part of the 
system of ordinatives. The teachers are required to consider 
tK*iTi seriously while preparing teaching materilas otherwise 
the learners may commit "errors" in learning. 
(2) Eng. makes distinction between constructions 
in the following ways; 
my five brothers H| (specific) and 
five brothers of mine 19 (non-specific) 
The above mentioned constructions are not simple 
for the SL learners in order to make such constructions 
easy, the teachers sre needed to teach them independently. 
In Eng. ordinals do not take indefinite articles 
a, some: 
* ^9 a second player H and 
# B some second players Q etc. 
Having been made a systematic CA of ^adjectivals' 
(Rank-shifted and non-rank shifted) functioning at e(pithet) 
modifier in both the Igs. The following points came into the 
limelight which may create problems for the learners. 
c m Pseudo-adjectives and adjectivals deserve 
emphasis for the purpose of teaching. Since the pseudo-
fidjectivals are not based on the notionlal reality but 
merely a reflection of adjectival usually account for 
epithets with emphatic (few, little etc.), qualifying (mere, 
sheer etc.) and limiting (just, even etc.) should be taught 
by the teachers with extra care and emphasis. For example, 
the grammatical constituent takes an obligatory rank-shifted 
qualifier as in the following given examples: 
•• the only problem I face •• is money 
m the only student in the library MB was Ishrat Jamil 
* Ejl the only student nffl Ishrat Jamil 
2. There is another difficulty —en (e.g. stuffed, 
smoked etc.) adjectivals. While all the verbs can take the 
ending —en and —ing, not all of them can occur as 
adjectivals modifiers in Eng. There is a restriction on the 
nccurrences. Let us consider the following examples! 
•K- |B a danced girl WM 
« H j a loved Prime Minister m 
* •• the speaking Bhojpuri; 
3. As the nalysis of the data reveals that 
comparative superlative constructions in Eng. may create 
difficulty in learning so it deserves attention and 
emphasis. There are three types of constructions such as 
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onaahOf ic, cataphor ic and homophorIc which should be taught 
independently in order to avoid the errors commited by the 
learners as they involve constructions with different 
selection of comparative introducers. 
Eng. superlative most (—est) can be modified by 
a 
any. 
a 
any 
best student 
* B I a I most briliant student 
I any I 
4. The forms -en and —ing in Eng. can function as 
both modifier and qualifier (unlike in Bhoj, in which 
participial forms are always modifiers). 
After comparing and contrasting the 'pre-noun 
head' (noun classifier) of the Igs. we come at the following 
points which a teacher should take into consideration for the 
purpose of teaching: 
1. The nouns that are formally non-plural and 
always used as pural such as sheep, cattle, police, crowd 
etc. 
2. The nouns that'are formally plural and always 
used as non-plural such as behaviour, health, knowledge, 
information, music etc. 
3. The nouns that are formally non-plural but may 
have plural forms with specialized meaning such as 
enjoyments, textile — textiles, cloth, work — w o r k s etc. 
4. common or non-plural nouns which can be divided 
Into count and non-count on one hand, and non-plural on the 
nther hand, deserve the attention for the teaching purpose. 
The teachers should not ignore such area of difficulty. The 
]earners should be properly taught in the class-room in 
order to avoid the error in the SL. 
S. obviously, plural and non-plural are 
grammatical categories. They are known by the determiners 
and ordinatives they take and by their agreement with the 
verb. For example: 
a 
an 
sheep 
three policejH 
6. the appearance of plurality in grammar may not 
refer to more than one item. For example, points, trousers, 
pci ssors etc. 
More importantly there are certain nouns in Bhoj. 
taking no plural marker in non-post positional constructions 
(but in the post positional contructions, plurality is 
marked), may also create problems. It can be observed in the 
following examples: 
A. 
B. 
Fng. 
ten men •• 
five houses 
seven trees 
in two rooms 
in six shops 
Bhoj . 
dAs admi 
pac ghAr 
sat per etc. 
dii kAmArvAn me • 
chA diikAniyAn me 
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After analyzing the nominalized verbals under the 
head of 'noun-head* of the two Igs. we come across with the 
following findings: 
1. I Eng. the nominalized verbals are two forms: 
<a)Gerundive V —ing 
<b) Infinitival to -V 
For example! 
(i) § Md. Shahid likes to play § 
(ii) 5 Md. Shahid finished playing § etc. 
But however, there are certain restrictions on 
their occurrences, as can be observed in the examples below: 
(i) 5 Najma wants to study g 
* 5 Najma wants studying 2 
(ii) 5 Salma enjoys singing § 
«• 5 Salma enjoys to sing 5 etc. 
2. In describing and illustrating the nominalized 
verbals we come across with the three types of situations, 
where the two kinds of nominalized verbals occur: 
<i) restrictions permitting only the occurrences 
of infinitivals form. 
fc.g. 5 Shamsha enjoys driving § 
•«• § Shamsha enjoys to drive 5 
(ii) restrictions permitting only the occurrrences 
of infinitival and gerundive form. 
e.g. § Saba wants to shoot 5 
*• 5 Sa\ba wants shootings 5 
(iii) conditions permitting the occurrences of 
either infinitival and gerundive foym. 
e.g. § I like to cook § 
5 I Like cooking 5 
(3) so far as Bhoj. is concerned, it shows just 
one form V —At as equivalent to Eng. V —ing and to —V only 
with few exceptions. However, in oblique constructions we 
find the following forms 
V -A+ post position <with few exceptions). It can 
be seen in the following examples: 
Cf (i) B 5 u mcika intezam kAr die § 
E 5 The has arranged for me to stay § 
(ii)B § u moka gaAkA mAjbiir kAr die § 
E 5 He compelled me to sing 5 
Pince there is only one form of nominalized 
verbals in Bhoj. as its two equivalences in Eng. will 
definitely create problem for the learners. 
For the purpose of the teaching of the two forms 
i.e. gerundives and infinitival and their restrictions on 
selection definittely subjected to emphasis in the class-
room along with the following conditioned: 
(a) Which allow the occurrence of V —ing form 
<b> Which allow to —V form and 
(c) Which allow either gerundive or infinitival 
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The CA of the lexical determiner' of both the 
Igs. si-fow that Eng. has determiner (the) before every proper 
noun whereas Bhoj. does not possess any such lexical 
determiner. 
Fng. Bhoj. 
The U.S.A. Amrika 
The Kashmir kAsmir 
The Taj Mahal tajmAhAl 
Since Bhoj. does not possess 'the', so the 
ommission of lexical *the' may occur in learning. 
60 far as the "Pronominals" are concerned we come 
to the following points! 
(i) the learners are not likely to face much 
difficulty in learning the correct use of personal 
lironominals. However, they should be taught the usage of 
personal pronominals according to the relations between the 
pronominal and its reference i.e. anaphori c, cataphoric and 
homophori c . 
(i i )• the teachers should also teach the learners 
the concordial relationship that exists in the indirect 
liar rat ion. 
(iii) deictic and nnn-deictic forms of possessive 
personal phonominals deserve special attention for tht? 
teachers during the preparation of teaching materials. 
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Pronominal 5 are very impiortaxnt grammatical 
category in Eng. The learners should be taught the 
distinction between human and non-human interrogative 
pronominals. they should also be taught the subjective and 
non-subjective forms of human interrogative pronominals. 
Having been compared and contrasted 
s.ystemati cal ly, the various pronominals operating as 
^qualifiers' both in Eng. and Bhoj. We identify that while 
E'ng. Ind. pronominals like ^someone* (human) and ^something' 
(non-human) may take qualifier and modifier too, e.g. m 
nice someone Ml •• nice something H whereas Bhoj. does not 
take modifier or qualifier preceding and following 
respectively, the head word (Ind. pronominal). Eng. Ind. 
pronominals + qualifir construction is marked by Ind. 
pronominal +(epithet) + noun head construction in Bhoj. For 
example: 
Fng. Bhoj. 
something nice 0 g| k'-jno Acchi (cis) 
someone nice H • kpno Accha (admi) 
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It is quite clear that the differenes in the 
operation of various items at qualifiers in both the Igs. 
and only few items of Eng. finding their equivalences in 
Bhoj. may create problems for the learners. And in turn, 
they may commit "errors" in the SL. HerA, a teacher should 
note carefully the following points for the purpose of 
teaching. 
1. The teachers should teach that adverbial group, 
nominal group, infinitive, gerundive etc. functioning as 
qualifiers are, in fact redundancy of relatives and that is 
why they are treated as truncated relatives. 
For example: 
<i) B the boy upstairs 9M is my relative 
m h q 
The boy (who is) upstairs 
m h q 
is my neighbour. 
<ij ) the man playing Hj is my neighbour, 
m h q 
the man (who is) playing is my neighbour. 
S. The various items such as reflexive 
pronominals, nominal and adverbial groups, relative clauses 
etc. which are operating as qualifier must be taught 
seriously and attentively. The learners should also be told 
in the class-room that only restrictive clauses can appear 
as qualifier. 
So far as the 'relative pronominals' are 
concerned, the teachers are advised to consider the 
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following points in this regard. 
(a) the teachers should make emphasis on the 
distinction between human and non-human references in Eng. 
because the correct selection of the realtive pronominals 
depends largely on the realization of this distinction. 
(b) the learners are likely to committ the 
following types of "errors" in learning Eng. 
(i Substitution 
<ii) Insertion 
< i i i) Omi ssion 
(iv) Front shifting of relative pronominals 
(v) Wrong use of prepositions, (see the third 
chapter particularly the "relative pronominals" for these 
types of mistakes). 
The systematic comparison and contrast of 
'personal pronouns' reveal that they are limited in number 
f^ nd can be considered as a sub-class of nouns. These have 
special Byntactic features. These inflect for case, number, 
person in both Eng. and Bhoj. 
Eng.: I me my 
Phoj.: /mA/ /mbkA/ /mora/ 
Eng.: we us our ours 
Phoj. /hAmhAn/ /hAmhAhAn/or /hAmhAn ka/or 
/hAmAhno kA/ /hAmAhno ka/ 
Fng.: you you yours 
Bhoj . /tA/ /tbkA/ /torA/ 
En g. s 
Bhoh. i 
Fng . ! 
Bhoj . : 
Fng. ! 
Bhoj . : 
he 
/u/ 
it 
/x/ 
they 
/U(loc J)/ or 
him 
/okA/ 
it 
/ekA/ 
then 
/unhA 
his his 
/oka/ 
it its 
/eka/ 
their theirs 
' /unhAn ka/ 
If we look into the above table we see that both 
Eng. and Bhoj. paradigm seem to be in correspondent 
equivalence, actually all of them are not so. So, for 
instance! 
Fng. Bhoj . 
1. 1 am playing 1. mA khelA the'o 
P. I have to play E. mbkA khelA kA hA 
3. Give it to me 3. ekA mbkA de 
4. I drank the water 4. mA pani pie's 
As we see above that Eng. pronouns are set to be 
in ^nominative case' in the first and second sentences, in 
Bhoj. in the second and third sentences, these pronouns Bre 
in ^accusative case*. In the fourth, it is in oblique case. 
Bhoj. possessive pronouns possess further 
inflectional category, that of gender. The inflection of 
these pronouns depend upon the gender of the ^object' 
refered to by possession. 
S-1S 
Map. 5 mbr^/t'dra/hAmAhAn ka/ oka kAmra 
my your our his/her room 
Fern.: mdri/hAmAhAn ki/ tori/ J'-i kAlAm 
my our your his/her pen 
Eng. . and Bhoj. demonstrative pronouns are also 
limited in number, but, with the difference that in Bhoj. 
there is no distinction between on numbers ^this' and 
*these' have / i / and *that' and *those* have /Li/ as 
equivalent. 
In Phoj. there is an optional rule which permits a 
choice between two forms for addressing a person, depending 
upon the social relationsip or degree of familiarities and 
frankness between the speaker and addressed. Eng. possesses 
on)y one form for such an address, ''you'. Thus, we can 
indicate the relative difference as follows: 
You /tu/ formal (honorific) 
/tA/ informal 
A significant point regarding these above social 
variation is that it has a correlation with verb forms. For 
pxample: 
tA khA 
t u k h a 0 
'You eat' 
In third person, Eng. has variations whereas Bhoj. 
has only one form: 
he 
She 
-> /u/ 
£13 
Finally, it is pointed cut here that "structural 
difference" between L and L is not the only reason for the 
•1 2 
errors committed by the learners in learning a SL. False 
analogy and wrong teaching 3.re among the reasons responsible 
for "errors". For example: 
» /these teacher/ •* /this types/ 
* /that few volunteers/ » /every men/ etc. 
These cannot be due to the mother tongue 
interference. 
It is hoped that the present research work will be 
very useful to the teachers teaching Eng. in Bhoj. speaking 
areas in genral and in Distt. Maunath Bhanjan in particular 
and they can, with the help of the present investigation can 
prepare suitable teaching material and write text-books, and 
will encourage further studies in the field of "contrastive 
analysis" at different levels of language. 
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